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N,o office workers work for the Office and Professional
Employees International Union in Boston.

It's not that

they would not hire them if they were able to, but they
are not able to.

The union is simply too small and too

poor., The Boston local has 600 members, . one . business
manager, and a small office.

The business

manager spends

most of his time doing administrative work, . and sometimes
he goes out to visit the union members in their offices
to /see if everything is all right.

Between the paperwork

and settling small grievances, he has very little time
left to' organize new members.
the phone rings.

As I sit -talking to him

It is a man who is angry at his supervisor

and wants the union to organize his

off~ce.

, The business

manager tells him to organize a meeting" and , he will come
to speak.

The man at the other end of the

sure he is willing to take this step,

p~one

especi~lly

is not
since he

only recently took the job and does not ,. know many of his
fellow employees.

Yes,

tha~

is a problem. the business

manager agrees. but he will not come to "speak unless the
man does some groundwork first.

One other thing-'

he tells

the man not to let it get around that he is .trying to stir
up interest in the union, because he would probably be
fired.
The
me.

bu~iness

manager hangs up the phone and looks at

"I get calls like that a lot," he says. , "The , guy is
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probably just angry at someone.

I could spend all my time

chasing .down leads like that and get nowhere.

Those type

of people aren't really interested in the work it takes
to organize a union.
one."

They just want to get even with some-

He leans back in his chair . and is quiet for a moment.

"If I could just get, say, twenty-five or fifty determined
workers who would be willing to walk-a picket line for
more than a few days, I could organize a decent union.
But you know hwat the problem is?
They

won~t

They.'re l.;ike lambs.

fight for their rights."

This was a lapse, though.

"_

Most of·. the .time, the bus-

iness manager talks about how he does not want to disrupt
things.

He is concerned about causing his

m~mbers

since it is they who would feel it, not him.

trouble,

He is not

even sure that militant tactics would benefit the union.
as it stands.

They are not strong enough, and they would

probably put themselves in more danger than they could handle
if employers got angry at them.

As it is, the union is

able to obtain benefits for -its workers .. precisely because
it is on good terms with the companies.
Someday, though, says the business manager, the union
local will break the "threshold" point and get enough dues
money coming in to hire a bookkeeper to handle the routine
matters, and maybe an experienced organizer to start an
organizing rlrive.

Until then, the union will keep helping

its members and following good leads, hoping that they will
soon pick up momentum.

CHAPTER I -- THE WHITE-CQLLAR. .PROLETARIAT

I

A large bank in Boston has hired a _labor lawyer as a

special persopnel-relations man.

His main job concerns unions.

In his estimation, unionization is inevitable within a few
~ears

at the bank, but it is not necessarily a bad thing.

For
-

hundreds, if not thousands, of relatively unskilled employees,
it should provide some sense of stability and community

How-

0

ever, it is his job. to put off the day when the union arrives
and to make sure that when it comes, it does so on terms that
ar,e acceptable to the bank.

To be sure, he readily admits

that his easy acceptance of the idea of a unionized work-force
is rare amo ng bank executives.

While this is not surprising,

the idea that clerical workers themselves should want a union
ought to attract attention.

From one point of view, white-

collar workers might not seem like the sort of material of which
unions are made;
of view, howeve r

are they not middle class?
9

Another point

rather shortly dismisses the notion that

office workers at this level are of the middle classes.
theorists

i~

Various

this camp have been predicting the unionization

of white-co.llar workers since the beginning of this century.
But why would it happen now; why did it not happen before?
In fact, there is disagreement among personnel executives
as well as am.ong scholars about >the prospect of unionization.
However, they recognize that now, as never before, the potential
exists.

Basic social changes have occurred recently, and

increased union interest is but one manifestation o

It is the

purpose of this paper to examine these more basic social changes .
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I will argue that the most important new area of change has
been social rather than political or economic, but that this
social change has affected the position of the white-collar
workers in the economy and, to a lesser extent, in politics.

The emergence of the moderQ white-collar labor force
was part of a more general transformation of American society
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
exists, however, very little historical

rese~rch

There

in this area.'

The major reason is the lack of events to write about.

Unlike

the emerging factory workers, the white-collar workers did not
organ~ze

an~

did not cause

disturbances~

The nineteenth century middle class was overwhelming ly
rural.

Fifty per cent of them were farmers in 1870. 1

Farmers,

storekeepers, small businessmen, free professionals, skilled
craftsmen, and a few salesmen and clerks, the middle class
people were property owners.

They owned their means of live-

lihood and were self-employed; or in those cases where they
were not, they could reasonably expect to acquire property
and a position by hard work.

The middle classes were the

dominant sector of American society and America was shaped in
their image.

They set the tone for the economy, the politics,

and the culture.

It was a "dynamic, expanding capitalist soci et y ,

whose achievements and destiny were almost wholly the result
of the. dignity and opportunity which it offered the average
.

laboring man,"

2

but in the 1870"s it was already break i ng

down.
Very basicallY r in this period, big business was ri s i ng

3
and forcing its smaller competitors ?ut of the market.

The

capitaiist , revolution of the Jacksonian era, as well as the
.:.,

establishment of adequate banking and 'credit systems, the le gal
acceptance of the corporation as a "person" who could compete
in the open market, and the expansion of transportation and
communication all laid the basis for the growth of American markets
to continental size, and allowed accumulations of capital iIi
corporations to control these markets.

These large and growing

corporations were much better able to weather fluctuations
in the economy (which were increasingly international) than
!

were small individual enterprisers.

.The

small farmers, first
,

in the Northeast, then in t h e South and West, and the small
businessmen in the growing towns and cities were forced out
by bigger, more efficient b usinesses.

Some became factory

workers, and thus left the middle classes entirely; but others
entered the growing corporat e and government bureaucracies as
s~laried

employees, and the s e created the "new" middle classes .

The growing size and complexity of the corporations created
" the need for more and more administrators and clerica l workers,
while similar changes in other sections of the economy formed
positions for s alaried professionals, salespeople, and technicians .
By World War I, a new so ciety had emerged and, with it,
a new set of middle classes.

This was no long er a rural soci ety,

only a quarter of the population worked on farms, and of these
only a Littis more than half owned the farms they worked.

In

the place of the self-employed middle classes of fort y years
before were now wage and

s~ lar y

earners,

Forty per cent of

4

the population was a permanent working class whose members
quite realistically did not expect to become entrepreneurs
(of those · few who' tried, hardly any succeeded).
tenth of the population in 1870 had been

Whereas a

self~employed

small

businessmen and professionals, by the second decade of the
twentieth century a quarter of America was in the employ of
a growing big business bureaucracy. These men and women could
no longer expect to go into

b~siness

hoped to rise within the bureaucracy.

for themselves, but rather,
!

Moreover, they had losi

.the pride of being free entrepreneurs, and at the same time
had not acquired class consciousness or organization as had
the working class.

They were the fragmented and confused

remnants of the once dominant subculture in America. J
The comparison with the working class points out an important failure of the middle classes.

Both of these groups or-

ganizedvarious movements at the turn·of the century to fight
the rising corporations.

In the last decades of the nineteenth

century, the AFL emerged from a struggle within the labor movement as the more-or-less successful representative of skilled
American labor.

The major reason why they, rather than the

Knights of Labor, attracted workers was because of their acceptance of their working-class status and rejection of utopian
reformism.

This allowed them to organize more effectively

and apply pressure to obtain a measure of power in a pluralistic
system.

Their later triumph over the socialist and syndica l ist
.
. . 4
groups is another story which we will not here conslder.

For their part, the old middle classes did not go down

5 -

wi thout a struggle.

The agrarian movements (the. Grange, the

Alliances, and Populism) and the Progressive movements can
both be viewed as the final protests of-the old middle classes
before their disintegration and conversion.

It might be

logical to assume that the reason for the eventual failure
of these movements (in the sense

th~t

their objective was

to preserve the class and its power) was that the middle
classes were economically and politically weak, but this was
not the case.

They were actually in a position of significant

potential strength.

The big businesses had not truly con-

solidated their positions until Wilsoh'sadministration and
the War, and the labor unions

-~

another possible source of

opposition to the reform movements -- were also weak.

Further-

more, the middle classes were long-established as a political
group, and -they were actually succeeding in applying pressure
to remove corruption from government and make · it more responsive
to the electorate.
In the final analysis, the middle classes at the turn
of the century were the victims of a failure of ideolo gy.

The

crux of their problem was their refusal to relinquish their
esteem for the

~_aissez

faire: values of individualism and private

property,. and their inability (or unwillingness) to recognize
the importance of economic condi tions ;:_~ and social classes as
sources of power in society.

They assumed that by politically

removing special privileges in the economy and by democratizing
the polity, the old system would right itself.

collective action

In rejecting

Ci. e. class action), the old middle classes
t

were unable to organize themselves properly, and thus sealed
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their own doom.

In contrast, the labor movement was able to

forge a place for itself precisely because it had a working
analys is of the nature of power in society, and because it organized itself accordingly.
The "new" middle classes were thus the unorganized and
disorganized remnants of the old middle classes.

However, if

the newly emerged office and sales workers were not sufficiently
aware of their "objective"situation to organize themselves,
several other groups have sustained an interest in them from
the time of their appearance.

We must look to Germany, however,

for the first theorizing • . Marx himself did not devote much
attention to the intermediate categories of clerks, functionaries,
and the like.

In a general way, however, he did predict that

the forces of capitalist concentration would proletarize all ·
but a few of them.

The topic was considered more seriously for

the first time in the 1890's in Germany by Eduard Bernstein
and Karl Kautsky.

Neither of them accorded the emerging white-

collar workers an important place in the overall scheme, but
Berstein did believe that they had a "staying power" which,
though somewhat inexplicable, made them a social sector to be
dealt with.

Since they were not about

todi~sclve

into the

proletariat, they must become the working allies of the evolutionary s ociali st movement.

Kautsky was Bernstein's ideological

and political opponent, and he disagreed with him,

Kautsky

followed Marx·s formulation and asserted that the white-collar
workers already had been or would soon be forced into the

proletariat.

The main reason for this was their porpertyless
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status and their falling pay rates. 5 ..
No important new theoretical

:~ ,f,ormulatTons';

from the l eft

have appeared since these three ' Germans _wrote in the nineteenth
century -- even though they predated the era about which they
wrote.

Emile Lederer, another German, began with a position

like Bernsteir."s early in this century, but after the defeats
of the left in Germany following the first World War and the
social crisis of the 1920's, he moved closer, to Kautsky's position.
It is clear from his . 1940 worle that he basically misunderstood
meaning of the Nazi movement as it affected white-collar
workers. 6 In fact, most of the orthodox Marxist writing of
th~

the time makes the mistake of equating fascism with the right
wing of a revolutionary-reactionary continuum.

To be sure,

it is still difficult to force an essentially non-ideological
(in a certain sense) movement like fascism into an intellectually
comprehensfble framework .
Post-War writing has continued to speculate on the class
standing of white-collar workers, but it has incorporated some
. new

ele~ents

tradition

as well.

w~ich , Kautsky

C. Wright Mills is largely in the Marxist
defined, which predicts the proletariza-

tion of the white-collar worlcers.

This portion of his thinking

is based on the earlier work of another American, Lewis Coreyc
In addition, however, Mills adds the 60ncept of alienation: as
a further criterion by which the office workers can be seen
as proletarians,?

David Lockwood examines class-consciousness

in England and conc ludes that although the . "blackcoated workers"
mgy, : ~b.e':oO'j ,e.ot·ive.lY" , : " irilude'd · ~ .iri~

class by

the: ranks 'o f: the,q.v6pk ihg" ~: : ~·,,,- ,,

reason of their market and work situations, certain

8

residual status orientation~ make them resist coMplete assimilation. 8 Finally, Michel Crozier of France has opted for a
modified Berstein-like approach, saying that the white-collar
workers are not on the verge of subrnerging:-.. intothe mass of
proletarians.

Rather, he asserts, the new middle classes

occupy and will continue to occupy an ambi guous position midway
between the working class and the ruling class.
medium through which the

incre~sing

intergenerational) takes place.

They are the

social mobility (mainly

What is signified is, not so

much the proletarization of the white-collar workers as the
"bourgeoisification" of the blue-collar workers. 9
Perhaps one reason why there has been so little really
new development of theory about the class position of whitecollar workers is that there has been very little
in their actual class position"

develop~ent

There have, to be sure, been

changes in conditions since the establis hment of corporation
capitalism10 in the late .'nineteenth century, but many of these
changes have been of a more quantitative than qualitative nature.
The addition of technolo gy and "rationalization" has made the
work more factory-like, but this has not altered the basic
bureaucratic structure of the office.

As Locl<:wood says, the

real:c 0re of the difference between blue- and white-collar"
workers has been their status differences -- to which I would
' add their patterns of association and values.

Recently, however,

in America, and to a n '...6xten-tt 5.n England, sociologists have
be gun to report that the s e di s tinctions are breaking down.

9

Herbert Gans, Bennett Berger, and in England, John Goldthorpe
and Lockwood deny the validity of the "bourgeoisification thesis ', "
and assert that the lower middle class and the more affluent
working class have come close to merging.

As Richard Hamilton

puts it, "All this adds up to saying that the biggest 'break'
in the class structure is not between manuals and non-manuals
but rather is between the lower-middle and upper-middle classes.
This finding is possibly the most significant one in the whole
book.,,11

*

*

'J,'he major theme of this paper is that there is a ~ - ,' \'
taking place
major changeAin the class structure of the United States.

This ·

change has occurred in the period of time since World War II •
. The change is this:

Blue-collar workers are now earning more

money than they once did, and their level of income is now
comparable with that of clerical workers.
before the War.

This was never true

In addition, since that · time, it has become

increasingly easy for the sons and daughters of manual workers
to find work in offices.
~6bility

The rate ·of this intergenerational

since the war has risen.

However, studies have shown

that although manual workers may now earn more than ever before,
and although they may move to the suburbs, they are not therefore
middle-class.

Rather, they adapt their values and behavior

to new. conditions.
Office workers hCi-ve also experienced a change l.n their
position in society.

The influx of workers with working-class

origins has begun to alter their values and behavioral norms.

10

Since the time of the breakup of the old middle blasses, the
lower level white-collar workers have had a sort of "non-culture."
They have been the "small men'; " the "forgotten men" whom
everyone knew were there, but 0hose presence was somewhat hazy.
The business classes had power and largely set cultural norms
for "official" society.

And the working-classes also had

power in their collective organizations, the unions, the
Democratic party, and -- to an extent -- the · churches; and
they had their own culture.

But the lower level white-collar '

employees were s.omEWher.e in the middle, and since they are
unorganized, they have had trouble making their presence felt.
Everyone appeals to them for support; but as individuals, they
cannot do more than give disorganized, temporary support, as
. in an election.

If this lack of allegiance to any group does

not help the groups for long, neither does it help the clerical
workers.

They have little political power, less economic power,

and much of their social behavior and values are "borrowed"
from above and below. In this paper we will examine the clerical workers in
9- .social perspective to see what their current situation is;
and we will provide some history In order to see how they fit
into a dynamic picture of society.

A fair amount of work has

been done on their economic and political standings, but
considerably less on their cultural standing , that is,
"sociological" standing .

~heir

There is some general information

about "class subc ulture s " and s ome about the "psychology of

the social classes," but most of it lumps clerical workers
into something called the "lower-middle class."

This is
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useful and descriptive, but many manual workers are also
classified in this way.

In this study we want to see precisely

where office workers fit, and to do so, we must "split hairs."
To facilitate this study, I distributed nearly 600
questionnaires to clerical workers in four cities, Boston, Hartfor d,
Chicago, and San Francisco.
the appendix.

The techniques are described', i'n

About half of the recipients of the survey filled

it in and returned it, giving me almost 390 cases to work with.
I
The questions mainly concerned social and p·olitical behavior
.and opinions, but they also included some reference material
to ' help me place the respondents along economic, religious,
and age lines.

Since the sample was not random with respect

to these criteria, I have not tried to use them as statistically
significant factors.

The second

chapter~

and part of the third,

are desi gned to give background information on which to base the s e
new data.

The main task of the third and fourth chapters is

to explore the current social and political situation for
clerical workers as it appears on the questionnaires.

The

final chapter will put the study in a broader perspective and
:t1:'Y to give some indica,t ;:ton :: o'f likely future trends.
One word about se x .

There are twice as many women in

clerical work as there are men.
what to conc entrate

on~

This gave me a choice of

For occupational groups are generally

studied as they affect the lives of the men

in them, but this

occupational group is main ly women,
I had several choic es.

I could have examined how men

or women relate to their jobs and society as men or womep;
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or I could have studied men in a mixed occupation, or a
woman"s occupation in a man's world.
was inevitable and desirable.

Some form of compromise

We generally use the position

of men in the economy as the major determinant of social class;
but we also know that the behavior of women is equally important
in social and political (mainly voting) matters.

Since my

main interest in clerical work as an occupation is its marginal
status, the primary focus in economic matters will be on mano
However, in the social and political spheres, where both sexes
are influential, we will examine both, noting differences.

')

)

).

I

TABLE 1
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP
1900-1980.

_12°..Q

191.0

J.920

1930

1940

Clerical & Kindred
Craftsmen & Foremen
Operatives

).0
10.5
12.8

5·3
11.6
14.6

8.0
13.0
15.6

8.9
12.8
15 .. 8

9.6
12.3
12.0
14.1
18.4 . 20.4

18.6

Total White-Collar
T10 tal Manual
Se rvice Work ers
Farm Workers

17.6
21·3
35.8
38.2
9.0 . . 9.6
30.9
37.5

24.9
40.2
7.8
27.0

.2 9.4
39.6
9.8
21.2

31.1
39.8
11·7
17.4

·3 6.6
41.1
10·5
11.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

TOTAL

100.0

100.0

J,95Q .. _J96_0_

196_8

1980*

16.9
13.1
18.4

18.2
12.8
16.2

42.0
37.5
12.6
7·9

46.7
36.3
12.4
.4.6

50.8
32.7
13.8
2·7

100.0

100.0

100.0

14.5
1~.9

*Projected
Source, Daniel Bell, "Labor in the Post-Industrial Society,"
~issent 86 (Winter 1972), Tables 4 and 5, pp. 171 and 172.
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---

7.

C. Wright Mills, White Collar; Lewis Corey, The Crisis of
the Middle Classes ( New York, 1935). Lewis Corey is an
interesting character. My friend and_ one-time tutor Bob
Amdur tells me that he originall y came to the Uni~ed States
from Italy in the early years of the century as Lewis
Fraina. He was involved in the formation of the American
Communist Farty in the 1920's, but he lost a power stru ggle
to Jay Lovestone and submerged for some years. He later
emerged at Antioch in the 1930's as Lewis Corey; and in the

1950's only spared himself deportation by Joseph McOBrthey
by dying.

8.

David Lockwood, The Blackcoated Worker (London, 1958).
Michel Crozier, Office Worker.

~

10. W.A. Williams provides a conceptuall y useful three-sta g e
view of American History, which I find basically accur a te.
In it, the age of corporation capitalism followed the a g e
of laissez nouS faire, superceding it in about the 1880 's.

It has extended to the present, but ma y possibly be comin5
to an end. The Contours of American History (Chicago, 19b6 ).

11. Richard Hamilton, Class and Politics in the United States
(New York, 1972), p. 218. He preceess the passage quoted
in th,e text by saying:
There is a sweeping consensus in the sociological literature
on the importance of the namual-nonmanual line. So important
is this cutting point that many reseacchers have incorporated
it into their studies and hav~ used those or some equivalents
as the key focal terms of the analysis.
There is a gene ral
assumption. t ha t the "biggest differences II in attitudes and
lifestyles occur at this breaking point and that the most
significant mobility involves the crossing of that line.
For other recent findings, see Gans, Berger, Goldthor p e
and Lock1rJOod. Also see David Gordon, "From .steam 1tlh istles
to Coffee Breaks,1I Dissent 86 (Winter 1972 ), for another
interesting "break" in the lab or force: that between the
Hprimary" and trsec ondary" working classes.

CHAPTER T\vO: ECOl\fOfvIIC POSITION

The proletarianization of the clerical worker has
greatest validity in an economic

sense~

A~

.we pointed out

earlier, the middle classes lost their independent status
around the turn of the century.

At that time there was a

major shift from property-owning, self-employed farmers and
!

epterprisers
to non-property-owning~ salaried employees.
,
The trends were long-term ones, bpt the significant fact
is that the new :illiddle class grew from a mere six percent
in 1870 to one fifth of the work force in 1920. 1

And these

white-collar employees were not destined to dwindle as the
century unfolded.

Rather, they occupied a large and growing

segment of the work force.

Thus, the l'-1arxist prediction

that the middle classes would break into two parts, one
joining the proletariat and the other the bourgeoisie, has
not been fulfilled in any simple sense.
However, the new middle classes are not

property-~wners~

Today this does not seem particularly noteworthy, since
many of the top managers and profesSionals als6 own no
property; and the large corporations are generally not owned
by a captain of industry, but by a number of entities, not
all of which are people.

To be sure, profitable property

is still concentrated in the hands of a very few people, 2
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but social, economic, and political power is more widely
distributed.

Lenin himself did not grasp for control of the

economy as the key to power in society, but for control of
the state.
Yet for the individual, his relation to the forces of
production remains important.

An employee is an employee.

The transformation of the middle classes was significant
largely because it. created a huge new body of hired men.

C. Wright Mills puts it

succinctly~

"In terms of property,

the white-collar p eo p le are not 'in between Capital and
Labor;' they are in exactly the Same property-class position
a s the \oJa g e-workers. 113
For a long time, however, the white-cQllar clerical
~

. workers
come~

"in between Capital and Labor !! in terms of in-

The trend since the turn of the century has been to

equali~e

wa g es salaries.

As a rule, salaries have been more

resistant to external pressures than have wa g es.

The various

have hit wages harder, and the boom years have produced
more of an increase.

INCOME

Precise inc ome statistics are difficult to find for
the eBrly , part of t h e century before the Great Depres s ion.
The grou p s we want to compare are th e census categ ories,
I1

c l er ical," or white-collar office workers; "crai'tsm en and
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foremen,1I highly skilled blue-collar workers; and "operatives,"
the archetypal semiskilled blue-collar workers.
there are no such precise statistics until
first census of income was made.
to compare cruder figures.

However,

1939, when the

Before that time, we have

Robert K. Burns has made a study

of manual and white-collar earning s for the period

1890 to

1952, and thi$ is the most useful source of information for
the early part of the century.4Burns combines several job
categories to get "salaried" and "wage-earners" figures.
His data seem- to correspond to those in the Census Bureau's
Historical Statistics,S but he does n6t say how he weighted
the component parts of each category, so it is impossible
to derive consistent figures for the years he leaves out.
This is unfortunate since he has a twenty-five year gap between

1890 and 1915, and judging from figures which usually

are close to his, there was quite a bit of fluctuation in
this period.
"According to the available statistics, the salaries of
white-collar workers were generally about twice that of
'm-a nual workers at the turn of the century.

1\he ninety

percent differential of 1890 leaped to above 125 percent
during the years of the depression, and boom times did not
close the gap, except slowly.

At this time, the high level

of demand for clerical workers was accompanied by a fourfold increase i n their number, twice the rate of growth of
the manual force.

l
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These trends were reversed during 1fJorld War I, when the
money earnings of

blue~collar

workers increased more quickly

than. those of salaried employees.

Increased war production

meant more work and higher pay for wage-workers.

By the

end of the War, the percentage. difference between the tvJO
groups had been cut in half; but the sharp deflation of 1920
to 1922 pushed manual earnings down much faster than salaried
payments.

A large part

of the lost diffepence was regained.

Wages and salaries remained at the same levels until the
stock market brash and the Depression.

The figures Burns

provides for the pre-1929 period are more exaggerated than
we would like, for they include the earnings of some higher
paid elements of management.

Burns estimates that without

these elements, the figures for the twenties would differ
by 40 to 50 percent instead of the 69 to 75 percent shown
in Table 4.1. 6
tinuous

~ine

Thus,

th~

figures should form a more con-

between the two sets of data on either side of

the stbck market crash.

The effects of the Depression do

not appear in the figures until 1933, when the difference
'doubles from 30 to 60 percent.

The Depression hit manual workers much harder than it
did

white-col~ar

clerical employees.

Both their income and

their jobs were much less secure than those of the nonmanuala.
At tbat time, office workers were still in relatively
greater demand.

Especially important in enforcing this sit-

uation was the fact that education--a primary requirement
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TABLE 2.1
AVERAGE ANNUAL EAREI NGS OF SALARIED Er'1PLOYEES
AND WAGE-EARNERS, 1890-1925
AND PERCEN,TAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE1VJ
Salaried
1890 a $861
b
1890
1895b
1900b
1905b
1910b
. 19150
1915a
19200.
19220.

848
941
1011
1076
1156
1267
1257
2126
2040

Wage%
Earners Dif
$457

88%

439
416

, 92%
126%
132%
11896
107%
123%
105%
48%
6996

435
494
558
568
615
1437
1209

Salaried
a
1928 -$2398
c 1808
1929
c
1765
1933
c
1690
1937
c
1720
1939
1944c 2270
1946c 2555
c
1949
2995
1952c 3465

'v/age%
Earners Dif
$1372

75%

1410
966
1313
1325
2350
2380
2950
3600

2896
58%
29%
30%
-4%
7%
196
-496

a. Robert K. Burns, liThe Comparative Economic Position of
r'lanual and White-Collar Employees, The Journal of Business
(October 1954), p. 258.
'Salaried' is a combi na tion of
salaried employees in manufacturing, railway clerical employees, post office emp loye es, and federal government employees.
'Wa ge-Earners' are in manufacturing, steam railways, street railways, and coal minirig.
b. Historical Statistics of the U.S., p. 91. 'Salaried' here
is "Clerical workers in manufacturing and steam railroads.1!
'~vage-Earners' are in flManufacturing."
,
c. Robert K. Burns, OPe cit., p. 260. The values here are
weekly earnings x 52. 'Salaried' are lIemployees in manufacturing; in steam railroads; insurance; security dealers and
exchanges; government (nonscho o l)~ teachers." 'Wage-Earners'
,are in "mining ; c onstructi on ; manufacturing; railways and
bus lines; electric ligh t and power," etc.
II

for white-collar employment--was hard to come by.

Until

more recently when increasingly available schooling has
put
8

wbite~collar

work within tbereach of almost everyone,

high school diploma gave one great job and salary security .
In the period of recovery, the reletionship between
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wages and salaries returned to the 1929 level.

From 1933

to 1937 the earnings of blue-collar workers once again responded more directly to external economic pressures.

By

1939, after a decade of depression and a partial recovery, ,
the relationships (not the money levels, which were somewh~t

lower) were the same as they had been before the stock

market crash.
This time, however, the trend continued, as recovery
passed into war mobilization.

War-linked inflation and

I

high production caused still greater increases in the l evels
,

of blue-collar wages, and the chance for a great deal of
overtime raised their income still more.

By 1943, the manual

earni ngs surpassed those of the nonmanuals for the first
time.

This lead was increased in 1944, but sharp rises for

the salaried employees during 1945 and 1946

b~ought

back the

old advantege of nonmanual workers.
The pre-World War II figures have limitations for our
purposes

h e ~e,

but they show certain basic trends.

Although

the differences between clerical, craftsmen and foremen, and
operatives ai'e not clear, and the manual-nonmanual relations

are exaggerated by the inclusion of management categories,
we can seethe effects of the major economic events of the
first half of the century.

In general, salaries were more

resistant to these cbanges and reacted more slowly.

There-

fore, periods of de p ression (especially the 1890's and the
1930's) brougbt greater r a te s of decrease in wa g es a n d greater
differentials

betwe~n

wa g es and salaries.

Periods of in-
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flation, on the - other hand (as during the \v orld "'J ars), caused
greater rates of increase in wages and the subsequent narrowing of differentials.

The

over~ll

trend has been one of

equalization of pay scales of white- and blue-collar workers.
In 1940, the Census gathered information about occupations
and pay

~cales ;

for the first time.

present, we have much more precise

Thus, from 1939 to the
~nformation

about the

sub-categ ories which make up the larger classifications of
white-collar and blue-collar.

In the post- War period there

have been no gre a t ec onomic fluctuations affecting workers'
earnings as there were in the first half of the century.
However, we can see more clearly how each occupation contributed to the overall economic alignment.
The income trend since the war is summarized by a report in the Monthly La b or Revi ew.

!lOver the past 30 years,

occupational wage differentials have changed very little.
In the 1960's, however--departing from the pattern of the
two previ ous decades--e arnings of blue-collar workers advanced sligh tly less rapidl y t han those of white-collar
workers. 1t7

In Table 2.1, ·we can see that the most notable

change occurred between 1939 and 1947, the period of the _
second World War.

For the first time, skilled manual workers

began to earn slightly more-- and later, subs t antially more-than clerical wor ke rs.

At the same time, the wage-salary

difference between cleric a ls and operatives dro pped fro m
41 to 13 percent, cutting the

wh ite~collar

advanta ge to a
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TABLE 2.2
I'-1EDIAN INCOfVlE OF PERSONS 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER:
EMPLOYED MALES, 1939-1971
AND PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GROUPS
Craftsmen
Foremen

Dif

Clerical
Workers

Dif

Operatives

1939 a $1309

-8%

$142;1-

41%

$1007

1947

2746

4%

2654

13%

2373

1950

3293

6%

3103

11%

2790

1955

4423

13%

3950

7%

3695

1960

5582

11%

5011

12%

4477

1965

6592

14%

5772

7%

5390

1968

7705

10%

7034

13%

6209

8833

11%

7957

15%

6905

&

1971

a

96

&

Source: Albert Szymanski, Socialist Revolution #10, p. 116
(original source: Current Population Reports)
a. Current Population Reports, Consu mer Income, Series P-60,
no. 85 (December 1972), Table 60, p. 139.
.

third of what it had been.

Behind this latter change was

the tightening of labor markets during the War, the success
of the trade unions in organization and bargaining, and the
relatively prosperous years of the postwar era.
The 1960's were a period of high rates of

inflation~

followed by a recession which has continued to the present,
the early 70's.

In the first half of the sixties, the annual

rate of growth in the pay of operatives was hi ghest (4.2
percent),· compared to that of .clerical workers (3.6 percent)
and craftsmen and foremen (2.9 percent).

In the second half

of the decade, the order exactly reversed, but all rates
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went up.

Craftsmen and foremen now led with 6.0 percent,

followed by clerical workers with
ative~

with

5.2

.

percent.

8

5.4

percent, and

oper~

For clerical worker s, the rates

rose to about 6.4 percent until 1971-1972, when they dropped
to 4.6 percent. 9
Thus, since the War, there has existed a fairly stable
situation in which craftsmen and foremen consistently outearn
clerical workers by a little more than 10 percent, and the
latter lead the operatives by the same margin.

This alignment

reflects the basic structure of the labor market.

Education,

which _was once relatively rare, is a prere quisite for whitecollar work; and widespread public education has greatly
expanded the pool of qualified competitors for office work.
This, in turn, has undermined the basis of higher salaries.
Wh ereas in 1948 the median number of years of shcool for
clerical and sales workers was 12.4, for craftsmen and foremen, 9.7, and for operatives, 9.1; in 1969, the figures
were 12.6, 12.1, and il.l, .

respectively~lO

These indicate

that almost everyone in these occupations has graduated
from high school, and that the manual workers , have greatly
improved their educationa1 attainments in the last twentyfive years.
Other factors which affect the labor market are the
large pumber of female clerical workers and the relatively
recent influx of new workers who were born in the postwar
"baby boom.

II

These factors affect the size of the labor
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pool, which affects the size of the pay check.

"IJe will

have more to say about them in other connections later.

Finally, the labor unions have played an important part in
maintaining the level of wages for blue-collar workers, and
have given them the job-security once enjoyed only by whitecollar workers.

Indeed, it may now be the case that manval

union members have more job and wage security than nonunionized office workers.
Before examining some of the nonmonetary aspects of
the economic class position of clerical workers, let us see
how the crude income statistics can be broken do\vn in different ways.

This will provide us with some insights which

are hidden when the figures are in their present form.
The whole point of doing an analysis of income for
clerical and manual workers is to provide some partial
basis

~or

explaining their actions and attitudes.

Income

figures are useful here only insofar as they point out the
differences which the recipients feel--or those which they
. might potentially feel.

It does Us no good to say that

cleric21 workers earn "x" · amount more than operatives if the
composition of the groups is such that the members

would

hSve no reason to compare themselves to their more advantaged
or deprived fellow-workers.

However, when two groups of

peopl e feel that they are in a comparable position, and
one group makes more money than the other, th e re will be
reason for dissatisfaction.
The figures ·we are comparing for the income levels of
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clerical, skilled, and semiskilled
ferences among the groups.

worke~s

mask real dif-

To begin with, the ranks of

clerical workers have a much higher proportioti of women in
them than do either craftsmen and foremen or operatives.
The wage and salary rates we have been comparing have
been for men only, so our figures >are not distorted by differences in sex.

However, we should be aware that women

earn considerably less than men and are appreciably less
.
11
well educated.
The differences are institutionalized in
industry, though, so that many lower-paying and more tedious
jobs are defined as "women's work" and given to them as
a matter of course.
h as no t d one so t

0

This situation may be changing, but it
: th ese occupa t"lons. 12
any grea t ex t en t ln

Thus, to whatever extent men of other occupations identify
clerical work as a female occupation, with its accompanying
low pay, the clerical category as a whole is lowered.
The argument works the other way, too, since men in other
occupations may overestimate the earnings of men in clerical .
jobs when they c onsider that the female pay-rates lower the
whole category.
Another distorting factor is the inclusion of foremen
in the skilled workers cate go ry.

Foremen occupy an ambiguous

position in the industrial heirarchy.

On one hand, they are

generally drawn from the ranks of the blue-collar workers
whom they supervise.

But on the oth e r hand, they are the

"first line of management,

II

and often wear a white collar
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and street clothes.

In their capacity as supervisor, they

often become socially disassociated from the other workers,
and they are not ' permitted to belong to the same unions.
Without foremen, the 1971 earnings of skilled workers was
only $9378--$259 less than the general census category, and
'\

'

only $254 more than clerical workers.

Foremen, by contrast,

earned $11,285, which was closer to that of professionals
and technical workers than to skilled, let alone clerical,
workers. 13 If foremen are therefore conside~ed by other
workers to be, in the managerial class rather than working
class, then by comparison, the clerical workers seem to
have a relatively higher income.
If we further consider the ages of the white- and bluecollar workers in our tables, we find other distortions.
Richard Hamilton emphasizes the effects of age on the
earnings of skilled and clerical workers.

He suggests that

craftsmen and foremen are considerably older than office
workers, and that as clerical workers get oldei, there is
a good chance that they will be promoted out of the category.

In other words, the lower pay indicated for clerical workers
is as much the result of their lesser age as anything else.
Taking this factor into consideration, we might postulate
the following career lines.

Among the young office workers,

we have the "candidates" for higher positions, a large
number of 'whom will actually advance.

Those who do not will

generally stay at relatively low salaries; and these may

be considered to be the unsuccessful ones.

~he

successful
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office workers are promoted to higher level white-col1ar
jobs, and since they are then in another census category,
their hi g her salaries do not raise the figures for "clerical
workers.

II

Another source of older, less well-paid office

workers are those manual workers w60 hBve m~naged to have
themselves promoted • . Obviously, not all blue-collar workers
want to accept the

wage~cut

which often goes with the con-

version to clerical work, but the added security and comfort
(and sometimes the added prestige) may be sufficient reward.
On the other side, the
generally the

tI

higher~paid

blue-collar jobs are

end of t h e line 11 in a working-class career.

This accounts for the high percentage of older workers among
well-paid craftsmen and foremen. 14
Other fi g ures also support this hypothesis. 15

From

a slightl y different ang le, Peter Blau and Otis Dudley
Duncan give evidence about
shows the s a me patterns.

intrageneration~l

mobility which

They distinguish certain occupations

which supp ly manpower to others.

These !Ientry" occupations

receive a dispro po rtionately large number of young men from
many occupational backg r ounds (i.e., that of t he ir fathers).
By the same token , the movement of workers out of these
occupations later in their job careers is also very large.
"These entry occupations dominate the intra g enerational
flow of manpowe r, su pplying disproportionate numbers to
other occu pa ti ons in l at er career stages. l1l6 Clerical
work is one of t he se f1sup pl iers."

not, but is rather a ttreceiver.1t

Skilled manual work is
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While all this information may tell us a great deal
about the reference-group alignment of workers, we should
not lose sight or the fact that clerical work, as a discrete category, is still a more low-paid occupation than
skilled manual work.

It is true that young clerical workers

may not identify themselves as being in the same category
as blue-collar workers, because they (as individuals) hope
and expect to rise out of the clerical category.

But we

would do weal to notice that the Census Bureau's estimation
of the lifetime earnings (by age) for clerical workers is
n6t much above that for operatives, and hardly varies by
five hundred dollars from skilled workers. 17
Another set of income statistics which shows a reversed
rank order from those we have been considering.
the total family income figures
under consideration.

~or

In Table 2.}

These are

the three census categories
w~

can see that the earn-

ings of the heads of families (presumably men) are the
same figures which we have been working with.

(Note, how-

ever, that they are slightly higher thEn those in Table
2J2 because heads of families are likely to be older than
lIall males, 14 and over.

T1

)

Each occupation is separated

from the one below it by about ten percentage points.

How-

ever, for total family incomes the picture is different.
Here for the first time we find clerical workers eefinitely
earning more than craftsmen.

There is a residual question

of what the figures would show if they included foremen.

It is very possible that the first category of skilled
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TABIE 2.3
MEDIAN INCONE STATISTICS, BY OCCUPATION OF HEAD, 1969
Clerical

%
Dif Operatives

Craftsmen

%
Dif

$11,161

-1%

$11,293

16%

$9708

Earnings of Head

8938

8%

8252

8%

7629

Earnings of Wife

2764-

-2196

3514

3396

2646

Family Income

-

~Jorkers

Wife's income as 9'~ of
Total family i nc ome

23%

28%

% Wives who work
(full time)

43%

~"

%Iof Working Wives
who are: a
Professional

10%

·13%

. 10

Clerical/Sales

44%

51%

32%

Blue-Collar

24%

16%

33%

24%

S2~

46%

701

Source: Robert L. Stein and Janice N. Hedges, "Earnings and
Family Income,u Monthly Labor Review (June 1971), Tables 2,
8, and 9, pp. 15 , 22.
a. U.S. Department of Labor, 1969 Handbook on Women Workers,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1969, Table 15,
p. 38. (column totals equal 100% when wives in other occupations
are included)

. vJOrkers would reassert its economicsuperiori ty.
this is

no~

However,

clear, since the percentage differences between

men are about the 8ame as when foremen; are inluded.

Taking 7

the table at face value, the white-collar workers enjoy
an economic advantage over those blue-collar workers who
are at a roughly comparable level.

They have barely surpassed

the skilled wor k ers--the only time in our figures that this
has happened sin ce the War--and have doubled their lead over

operatives.
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We can see in the table why these white-collar employees have higher family earnings: their wives make more
money_

Working wives of clerical workers earn a quarter

again as much as those of skilled workers.

In addition

to earning more money, white-collar wives are more likely
to go to work in the first place!

They also have a some-

what lower rate of unemployment, and are more likely to
be employed year round full time. 18 Taking these two factors
together, we find that the total contribution to family
income is higher for the wives of clerical workers than for
either category of manual worker.
It is interesting to compare the wives of manual and

•

nonmanual workers with regard to their source of income.
The statistics in Table 2.3 show that the wives of clerical
workers are more likely to be employed in white-collar work
than are the wives of manual workers.

However, what seems

more significant is the large number of wives of formally
working-class husbands who have

lI

middle-class ll jobs.

More

than half of the employed wives of skilled workers hold
such jobs, as do fully two fifths of the working wives of
operatives.

The very large proportion of working-class -

wives who hold jobs in clerical and sales occupations (this
includes a fourth of the working wives of laborers and a
third of employed women who are married to service workers l9 )
has a significance in providing a measure of social linkage
between manual and nonmanual categories.
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We have seen that in terms of income 1 office workers
are not in the middle class at all, but, i if anything, are
in the working class.
for several reasons.
the upper range of

Their position is somewhat ambiguous
For one thing, their incomes fall in

working-cla~s

figures; and their incomes

appear even higher if we do not include foremen as workingclass.

Secondly, clerical workers are somewhat younger than

blue-collar people.

This point is much truer for women than

for men, for while the median a g e of male clerical workers
was only .4 years less than that of operatives (and

3.8

wears_ less than crafts~en and foremen) in 1960, the difference
for women was 5.2 years.20 We are to some extent comparing
are
workers whol1at different stages in their careers. As far
as reference g roup theory is concerned, we have pointed out
some of the problems with this sort of comparison.

Third,

when we examine the income of families, we find that clerical
workers have somewhat more money than do craftsmen (and
perhaps foremen).

Still, they were (in 1 969) a thousand

dollars close r to the median for all blue-collar workers
than they were to the median for all white-collar workers.

Nor is this because the high earnings of managers and professio nal s p ut the - white-collar average far out of the range
in which cleric a l workers find themselves:
earni~ gs

of clerical workers were $150

The family

close~

to the blue-

collar average than to the avera g e for sales worker, the
next most poorly paid wh ite-collaroccupation. 21
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Thus, while we can manipulate "the figures in various
ways to push "tb e cleric a l workers

I

income up or .down,
vIe
,
.

do not seem to be able to show the m irr a middle-class range.
The highest cm 1m we can make for their earnings is that
they may be in t h e uppe r part of the lower h alf of the
economy--a posi tion which puts taem pretty squarely in the
wrirking-class c amp.
The only a lternative to this placement of clerical
workers in the working class is to say that well-paid manual
wo~kers

are now in the middle class.

In the terms in which

we have be e n t a lking, craftsmen and <foremen

~e

likely riandida te s for middle-class status.

For with one

the most

or two exceptions (for craftsmen) the available statistics
show that thei r earnings are above the median for the total
American l a bor force (i.e., in the various forms in which
the information is presented).

Clerical workers fall some-

times above the median, s ometimes below (again, dependi n g
on the treatme nt of the data).
Operatives are unambi g uously
.
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below.
Thus ~ we find that we are examining marginal
groups--which is what we suspec t ed all along.
on the definitions of 1''I'wrking class II and
we mi ght do wel l

middle class II that

to suspend our judg ment until we find a

better way of de fining class.
latter sections of t h is paper.
say tha t

lI

So much depends

This will be the task of the
For now, we should merely

if the cr a ftsme n are still considered to be in the

working class, i n monetar y terms, then so are clerical workers.
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One last factor which confuses matters even more is
that the dispersion of earnings within an occupation is
greater than the difference between the medians for each
occupation.

In other words, the difference between the

highest paid members of an occupation and the lowest paid
members is greater than the difference between the median
for the highest paid occupation and the median for the
lowest paid occupation.
overlap.

Thus, there is a great deal of

In marginal occupations this is crucial.

It means

that the highest paid clerical workers are likely to be
middle-class, and the lowest paid may (if the theory of
proletarianization is valid) be working-class.
phenomenon is probabl y true of manual

worke~s.

The same
In 1971, one

third of the male, full time clerical workers earned from
$10,000 to $15,000, and one sixth earned less than $6000
(the median was $9124).

A quarter of the operatives and a

third of the skilled workers earned from $10,000 to $15,000,
and a quarter of the operatives and an eighth of the skilled .
earned less than $6000 (the medians were $7915 and $9627,
respectively; •
With this final set of figures, we get a better idea
of how unclear it is whom we are talki ng about even when
we s p eak in such seemingly specific terms as "clerical,1I
"craftsmen and foremen," and "operatives.

1I

Quite simply,

there is a great deal of overlap • . . And as we shall see, this
overlap is import a nt in other economic, social, and political
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TABLE 2.4
% DISTRIBUTION OF EARNING S OF ~IALE WORKERS, 14 YEARS AND OVER: 1971
$4000- $6000- $8000- $10,000$0Total $4000 $6000 $8000 $10,000 15,000
Craftsmen

$12~000+

Median

& Foremen 100.0

4.1

9.2

18.7

22.2

36.3

9.5

$9627

Clericals 100.0

4.4

11.3

19.0

25.5

33.3

5.6

$912LJr

Operatives100.0

7.1

18.3

25.6

22.2

23.9

2.7

$7915

Source: Current Population Reports, Consumer Income, Series
P-60, no. 85 (December 1972), Table 55, p. 128.

situations.

Let us now examine some of the non-monetary

economic aspects of office work, and compare it to what
is known about manual work of comparable pay scales.

NON-fVIONETARY ECONOfvlIC FACTORS'

If the position of clerical workers is ambiguous in
monetary terms, it has also become ambiguous in terms of
unemployment and fringe benefits.

However, these white-collar

workers probably have better chances for promotion than do
blue-collar workers.

Hisorica11y~

white-collar work was

cionsidered to be superior to blue-collar work for other
reasons besides earnings.

But whereas income is the basis

of "class" position, such factors as job security, fringe
benefits, chances for promotions, working conditions, and
educational requirements have provided much of the basis
for I!status" and prestige rankings. 23 In fact, sociologists
now quantify status as the combination of educational attainment and income level o

Christopher

Jencks~

who has
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recently done a thorough study and review of the literature,
say's , "\vnat consensus there is about an occ u pation's.
prestige LOr s t atus7 derives largely from t wo facts.

First,

most people rank an occupation high if it attracts highly
educated workers.

Second, most people rank an occupation ·

high if i tpays v/ell. ,,24

Students of .o ccupational prestige,

however, have in mind something a little bit different from
what we wish to treat here.

It seems useful in this case

to separate inc ome from other attributes of status, in line
wi~h the older Weber ian distinction. 25 We have already shown
that the educational differences--such as they are--between
clerical workers and blue-collar workers are slight.

If we

were to use only education and income for status raning, we
would continue to see very little difference between the
several groups; but we can distinguish between them if we
look at the

~ther

attributes of the jobs we outlined above.

As far as unemployment is c oncerned, we find that the
same patterns we found for income reassert themselves.

Once

again, clerical workers are somewhere in between operatives
and craftsmen Bnd foremen.

Many writers have neglected to

notice that al tbou gh clerical workers still have an advantage over ope ratives in this respect, oth er, skilled,
blue-collar wor k ers are in a superior position. 26 However,
here the advant ag e of clerical workers over operatives is
much greater t ha n that of skilled workers over clericals.
In 1970, the un employment rates for skilled workers, clerical
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workers, and operatives, respectively, were: 3.8 percent,

4.0, and 7.1.
8.3~

In 1971, they were

4~7

percent, 4.8, and

And in the f irst three quarters of 1972 they averaged

4.3 percent, 4.8, and 7.2. 27

o.

Wright Mills estimates that, historically, the once-

large gap between white-collar and blue-collar employment
rat~s

has dwindled.

He notes that the Depression and

World War II did much to equalize conditions.
--

there is still a residual differential.

However,

White-collar workers

seem
to be more pro tec t ed from periods of unemployment which
!
ac:c ornpany depression and recession • . Thisrnay be due to
the special

charact~r

of white-collar work4

"'The volume

of paper work doesn't shrink automatically when production
falls off,

I

the editors of Business Week observe.

'Some-

times it even increases--because the company puts on more
selling press"ure to round up new orders e '!l 28

There is, how-

ever, new information on the invulnerability of clerical
workers to layoffs.

A very recent report to the Secretary

of Health, Education, and Welfare claims that management
now views office workers as highly expendable.

Because their productivity is hard to measure and
their functions often non-essential, they are seen as
the easiest place to !lcut fat!l during low points in
the business cycle.
Today, low-level white-collar
workers are more likely to be sacrificed for the sake
of short-term profitability than are blue-collar workers. 29
However, since -this inf ormation seems to contradict unemployment st a tistics, i t

i s probable that the study is
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referring more particularly to women.

Men have more stable

employment rates.
Another factor which may mask , unemployment realities
is employers' use of "A &, P,1I attrition and pregnancy.
This would presumably make office work more secure, since
employers simply allow normal turnover--which is especially
high among young women--to reduce the size of the work force,
rather than firing steady workers.

On the other hand, if

we assume that those who quit temporarily will want jobs
again soon, and if we remember that turnover has ,two component parts--at one end people quit, and at the other end
p~ople

want to be hired--we might come

t~

the conclusion

that "A & pI! merely hides higher rates of unemployment,
since those who cannot get office work are classified in
some other category (i.e., other than unemployed clerical
workers).

In sum, it seems that office workers still hold

some advantage over semiskilled blue-collar workers, but
none over skilled e

Certainly, the trend for office work to

become increasingly factory-lfuke has been basic in explaining
whatever changes have occurred over a ' longperiod of time.
In no area besides wages bas the influence of labor
unions been so pronounced as in obtaining for blue-collar
workers the fringe benefits once held only by white-collar
workers.

Unionized manual workers of all types now have

insurance plans, and provisions for sick leave and paid
vacations.

Wotkers in smaller places of business have , had

a harder time obtaining these benefits.

For instance, a

group of waitresses struck a small restaurant in Harvard
Square for four months without any results.

For one thing,

the owner was a self-made small businessman and not inclined
to let anyone tell him Ilhow to run- his own business,1l even
if his employees were receiving much lower benefits than they
might have in a larger business.

~or

another thing, he

probably c ould not well af ford to give generous benefits.
The conditions which drove the old property-owning classes
out of existence shortly before the turn of the century
still operate--and in line with the various power elite
theses, including Galbraith's IlNew Industrial State," it
may be the case that the crunch on small business has become
even stronger since then.

Howeve~,

most workers are employed

by lar ge businesses, and do receive frin ge benefits.
The available statistics w~ich compare various levels
of fringe benefits show that office workers still have a
slight edge.
1t

These statistics compare "plant workers" with .

o ffice work ers,lI so it is hard to say exactly whom we are

comparing.

We can 'probably assume thatthe two groups cor-

respond to operatives and clerical workers (especial l y , since
the Monthly Labor Review, the source of the table, is the
organ of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and they deal with
census cate gor ies).

According to the evidence in Table 2.5,

blue-collar workers made a small amount of p rog ress relativ e
to

white-col~r

workers in the 1960's.

As Sackley and

Gavett say in the article, liThe available evidence indicat es
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TABLE 2.5

PERCENT OF WORKERS IN ESTABLISHMENTS WITH PROVISIONS
FOR SELECTED FRINGE BENEFITS, 1959-60 AND 1967-68
Plant Workers
Office Workers
1959 -60 1967 - 68 1 959- 60 1 967 - 6~

Type of Benefit:
Insurance Plans:
Life
Hospitalization
Surgical
Medical
I\Tjajor medical
Sickness and accident and/or
paid sick leave
Retirement pension plans
Average number of paid
holidays
Paid vacations:
1 week or more after:
6 months
1 year
2 weeks or more after:
1 year
5 years
3 weeks or more after:
10 years
15 years
4 weeks or more after:
15 years
25 years

89%86

84

9396

94
94
80

92%
83
82
61

96%
95

94

59
20

49

42

86
79

80
66

81

74

81
76

82
83

6.9

7.6

7.8

8.1

17
. 98

18
98

61

60

99

99

94

21

25
95

76

99

78
99

27

60
81

33
82

75
90

3

14

n

74
2
22

12

54

33

68

Source: Arthur Sa ckley and Thomas \1. Gavett, IIAnalysis of
Occu:pational Wag e Differences, II f'lonthly Labor Review (June
1971), Table 8 , p. 10.
.

that much of the narrowing in fringe benefits between plant
(mostly blue-collar) and office workers (mostly white-collar) .
probably occurred prior to the 1960's."3

0

Presumably, the

progress came during the decade and a half immediately
following the second World War, the period 6f great union
successes.

It is interesting to notice, in Table 2.5, just

where blue-collar workers lag behind office workers.

spite

improv~ments,

De-

plant workers are not as well covered
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by insurance or pension plans for major medical expenses and
retirement as are office workers.

In addition, office

workers receive longer paid vacations sooner than do plant
workers.

After some years on the job, the benefits become
.
more equal, but even then white-collar workers have a slight
advantage.

Overall, clerical workers are better off than

operatives, though not as much so as they were earlier in
the century.
When we come to talk about promotions, however, we find
a different situation.

For here we are talking about oc-

cupational mobility, and this is basic to the structure of
ciass. 31 Whatever aspects of social class we can imagine-education, psychology, behavior and attitudinal norms, and
so on--all have a great and direct influence on who geti
promoted.

(It also has an effect on what jobs the sons and

daughters of any given person have a chance of getting.)
People are selected for promotion to the higher levels of
management as much because of their values, attitudes, presence,
and IIpersonalityrl as because of their competence and ability
to work hard and faithfully.

All these personal traits are

highly influenced by socialization, by one's upbringing;
which is, in turn, highly shaped by one's original social
class (i.e., that of his parents).

Certainly, value systems

and behavioral norms cut across class ..lines to an extent.
This is one of the major ways in which we can account for the
occupational mobibility which does occur.

I would argue ttat

people can move into different social classes largely
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because they already have the values and behavior which are
necessary to Ilbreak in.

I!

It is less common to find people

who move into another class and then adapt themselves to it.
Thus, when we speak of promotion, of intragenerational mobility, we are speaking of a different sort . of thing than
wages, employment or fringe benefits.

These latter things

may be bargained for or collectively fought for, but promotion is aD individual phenomenon and involves a wholly
different set of factors.
d:Lscuss some of the

ll

In the next chapter, We will

soc iological" aspects of social cl ass,

but for now, let us examine the observed trends in promotions.
Blau and Duncan are the leading authorities on occupational mobility, both within and be:twe-en generations. 32
, It was they who, as we previously noted, characterized
clerical and lower blue-c ollar occupations as" suppli.e :rs II ').6f
manpower to other occu p ations.

We can examine their table

of intragenerati onal mobility (reproduced in part here as
Table 2.6) to see what the chances for promotion are for
certairi occupations.

Th e first thing ' we should notice in

Table 2.6 is that clerical employees do indeed disperse
widely to other occupations after their first job experience.
Operatives and craftsmen also disperse rather widely--especially
compared to self-employe d professionals, four fifths of
whom remain prof essionals--but not as widely as clerical
workerso

Inter es tingly, however, they are more likely to

become proprietors than clerical workers are o

or

anoth~r~

"going

For one reason

into b u siness for myself" seems to have
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TABLE 2.6
MOBILITY FRQl\1 FIRST JOB TO 1962 OCCUPATION,
FOR MALES 25 TO 64 YEARS ' OLD
Respondent's Occupation in March, 1962
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

First Job '
Professionals
i'1anagers
Proprietors
Clerical
Craftsmen
f"lfg.

Other
Construction
6. Operatives
Mfg.
Other

1
x
x

2
x
x

x

x

14.6 17.0

3

4

5

x

x

)\

x

x

x

x

x

x
5.4 17.6 12.5

6

other total
x
100.0
x
x
100.0
x
x
100.0
9.8 24.4 100.0
x

9.6
9.3
5.6

7.8 12.2
6.6 '10.3
3.4 11.1

4.1 34.3 12.6 20.3 100.0
4.1 36.9 12.6 20.5 100.0
3.1 46.2 9.3 21.3 100.0

6.5
5.5

5.3
6.1

6.2 24.7 26.4 24.3 100.0
4.3 25.0 24.6 26.3 100.0

7.0
8.7

Source: Peter Blau and Otis Dudley Duncan, The American
Occupational Structure, New York, 1967, Table 2.4, p. 31.

been a strong theme among working-class people,33 whereas
white-collar pe ople, the heirs of the old classes of selfemployed small businessmen, do not seem to have been attracted
to this line of work.

About twice as

proprietors as do clerical workers.

man~

craftsmen become

Probably, many operatives

would also like to become small business owners, but are
less able to do so than the better paid craftsmen.

However,

'about a quarter of them are able to become craftsmen.

Another

quarter of the workers who entered the labor force as operatives became white-collar employees later in th eir
careers.

And another quarter of them each stayed the same

or experienc ed downward mobility.

In all, only about 10

percent became professionals or business mana gers.

Craftsmen

fared s omewhat better, but still did not do as well as
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clerical workers.

Around a third of those who began working

as braftsmen later rose to white~collar positions~ but
I

hardly any of t hBse became clerical woikers.

Most crafts-

men are unwilling to take a wage cut for a desk job.

Often

they feel the job also has less dignity and iutrinsic interest
than skilled manual work.

Construction workers have an

especially str ong tie to skilled manual work.

Almost half

remain craftsmen , and fully one quarter stay in construction.
The image of a pro~d, s k illed worker who likes his line of
wo~k provides a compelling explanation for tbesefigures.

THe reason why operatives also rarely move into clerical
jobs--which, after all, represent a pay raise--is not clear.
~

Perhaps they to o do not like the nature of the work.

They

probably do have less of an opportunity to enter these
occupations tha n do craftsmen, but this still does not
explain why so f ew g o int o clerical work, rather than other,
presumably less accessible, - white-collar jobs.
As we see in row 4 of Table 2.6, clerical workers have
the greatest cha nce of those shown to be promot&d to higher
white-collaT j ob s.

More than two fifths of them were able

to move up in t h e job structure.

Most significantly, almost

half of these, one fifth of all, were promoted to management
positions.

Thi s generally means that they remained in the

office, but in a position of higher pay and more authority.
Clerical worke rs have a l most a three times greater c h ance
of joining mana g ement as do any of the blue-collar occupation s
shown~

Moreove r , tbey h ave about twice as great a c h ance
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of becoming professionals as do blue-collar workers.
Mobility to professional status does not have the sort of
significance in this case, however ., since it does not represent leadership and authority in business.

Since the cat-

egory "technician" is usually ' included with Ilprofession8ls,

11

mobility to this field may largely indicate movement into
occupations such as engineering for skilled blue-collar
worker, rather than into professions like medicine and law.
In fact, practical ly none of those who begin their careers
in. clerical -or blue-collar work eventually become selfemployed professionals--the line of work which doctors and
la wyers most often are classified in.

In sum, then, although

very few of these workers are able to move into the elite
professions, clerical workers have a much better chance than
do blue-collar workers.

And, as I Buggested, this is probably

due to their more middle-class attitudes and behavior.

I

would predict that if a stUdy were done of those clerical
and blue-collar workers who moved into management positions, .
it would be found that a high percentage of them had these
traits.

And it would probably be found that, overall, a

greater number of clerical workers had them than did
manual workers. 34

OTHER FACTORS

In this paper we are not concerned p rimarily with th e

actual

conditions of work, nor with how these c onditions may
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directly affect other aspects of the lives of office workers.
Rather, we are interested in the social class position . of a
particular occupational category.

It is not so much a ques-

tion of the nature of the work as of its marginal status.
Just as there have been several

stua~es

recently which ask

whether the affluent manual workers have become middle-class,
we ask here whether the lowest levels of white-collar workers
have become working class.

However, we should look briefly

at the nature of the work itself, for it does influence
other aspects of class.
We pointed out at the beginning of the chapter that
the lower level white-collar workers are not property

o~mers.

A century ago, Marx characterized society as being comp osed
of property owning bour ge oisie and
etaFians.

non~property

owning prol-

In .this schem e, clerical workers are in the same

position as wage-workers.

Although there is no denying that

this fact is si g nificant, we continue to maintin that its
importance is severely limited b y the fact that s6 many rich
people also own no property--or at least live mainly from
salaries.

However, office workers share some of the other

attributes of manual work, and this does have great significance in social stratification theory.
The conditions of work for office and factory workers
have come to approximate ea ch other".

'llhe trend ha s been one

of continuing evolution since the turn of the

century~

A

bureaucratic structure was introduced early, but from the
time in the late n ineteenth century wbentypewriters and
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adding machines were installed for the first time, mechanization and "rationalization!! has continued to progress.
Office jobs became increasingly compartmentalized and specialized to fit the capabilities of the new machinery.

tlTaylorized tl

time and motion studies, often tho~gh to have been used only
in the factories were also employed in the office to some
extent from an early date.

IVIost re.cently, computers have

been added to the office, and this has caused another change
in job structures.
This new introduction of automation to offices bas
increased its similarities to factory work.
The office today, where work is segmented and authoritarian, is often a factory.
For a growing number
of jobs, there is little to distingu ish them but the
color of t h e worker's collar: comp uter keypunch
operations and typing pools share much in common with
the automobile assembly-line. 55
.

It is no coincidence that most of the people who hold the
just described are women.

Most of these routine automated

jobs were designed to be filled by women, just as routine
office jobs have been since the time when the first typing
and steno pools were introduced early in the century.

The

immediate question is how automation h a s affected traditional
office roles.
Automation seems to have had a dual effect, and it is
difficult to make generalizations about wbetber office work
is now "better" . or "war se.

II

'.l1he nagati va a spect is the

increased division of l a bor and routinization of tasks.
ne\rJ machinery ·h88 creat ed numerous fltendingtt jobs.

The

People
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8re needed to prepare information in forms which the c omputers
can process, and others are needed to feed these information
units in and collect those which come out.

As Ida Hoos says,

liThe dull routine of filing has been superceded by the
dull routine of card punching. ,,36

"And others have noted. the

increased use of IITaylorized" time and motion studies wh ich
are now more possible because of the increased use of office
machinery.

The equivalent of a fast typ ist is being sou g ht

to operate other office machinery, and management would like
to train people "scientifically" to do it. 37

However, : if

we stress the new divisions of lab or whic h comp uters h a ve
introduced, it is not to imply that old routines have been
largely fazed out.

Companies still hire large numbers of

people to do routine filing, typing, and paper shuffling-and this aspect of office work is as old as the bureaucracies
of the nineteenth century, and their att e ndant fol k lores
("Take these papers, file them alphabetically and then burn
them. 11)38
Automation has also had a positive influence, since it
has upgraded some of the office

work~

Computers have cut

out many dull, repetitious ta sks, and thus reduced t h e division of labor.

Some emp loyees have been freed to do a

diverse rang e of tasks, while oth ers have stepped into the
entirely new jobs created by computers.

The com p uter "soft-

ware IJ people wh o work as technicians, prog rammers, etc.,
perfor m work whic h is int r insically interesting .

But outside
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of the$enew jobs, the nature of work remains highly influenced by company policy.

Management usually h9s a

choice of whether to use the manpower freed from an old
specialization in a new segmented division of labor, or
whether to allow these peopl e to do diversified and more
interesting work.

In many cases, emplqyees could work as

Ilteams" and perform certain operations collectively, perhaps
rotating roles or doing the work cooperatively.

Some suggest

that the reason why this is often not done is that management
is ' afraid, not of losing efficiency of production, but
of losing control over its employees.

In fact, i ncreas ed

cooperation and decreased division of labor may lead to an
increase in output because the workers are less bored. 39
A final way in which office work resembles factory work
is that it produces alienation.

The term alienation has

come to be ono of the most widely used in t he literature-and not always with precision.

We could

~pend

many pages

on this subject without exhausing it, but here we will be
brief.

The concept was perhaps first definitvely formulated
by Karl Marx in his 1844 manuscripts. 40 Marx begins by

positing that man is what be does.

Like other animals, man

produces .things for his subsistence, and his life activity
in producing is c alled his labor.

Animals, however, produce

solely from need, whereas maD also produces Ifin accordance
with the lavis of beauty.

L~l
II

This free and voluntary part

of labor is what interests Marx.

If man produced only from

necessity, his labor would not be a free self-expression. '
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It

~s

in this sense that Marx says,' ffAs individuals express

their life, so they are.

What they are, therefore, coincides

with their production, both with what they produce and with
how. they produce. fA2

From this notion of labor, Marx can

say that labor is not only a means to an end (i.e., that of
Bubsistence), but also an end in itself.

It is an end in

itself because it is man's life activity, his being.

Again

it must be stressed that Marx. is here talking about free and
conscious life activity.

IvIan's life activity is "not a

determination with which he is completely identified.
seious life activity distinguishes

.

of animals.!!

m~n

Con-

from the life activity

L~3

Ivlarx distinguishes between free and conscious labor and
alienated labor.

When a man is alienated from his labor,

neither bis labor itself nor the products of his labor belong
to him, but stand opposed to bim as an alien being.

In

capitalist society, says Marx, labor is alienated in several
ways.

First, the worker is alienated from the product of

his labor since this product is owned by his employer, the
capitalist, who owns also the raw materials and produced
means of production (capita~: often machinery).

Second, the

worker is alienated from his labor itself since the only
productive labor available to him is controlled by the property
owners.

In return for his labor, the worker receives wages.

Thus, work

~or

end in itself.

h im becomes a means to an end rather than an
In addition, since the worker is alienated

from his life activity (his free and conscious labor), he
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is alienated from himself; and sinc·e he ' must perform alienating

labor to maintain his individual existence, he is alienated
from other people, seeing everyone els_e merely as a means
to be used to achieve his own ends.
Other uses of the concept of alienati on have expanded
on or departed from Marx's.

Eric Fromm speaks of a psycho-

logical alienation in modern society, whereby men transform
themsel ves--or are transformed by other a g ents--into Ilper_
sonality packagesllto be sold on the market.
'
.
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own persona I 1. t leSe
f rom th elr
I

alienation to consumption.

H~er b er t

They are alienated

r~arcuse
.
app I leS
.

In capitalist society, he says,

I

men try to consume; to buy, what they cannot produce in their
own lives.

That is, people replace human interaction (of

which they are made incapable by the pressures of living in
capitalist society) with commodities. 45

And as we noted

in the last chapter, C. Wright Mills used the concept of
the IIpersoDality market tr as applied specifically to white46
collar workers to show how he felt they were alienated.
These psychological uses of the concept are good indicators
of some prcblems of ', modern society, no doubt, but they are
less useful to us in understanding certain specific aspects
of lower level white-collar working conditions.

For if we

accept the term on this level, we must also apply it to
managers, professionals, and other elite occupations. 47
Marx's more precise notion is more useful to us at this
juncture, for it can help us isolate those elements of

which frustrate human needs.

wo~k

49
Robert Blauner has divided alienation in the Marxist
sense into four quantifiable

compone~t

powerlessness, meaninglessness, sociaY
self-estrangement.
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parts.

They ere:

alienation~

and

Conceptually, these correspond to

the different parts of Marx's term.

Thus, a worker is alienated

if he does not control either the process of work. or the
product of his labor (powerlessness and meaninglessness),
if he is therefore alienated from himself since he is what
he does (self-estrangement), and if be is tberefore alienated
from bis fellow workers and

the other peop le in his life

since he is no longer in true possession of his own personality
(social alienation).
Jon M. Shepard took these conceptual tools and used
similar techniques to test them, and applied them to office
workers. 49
at

variou~

Thus, we are now able to compare office workers
levels to each other, and office workers to maDual

workers generally.

2.7.

His findings are repr6duced here in Table

The higher the numb e r shown, if the table works

properly, the g reater t h e alienation (exce p t
II

in the case of

self-evalw3ti ve involvement!! in the job, \oJh ere the greater

the number, the lower th e

s~nse

of alienation).

The categories

of mechanization in the table run from non-mechanized, a
job classification in which machines are n o t

of primary

importance; to mechanize d , in which machi ne s determine the
nature of

t ~e

work in a major way (as for typ ists and

assembly-line workers, for instance); to au tomated, in whic h
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TABLE 2.7
PERCENTAGE OF BLUE- AND WHITE-COLLAR HORKERS
ABOVE THE HEDIAN ON EACH ALIENATION SCALE
BY PHASES IN THE rilAN- MACHINE RELATIONSHIP
Nonmechanized

Mechanized

Traditional
Alienation Scales Qra fts me n
Clerical
Powerlessness
Blue-collar
White-collar .

19%

Meaninglessness
Blue-collar
White-collar
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Hormlessness
Blue-collar
v.Jhi te-collar

48

Self-evaluative
Involvement
Bl ue-collar
\vhi te-collar

48

Instrumental \JIr crk
Orientation
Blue-collar
White-collar

--%
53

...-

50

Automated
COIDputerMachine Software
Monitors Personnel

9496

lj-2%

58

61

52

73
63

45

48

34

49

49

61

33
34

37

46

49

57

69

29

55

Source: Jon M. Sh epard, Automation and

70

38

54

19

30

A l~enation,

1971, Table 6.1, pp. 98-99 .
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Cambridge,

the machines l argely run themselves and, to a greater extent,
merely need Ii-send ing.

II

'r he first thing

we

should notice

is the broed, 'Ic urvilinearl! shape of the statistics.

Those

who aither work in the more traditional non-mechanized
occupations or in the newer automated jobs are generally
much less alie nated than those in the mechanized occu pa tions .
There is an al mo st historical quality to this pattern.
Stereotypes tell us that the old, traditional craft and offic e

51
workers were ha ppy in their work.
ttial revolution

carn~

Hm,vever, when the indus-

and loud, violent, and ugly, machines

began to dominate the scene, workers

b~carne

erniserated.

Their hours incr eased; their pay decreased; and they became
unhappy and--as Marx tells us--alienated.

However, now that

we are approach ing a more modern (perhaps tlpost-industrial_")
society in which machines are increasingly controlled by men,
rather than the other way around, w6rkers are happier with
th ~ir

their work, and

work is g enerally better.

However,

this way of looking at the current situation is almost
certainly wrong.

There is a measure' of truth in the historic a l

sequence of developments and in the attributed qualities of
each eveloprnent, but each new development did not replace
the one before it.

It merely added itself to t he rest.

Thus, we can conceptualize a situation in which each new
phase built
velopments.

~n

the old, but did not superce de p revious de-

Craft work is still very much with us in, say,

the construction trades , as is traditional clerical work in
an insuranc8 company among underwriters.

In the same sense,

assembl y- line work and typing po ols show no signs of being

replaced with different techniques.

Wha t we see is more

like the . side of a cliff in which we can see different strata
of rock fro m different geolog ical periods, each being built
on the provious one but not replacing it.
Within the categor ie s of
some variation.

mechani~ation

we can also see

There is no difference between thetrad-
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itional clerical workers and craftsmen worth mentioning,
except in feelings of powerlessness, ,were the manu~lworkers
are less alienated.

One thing masked by the raw figures

which may be significant is that the " cra ftsmen ll are employed
in a large fact ory , rather than lIin the shop",or lion the
job," and this factor may

~ave

made

other craftsmen would have been.

the~

more alienated than

Next, we come to the

mechanized workers.

Here we find important differences which

undermine the

that office work is becoming increasingly

fabtory-like.

t beo ~y

In terms of alienation, office workers who

are lltied to their postsn or to thei'r machines are much better
off than their fellows on the assembly line.

Finally, as

we noted, the a utomated workers are generally less alienated
than the me6hanized.

There do not seem to be any significant

trends within t his category between blue- and -white-collar
workers.

This may be partially due to the fact that at this

level, blue-collar work very closely resembles white-collar
work.

Those who work in continuous-process plants wear

white collars and do clean and quiet work, and to a large
extent set their own work pace.
Thus, our mos t

signifi~ant

discovery seems to be that

among those workers who have the most alienating jobs, those
in mechanized occu pations, white-collar workers are much
less alienated than blue-collar workers.

However, if we

approach the figures in a different way and compare clerical
workers to craftsmen and operatives as we have previously,
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we find that the old pattern once again reasserts itself,
but with an important exception.

As before, craftsmen have

it better than clerical workers who, in turn,
than operatives.

~re

better off

Now, however, we find that different strata

appear within the ranks of clerical workers.

In fact, this

is what we should have suspected all along, but since it
does not showup in other statistics, it could not be shown
before this poin~.

The diff~rence is this: : The more
.

responsible clerical workers, who are entrusted with more
than merely ftlling in forms on a typewriter or adding figures,
occupy a superior position to those who do perform these
routine tasks.

And it should not surprise us to recall that

the vast majority of these jobs are sexually segregated,
. with the higher positions going to men.

This is probably

the most important factor in the stratification of clerical
workers, and it brings us to a discussion of the role of
women in the office •
.Clerical work is overwhelmingly women's work.
not an evaluation, simply a statistical fact.

This is

Today, more

tban two thirds of all full-time clerical workers are women,
a much larger percentage than operatives (one third) and
completely overshadowing craftsmen (3%).5 0
Historically, women have been the conservative sex in
the American labor movement.

The stereotype of women pres-

suring their striking husbands to go back to work has basis
in fact (as does, however, that of · courageous women who

manned the communal kitchens and thDse who lent muscle to
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the early International Ladies Garment Workers Union, one
of tbe earliest successful and militant unions).
have been conservative in tbis

reg~rd

Women

largely because they

refused to see tbemselves as permanent workers.

Even wben

they have provided necessary money to a family, they have
viewed it as merely supplementary; and when tbey are young
and unmarried, tbey h a ve viewed tbeir time of work as a mere
transitional

per~od

between scbool and marriage.

Because

tbey have taken tbeir work so little seriously, and because
tbey have bad so little commitment to it, tbey have been unwilling to organize and fight for benefits whic h they might
otherwise very mucb desire.
tried in

th~s

Management bas, of course,

area to strengthen these feelings, and bas

often relied on the high rate of turnover to make chang es
which might otherwise be fought by employees who felt their
jobs were in dang er.
The fact of the matter is that women do provide an
important part of the inc ome of the nation's families.

The

task force report to the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare states , tbat lithe avera g e woman worker is a secretary
who increases family income by about

25%,

and this permits

many lower-middle-class families to achieve

middle~class

status, sometbing the b usb a nd could not achieve for his
family on his own." 5l

We noted earlier that more than half

of th~ wives of clerical employees work, and that the percenta g e
is nearly as high for cr a fts men a nd oper a tives.

Furthermore,
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from a third to a half of these women (depending on the
occupation of her husband) are in clerical or sales work
(see Table 2.3).

This gives some idea of the extent to which

married women work.

And the raw statistics (women comprise

one third of the total full time w~rk force) give some idea
of how many women work.
support herself or

hel~

Thus, whether a woman works to
support her family, her income is

far from being used as "pin-money."
The low-income status of women in America is pervasive.
In 1970, not

~

single group of employed women, from pro-

fessionals to private household workers, earned the avera g e
iricome for all full-time workers.

Female cleric a l workers

earned 66.5 percent of t h is figure (which was $8645), and
female operatives made 52.4%.

The corresponding

for males ranged from 89.6% to 108.596.

figure~

Although a figure

is given for female craftsmen, it is generall y a greed th a t
there are too few of them Sor any statistics to be very
relevant. 52
Throughout American history, especially in this century,
there have been strong women's movements, and the Women's

Liberation movement of t he late 1960's and early 70's is one
of them.

These movements have often been colored with

the values of upper-middle-class women--those whose educational
attainments and free time gave them the incentive and the
opportunity--and the present one is no exception.

Still,

the Women's Liber a tion movement has had a great effect, if
indirectly, on - the bulk of working

wome~.

Ther e is a
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growing trend toward seeing one's work as a permanent fact
of life, rather than as a temporary or auxiliary position.
Given 'this acceptance, there is new reason for women to be
increasingly militant in their job demands.
even without taking into

consi~eration

This is so,

the only slightly

more radical demands for maternity leave and child-care
facilities.

(However, if organized labor wants to mobilize

women on these latter issues, it had better move quickly,
because management is sensitive to the trends and is already beginning to capture the issue by providing some
of these services themselves.)

UNIONS

To many Americans, union oiganization is identified
with physical labor in the trad~tional sense--the assembly
line, the building trades, the men in blue shirts and
coveralls. But the rapid pace of technical progress has
given rising numerical and substantive prominence to
those other workers who serve in white collar employment.
The American people long ago decided that collective
bargaining was a proper and desirable method of g overning
relations between workers and their employers. That
principle rem8ins valid regardless of the nature of the
changing work-force • • • • All those who subscribe to
this principle, and I count myself among them, wish
you success in that effrirt.52
John F. Kennedy
to the OPEIU
Far fewer white-collar workers belong to unions than
do blue-collar workers.

About a fourth of the total labor

force Bnd half of the Workers in manufacturing are organized,
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but only 10 percent of all white-collar workers belong to
labor organizations. 54

For while blue-collar unions rest

squarely on a working-class base, white-collar unions have
had an uphill struggle against middle-class sentiments.

It

is only since the Great Depression and the second World
War that the lower-level white-collar workers could in any
way be called working-class.

And it is only since that time

that white-collar unions have had any appreciable ,· success
in organizing.

1937 was . a year of great labor upheaval.

The CIO VIas

just emerging in protest to the AFt; and as they did so,
a group of white-collar locals (the Bookkeepers, Stenographers
~.

'

and Accountants Union), frustrated by the AFL in their quest
for a charter, turned to the new industrial organization.
The day after the BS & AU's 1937 convention, John L. Lewis
issued them a CIO

chart~r,

calling them the United Office

and Professional ItJorkers of America (UOP\.JA).

The UOPWA held

an unusual position in the newly formed CIO.

"In a federation

committed to industrial unionism,here was a union with
·elements of both craft and industrial structure.

In

f~ct,

however, the union's main activity was in organizing whitecollar employees in manufacturing rather than in finance.
Spurred by the activities of the UOFWA, the AFL organized
a white-collar union in 1942, and by 1945 had chartered the
Office Employees .International Union , (later called the Office
and Professional Employees International Union, the OPEIU).
The two unions coexisted uneasily for a time, but by 1950,
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the CIO competitor was eliminated from the scene.

While

they lasted concurrently, however, certain basic differences
could be seen bet~een the two unions.

The UOFWA infused

its appeals with a reformist ideology and stressed the common
interests of all workers, but it remained entirely a whitecollar union.

The OEIU, on the other hand, was more of a

"strictly business 1f union.

It tend'ed to emphasize the

differences between white-collar and manual workers and the
need for office employees to have a union of their own.
Throughout the war years, and immediately thereafter, the
UOP\.I1A was the more successful of the two, claiming at its

peak a membership of 85,000. 55

But the

i~sue of Communism,

with the union purges which came on the heels of the TaftHartley Act, proved fatal for the UOPVJA, for the union
leaders refused to sign the affadavits until 1948 and supported the Henry Wallace campaig n.

Shortly

thereafte~

the

CIa executive council expelled their white-collar union.
Without the charter, the UOFWA declined and folded.

'llhe

less dynamic OPEIU was left with a clear field, but it was
not until the 1970's th a t they reached the 85,000 membership

record set by the other union. 56

)

On the whole, then, the white-collar unions have not
been much of a success story.

However, predictions keep

coming that a new union surge will occur.

Company executives

as well as union officials believe . t h is, and they predict
that it will happen within five or ten to twenty

years~

It
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simply seems inevitable, so management prepares itself to
receive unionism on the most favorable terms, and unions
keep plugging away at organizing employees who "logically"
should belong .

However, if the time is ripe now, it has

been pretty much as ripe since ,World War II.

We must attempt

to expain why unions have not succeeded, and why we think
they eventually will succeed in organizing office workers.
To begin with, it would seem that there is every
reason why clerical workers should want to join a union.
The whole body of this ch apter has shown that office workers
are lIin between ll craftsmen and operatives, and both groups
belong to unions.

Clerical workers are poorly paid, have

qustionable job security, receive no greater fringe :benefits
than many manual workers, have poor working conditions,
and experience alienation.
chance for promotion.

They do however, have a bet t er

We are not trying to prove that clerical

workers are in misery (few people in America experience
absolute depriva tion), but simply that they are not much
better off then millions of union members • . In fact, the
Opinion Research Corpo ir ation surveys have shown throu ghout

/ rChe

60' s that from 36 to 48 percent of white-collar workers

believed that it would be to their advant Bge to belong to
a union, and f elt the need to join. 57

And still only ten

percen,t belong .
Several factors prevent clerical wor kers form joining
unions.

Most im portant is th eir class or status c onsciousness

--or lack of it.

The long-term tendency of lower-level
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white-collar workers was to identify with management.

In

their view, they were merely on a lower rung of the same
ladder, whereas blue-collar workers were not on the ladder
at all.

In fact, mobility statistics lend support to this

notion, as we have shown.

But the feeling of identification

was more deeply seated than this.

There was a strong · element

of status insecurity, sometimes leading to a' ll status panic,rr5 8
which stemmed from their marginal standing.

That is, they

were at great pains to show that they occupied a higher
po~ition in society than manual workers,

uncomfortably close in economic

to whom they were

ter~s.In

order to differentiate

themselves, they llput on 'airslland adopted a stance of
spectabili ty.

II

David Lockwood puts it this

1,'18Y:

Tl

re _

lilt is

precisely this ambiguity in the status of the clerk, deriving
largely from th e lack of consistency and consensus entailed
by the incll;sion in the middle class of all but those who
work with their hands, that provides the major clue to the
'snobbishness' of the clerk. 1l59

For people who thought

(and think) this way to join a union would have been a complete contr8dic t ion.
~wGrkers

By t h e same token, the more clerical

accept their economic position as tbe determinant

of their , social standing, and give up their identification
with upper-mi ddle- class management, the more- they will be
inclined to consider union membership favorably.60

Because

of this, we sh ould expect those clerical workers raised in
working-class bomes to be more likely to join unions than
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those raised in middle-class homes~

In fact, although we

can derive no definite conclusions from it, it is worthy
of note that in my survey, 74 percent of the union members
came form working-class homes, whereas only 58 percent of
those from nonunion companies came from working-class back,

grounds.

Figures cited by Seymour Martin Lipset show the

same tendency. 51

In the end, though, we should not necessarily

equate unionism with working-class consciousness.

At best,

it is probably an indication of the lack of the older,
middle-class status consciousness.

As Lockwood says,

"There is no inevitable connection between unionization and

.
c I ass conSClousness.

n 52

Unions may lead to class conscious-

ness, but they may remain purely economic

b~rgaining

agents.

A great deal in this regard depends on the leadership of
the union.
Several other factors have restrained the success of
the unions.

Inasmuch as women are a coriservatizing influence,

the unions will have trouble organizing, because such a high
proportion of the clerical workforce is female~ Women make
difficult
~rogressAin , another, more indirect, way as well.
Since
I

( women are less frequently promoted, the way is cleared for
men.

Women fill the less desirable jobs; and until they

take their role as workers as

seriou~ly

not likely to respond to union appeals.
whole, clerical workers are not

a~

as men do, they are
In fact, on the

likely to stand up for

their interests as are blue-collar workers.

The Boston
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organizer for the OPEIU told me that his members (and office
workers generally) were "like lambs."

He found it hara to

imagine them manning a picket line and sticking to it for
the dur9tion of a strike.

Because of this lack of militancy,

and because the union is not very powerful as it is, a
strike policy is generally not followed.

This, together

with the fact that most white-collar workers are simply
not in a strategic position to halt operations by striking,

I

,

takes much of the clout out of the union.

Even if a powerful

union were desirable to most workers (which is questionable),
th~y

would not be attracted to the existing unions.
One of the most serious problems facing the unions

today is the technical one.

By "technical ll we mean several

To begin with, there is a juristic~ional fight going

things.

on between the OPEIU and the various industrial unions who
claim the office workers working in organized plants.

While

these unions (the Teamsters and the UAW among them) quarrel,
precious little organizing is done.

Related t6 this problem

is the seeming inability or lack of desire of unions to
launch

~n

organizing drive.

One study showed that

77 percent

of clerks had never even been approached by a union.

And

in a 1963 survey, only 25 percent of the union leaders
placed organizing white-collar people among the four or five
goals and objectives to which their union \vould pay the
most attetition during the following fiveyears. 63 When unions
have decided to begin drives,

fund~

are mysteriously

lack~ng

to pay organizers and produce literature; Bnd often those
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organizers who are provided prove inept or unable to understand how to appeal to white-collar workers.
abound of the

us~

size or funds

ar~

Instances

of r ough, blue-collar union tactics turning
off clerical workers. 64 Unless a local can reach a certain
forthcoming , the Boston organizer told

me, a union has trouble or ganizing more workers.

Be low a

certain llthreshold level,ll a union does not have enough
dues to hire organizers for itself, and must expend all its
energy just stayi ng in one place.

-

Finally, the last

·technical obstacle in the way of a small union (and this
is ' generally tru e of all unions today) . is thBt the laws
are so complex that a large company can defeat a union
simply by tying it up in court proceeding s until it runs
out of money for its dr~ve.65
There are instances in which white-collar unions are
likely to be

successful~

In a recent pamphlet by the

National Industrial Conference Board (which appears to be
a primer for strike-breaking or union preventi6n), several
factors vJere outlined.

union / do ,b est , it is written, when

they have expert organi z ers ~who are well funded and well
informed, and when the union ha s a reputation for bringing
good results o

The issues which unions successfully mobilize

around are these: poor salaries and working conditions, job
insecurity and unfair promotion standar ds (for instance, lack
of seniority), poor fring e benefit programs, and lack of
communication between manag ers andemplo ye e s --th e l a ck of
a grievance structure.

Nothing is said about workers' lack

64
,

of control over the nature of their work.
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At its 1971 ' Convention, the OF'EIU outlined its goals
for organizing members and securing benefits.

Aside from

pressing for higher pay and more fringe benefits, the union
launched a campaign for a four-day, 32 hour work week with
three co nsecutive days off.

This, they claim, will also

help alleviate unemployment.

The union, which is nov., 65

percent female called for an end to sexua1 discrimination
in jobs and pay, and vowed to train more women for leadership positions within the union.

They alsb called for the

creation of day-care facilities by industries for the many
working mothers. 67
Oddly enough, although the OPEIU h'as supposedly l a unched

a drive to unionize bank employees and the poorly paid
clerical workers in such industries as Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
their main activity recently has been in organizing mana gernentpersonnel.

In ~ew York, they are bringitig the union

to junior level stockbrok ers on Wall Street who want secu r ity
,f.rom arbitrary decisions by their firm concerning their
'.

jobs.

.-/'

And in Boston, the union recently grew frorn -~OO to

600 by taking in two hundred middle mana gement employ ees.
All this comes at a time when Ralph Nader researche d the
situation at the First Na tional Bank of New York, recommended
that they ' launch a union drive there, and laid out the
strategy for the m.

This was two years a g o, and the ba nk

still has no union.

The only thing the Boston or ganizer
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could say about the situation as he reflected on it was
that lIorganizing is tough.1I
In the end, ' we can return to our notion of the influence
of reference groups.

If clerical workers are to join unions,

either they must go to the unions or the unions must come
to them.

And while clerical workers may today be losing

some of their IIstatus pretentions,tI unions are also becoming
much more tfrespectable."

The telegram from President

Kennedy which opened this section partially proves this •
. But of greater importance is the recent activity of the
American Federation of Teachers. Traditionally, there was
no group so tlrespectable tf and middle-class as teachers. If
the teachers can form a

union-~and

a highly militant one

at that--then so can any other middle-class group, without
compromising

theirstatus~ .

If the predictiori that clerical

workers will lIinevitably join unions comes true f0r no
other reason, it may occur because the unions came to them.
As one group in America after another formed labor organizations?
unions gained greater public acceptance.

The new danger for

.the progressive element in tbe labor movement is not that
unions -may Ilot gr01.<T,but that they .may not be

progr'es~i ve

0

As one British trade unionist put it, the real question
is "not whether nonmanual workers will organize but whether
they will recognize the affinity of interests which has
been the central feature of vJhat we call

I

the · Movement.

111
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CHAP11ER III --SOCIAL CLAss POSITIQN

There is a major obstacle to studying the sort of sociology we wish to examine here.

We are. trying to decide whether

anything new has happened in the lower middle class in recent
years.

The problem is that social history is particularly murky

about the undocumented trends of middle-America: and that the
sociology which has been done also has had a timeless, ahistorical

qu~li'J:;-yr

to it.

Thus, it is hard to say for certain whether

we are merely seeing it for the first time.

Fortunately , though ,

in the last several years there has been some scholarship which
has brought to gether the existing evid-e nce on mobili ty, and
some other which has investigated social class conditions aro und
the turn of the century.

These studies are sufficiently ri gor -

ous that we will be able to draw several conclusions from them
as they relate to our topic.
Past studies of the bourgeoisification of the working class
have taken the middle class as a relatively fixed
which to compare the progress of the former.

point against

Goldthorpe and

Lockwood, Berger , and Gans have shown fairly convincingly that
bourge oisification is, in fact, not occurring .

Therefore, for

this study we will reverse the procedure somewhat and t ake the
working class as a relatively fixed point against which to measur e
the proletarianization of white-collar workers.

We should, of

course, avoid the fallacy of believing that either point is

absolutely fixed, and realize that at best there is a convergence; but I would argue that the working class provides a
better "constant " than the lower class, for reasons I will outline.
The histo ri cal work of Stephen Thernstrom reveals a working class in t he late nineteenth century which is remarkably
similar to the working class presented in modern sociolo gy.

The

/'

workers he studies are the relatively successful ones who were
able to hold jobs throughout depressions as well as in good
times.
were

There was another stratum or ,two . below these workers who

tr~nsient.

For one reason or other--lack of skills, at-

titude toward work , socioeco nomi c pressures: Thernstrom does not
feel able to pinp oint it--these lower level workers were extrernely unsuccessful in keeping jobs and obtaining benefits for themselves and their families.

But the more successful wor};:ers

show parallels to those t odayo

The general pattern of mobility

then, as now, was a trade-off between generations.

That is to

say, there was not much chance of

mobility

intr~generational

for mature members of the working class, but workers might pass

on opportunitieo to a limited number of children to cl i mb a
small step into a better job.

The higher the social position

the workman held, the better his son's chance to obtain a nonmanual job.

However , it r equi red a sacrifice ·· for a

to pass oppcrtun ities on to his children.

worker

He had a choice, f're-

quently, between i mproving his own material conditions and allowing his son to go to school, thus giving up what extra money
the child migh t have been able to make for the family.l
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What seems to have happened since then is that mobility
between manual and nonmanual positions has become easier for
children of the working class.
concurrently.

Several trends have gone on

The material conditions of the working class

have steadily improved since the days of the sweat-shop and
the eighty-four hour work week.

As time has passed, it

become progressively less of a sacrifice for work@rs
their children to school, and even to college.

has

to send

The situation

now for the working class is not the same as it is for the

up~ :' ,

per middle class by any means, but it is better than it was
earlier.

At the same time,

no~~anual

jobs have become more

accessi ble to children of the working .class.

'l'here are"more

such jobs than before, and less education (relatively) is
required to fill them.

Indeed, many employers would prefer

to hire people with no more than a high school education
for their more routine positions.

Finally, as Hamilton said,

the great "bre a}( " in the social order is not between manual
and nonmanual work anymore.

The intergenerational move to

office work is not a very large one now, and it happens with
great frequency.

Thus, we can properly say that the re has

been a relatively recent"invasion" of white-collar positions
by working-class people.

And we would argue that they are no

longer giving up their old working-class values and lifestyles;
but erather, because of the great number of converts, they are
proletarianizing the lower middle class.

.~

Of course, this trend may merely be a midway point in a
longer-range trend of bourgeoisification, in which we see a
temporary influence on middle-class norms because of sheer
numbers of in-migrants.

It may happen that the whole new

bulk of the lower-middle-class-":which would then include ~he
remnants of the affluent · working-class--will become solidly
middle-class.

However, we have no particular reason to be-

lieve this; and, in fact, the structure of our present economy would probably work a gainst its occurrence.

What is

more likely for the future, it seems to me, is, that the upper-working-class will merge with the lower-middle-class, to
form a new working class.

We will take up this problem fur-

ther in the conclusion of thi s paper.

SOCIAL MOBILITY I N HI STORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Studies of social , mobility in modern American society
show little change until the second World War.

Until that

ti.me the line between manual and nonmanual work. was r elatively firmly drawn.

It required a greater effort for a

working-cl ass father to place his children in white-collar
professions.

However, aft er the Great Depression, which

loosened the ex isting social and economic structures, and
World Iflar I.I, which helped re-form them, the move from bluecollar to white-coll ar be twe en gene r ations became easier.
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TABLE 3.1
INTERGEXSRATIONAL ~lOBILITY

BROAD OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

Date and
Father's Occupation

Total

1 913- 22 a
White-:-collar
1''Jan0al
Farm

100
100
100

1923- 32 a
White-collar
I'i]anual
Farm

100
100
100

1933-42 a
White-collar
.f\'l anual
Farm

I

Respondent's Occupation
V,J hi teCollar
Manual
Farm

58

38

3

10

66
34

26

55

43
69

9

36

3
5
55

100
100
100

54
23
10

43

2

42

58

41

2

72

4

46

39

28

72

6

56

5

48

1943-52
VIhi te-collar
I'l anua 1
Farm
b
1 947
White -col lar
Manual
Farm

100
100
100

25
15

100
100
100

59
2'1
16

37
13

4
3

50

34

1 952b
VJhi te-c oliar
Iv.l anual
Farm

100
100
1 00

65
31

34
67
4 Lj.

1

100
100
100

67

30

30
22

68

2

52

26

22

2
34

b

1957 .
\1h i te-collar
lvlanua 1
Farm
b
1 962
White -collar
I'la nua 1
]l arm

100
100
1 00

69

37
23

29
62
55 .

3

2
2
22

a. cohort grou ps fr om the 1 962 Occupational Chang e i n a
Ge neretion (OCG)

j

stu d~l b y

ob-fS1)fS fir st job .

the Ce nS1.1S bure a u.

_':; espondent 's
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b. various stu d ies by t he Kationa1 Opinion Research Corporation
(l~ORC, 194-7), Survey Hesearch Corporation (SRC, 1952, 1957),
8nd OCG, 1962 . Respondent's job is that held when asked.
Source: Feter !·I . B1au and Otis Dudley Duncan, 'rhe Am erican
Occupational Structure ( New York, 1967), Tables 3.5 and 3. 8 ,
pp . 102 a nd 107 .

That is, it remained fairly difficult for a middle-aged working
man to pull up roots and try to . get a white-collar job, but it
I

was no longer as hard for his children 4:0 find work in an office
as it had been for him when he was first entering the labor force.
In Table 3.1 we can see this pattern fairly clearly.

Be-

fore the war, about one quarter of the sons of manual workers
found work in clerical occupations, but by
had been set.

19~2,

a new pattern

The 1952 figure shows the influence of the post-

war period and the increased vertical mobility it .brought.

As

Jackson and Crockett, who originally compiled the studies, re-marked, "The rate of occupational mobility in the United States
increased somewhat since the end of World War II •. At the least,
we found s cant evidence tha-t the system of occupational inheritance is growing more rigid." 2

The proportion of sons of blue-

collar workers who found white-collar work continued to grow until the 1 962 date when the studY stops.
We have reason to believe that for clerical workers the
rate of i nflow from manual occupations is higher than for the
"broad o'ccupational groups."

We found this distinction to be

valid . when we examined income levels,. and we should expect to
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see it here: clerical work is closer than any other white-collar
occupation to manual work, in virtually
examined.

-ever~,T

way that we have

If there is increasing mobility from blue-collar to

white-collar occupations, it seems probable

t~at

the greatest

movement is from the occupations which are closest to the di viding line.

My own study of clerical workers strongly confirms

this hypothesis.

For all the empJijees studied,

them had blue-collar parents; and
co1lar parents.

oY"~y

57 per cent of

40 percent had white-

Taking only the two occupations which we have

been comparing to clerical workers, craftsmen and foremen and
operatives, we still find that they account for 43 percent of
t he parents of those studied.

(See appendix)

This figure a-

grees closel y with the 40 percent figure which can be found
in Blau and D'v'..llcan . 3
Some of -(:'11e reasons for the movement of blue-collar sons
into white-collar occupations can also be seen in l1'able 3.1.
Fewer of the sons of farmers are staying on the farm than before the Wa r.
lar

Althoug h some of them are entering white-col-

pro fes sio~s(and

there is relative increase since the War),

most co ntinue to end up in manual 'jobs.
of "pushand pull" effect.

l his provides a sort
l

On the one hand, blue-collar sons

have good opportuni ties (statis tically) to enter vlhi te-collar
occupations; and on the other hand J the sons of farmers are
moving in to take the ir places.
posi tions

'l

pul1

II

The relati vely open nonmanual

these men; and the manual labor force, which
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becomes crowded by farmers' sons (a factor which would lower
wages), tends to "push" them out.

The leveling of education-

al requirements, and the fact that it is easier to get an appropriate education in the city than in the rural areas also
facilitat e s thi s moveme nt.

This model as a source of occu-

pational mobility has parallels in patterns of immi gration
earlier in this century and in the last, and in the present
influx of women into the work force.

Since there seems to

be little significant social mobility besides that created
by the entrance of one new group after another, a rigid class
structure may

resu~t,

unless other factors influence the

social structure in the future.

For there has been

suf~

ficient influx of new labor to keep channels r el atively op'e n
throughout the century thus far. 4

CLASS PORTRAITS

We come now to speak of classes in a different sense
than we have before.

We are not here examining economic

groups, or occupational groups in society.

There is an

entire body of l iterature which treats lIclass" as a psycholo gical phenomenon , one that is largely divorced from the
economy, but this is not quite what we want, either.5

For,

while a ny conc eption of class must rest firmly on an understanding of the economic situation--this is why we have

examined the economic situation so carefully--economic position alone does not explain the behavior of a group of
people, although that behavior may be predicated on their
relation to forces of production.

Herbert Gans puts it one

way:
Classes are strata-with-subcultures that grow out of
the strl).cture of the nat,ional economy and society. By
class subcultures ' I mean sets of response s that have
developed out of people's efforts to cope with the opportunities, incentives, and rewards, as well as the
deprivations, prohibitions, and nressures, which the
natural enVirOfll11ent and society ~ffer to the m. From
a.nother perspective, subcultures are ]2redispoptions.
to behavior, ways of acting ~o be £0110wed when the
social situation permits it.
In each of the subcultures life is thus geared to the
availability of specific qualitative types and quantities of income , education, and occupational opportunities. A1though I have used occupational. labels
to distinguish between the major subcultures, a man's
job does not necessarily determine in which of thes e
he shall be placed. In the long run, however, the
existence of a specific subculture is closely related
to the availability of occupational opportunities. ?
From Gans we learn that people react to the pressures of
their

enviror~ent;

and since these ,pressures affect them in

a -c01lective manner, they react to them in a collective fash-

ion.

This does not mean that people always act in concert

or communally

s

but that since they are liable to the same

influences, they react in '-Nays that are at least parallel to
each other.

In Gans' study, the Italian city-dweller had a

very clos e ':"kni t community, but they were not able to act
collectively in a political sense to resist the city planners
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who planned their neighborhood out of existence.

One could

almost say that collective behavior does not necessarily lead
to collective action.
Another aspect of social class is provided by Melvin
II Membe rs of different social classes, by virtue of en-

Kohn.

j oying (or suffering) different conditions of life, come to
See the world differently--to develop different conceptions
of social reality, different aspirations and hopes and fears,
different 'conceptions of the desirable. ,,,8

Here we move a

bit closer to 'psychological conception of class.

Kohn asserts

that the conditions of life have a great influence on one's
values.

And these values, in turn, have a great influence on

one's behavior.

The question is important because the values

of a class lead to its self-perpetuation.

In general, this

can be good: culture is largely the outgrowth of the continuity of class values.

Without a tradition of values our society

would crumble; and values are strongly embodied in class orientations.

(The notiortsome of the early twentieth century

.progressi ves, li lee Jane Addams, of' immigrant "gifts" --of
other ·s ubcultural values--is not to be taken lightly.)
Kohn characterizes class values in a phrase, "the higher
valuation of self-directionlI.e., independent thinking and
actio.rV at higher class levels and of conformity at lower class
levels.. " Here is a sense in vvhich the self'-perpetuating characteristi cs of class values does harm.

The values of conformity

tend to ma1l.:e the lower classes more inflexible to rapid change
(whi.ch is nowadays commo n), not in the sense that it cannot
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learn to obey new directives, but in the sense that conformity is

inadequat~

for meeting and dealing with new problems;

whereas the middle and upper classes are well equipped to handIe new si tuations.

IIVJha-cever the defects of their self- dir-

ected orientation, it is well ao.apted to meeting the new and
the problematical. "9

It is no judgment on the intrinsic qual-

ity and goodneSs of these class values to say that they perpetuate inequality--the lower class level people .are not well
equipped or disposed, often, to train their children in the
skills (and values) needed at higher class levels.

And, we

may add, the upper. class-level people are:no-t;well disp'osed
either to letting lower level people advance, or to all awing
the values of the lower classes to shape· the· society in which
they all live. ' In this sense, those with power .enforce their
values as "legitimate" in society.
Finally, Kohn relates class values to class position in
this way:
Occupationalposl-Clon seems to matter for values and
orientation because it determines .the condi tions',of
self-direction - that jobs provide ,or precLude; ~ the critic'2,1 '.facet of occupati onal position - is .. that it is de·-

terminative of

occupation~l

self-direction.

Education,

ov~r

one's work,

on the other hand, s eems ' tD matter for values and orientation c'hi e fly bec ause .' it can oe so very important
for- intellectual flexibility and breadth of perspective. 10
Thus, Kohn concludes, the amount of control

and the active interest one takes in it, largely determine the
extent to which one is capable of acting independently; that i s ,
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capable of self-direction.

The highest p8:ying - ~ and most

well-regarded jobs are also those which allow the most selfdirection.

Class position as a fW1ction of value and class

position as a function of economic level are correlated in
this way.
As we shall see in the next chapter~ the values of a
class have implications in the sphere of power--political
and economic.

For a class, as a class, to organize itself

to exert power in society, it is necessary for it to have the
proper values.

Our main argument, which we shall discuss

fJrther, is that the lower middle class (of which the clerical worlters are part) will not be able to exert specific
<

pressure in society until or unless it organizes itself co1lectively, as other classes in America have.

It was this

lack of collective ideology, coupled with the emphasis on
the value of individualism, which led to the breakup of the
old middle classes at the turn of the century; and the cler ical workers who are historically the fragments of this old
class continue to hold these values.

In effect, clerical

workers lack class-consciousness.*
-~.

It \vill be useful here to provide a short review of the
literature of what class values and patterns of behavior are,
so tthat we
~~

TriCes

have a basis for comparing the findings of our

See t he following chapters :for further discussion of the se
points.
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surve,Y to existing. knowledge.

In particular, we want to get

a good picture of what working-class norms are, so that we can
see how close cl erical workers are to them.

For contrast, we

will provide some of the previous findings about the nature of
the middle classes--especially the lower middle class.
In the literature, it is often difficult to distinguish
between bluf:- and whi te-collar occupational levels wi thin the
lower-middle or the working class.

Herbert Gans, generally

one , of the best sources for this sort of informatio n, lumps
the two groups together: "The way of l ,ife I call 'worldng class
subcul ture

I

is to be found not only among blue collar vlOrlcers,

but also among lower-echelon white collar workers and among
people who did not graduate from high school. ,,1 1

While this

..

is vronderful testimony from an expert of the extent to which
. whi te- and blue-collar

worl~ers

have converged in terms of

values, i -c .i s hardly helpful tb us in unders tanding how much.
Patt erns o f cons1..J.mption are probably not a key concept in
u_nde rstarlding any convergence which may' have occurred in America.

People will buy what they can afford, 1l1-nd:_I. ,f,1,n,d i Y ha:r~d to

underst and why irrprovement of material conditions can ever be
a bad thing .

Marc use~s

notion of "alienated consumption"

strikes me as frankly elitist.12

Consumption of automobiles

and hous es in America has never been a strictly middle class
behavioral p}lenomenon.

Stephan 'I 'hernstrom has shown that the

more ' succes s fu,l members of the late ni neteenth century \'lOrking
class freque!ltly bought houses. and that "success" in this context was

g en .~ raJ.ly

the mere fac t of holdj..ng a job cons -tantly
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over a period of years.*

The Lynds, too, found that for the

working class in Muncie in this century, home-ownership was
possible, although it declined to a considerable extent durillg
the depression.

Automobiles were within working people's means,

for 'the most part, despite the

depression~

To be sure, Ric hard

Hamilton shows that the quality of -uhe , house or car owned is
relative to class and, income, but ownership itself continues
to be significantly widespread. 1J

Thus, we see that in crude

terms, consumption of goods may not usefully distinguish between the classes of America.

For in this area, the working

class and the lower middle class behave in the same manner.
As severa l writers have recently 'shown, even when workingclass people earn high wage s and move to the suburbs, they do
nDt become middle class . They continue to hold much the same
views on the futility of the individual enterprise and loo k
instead to collective opportuni ty.

'l'hey retain their view of

work as "instrume ntal" rathe r than as having instrinsic value,
and therefore desire higher wages rather than better working
conditions (unless conditions are felt to be insufferable).
They are still class-conscious, and look with distas te on middIe-class "status pretensions."

Most working class people still

associate mainly with their relatives when they can, do not
have a wide range of casual friends whom they entertain in
their house (as do middle class people), and generally expect

-,t-The cost of the Ilouse and the payments was also generally su1'ficient to keep the worker's family in the working class .
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their leisure activities to be sexually segregated.

They

continue to want schools to provide traditional discipline
for their children.

And working class culture still does

not provide many of the skills and attitudes needed for organizational activities, so that working class people believe--with considerable justification--that the various
government and private

~gencies

~xist

to benefit the busi-

ness communi ty and the middle class, and to deprive worldng
people of their rightful share of goods and privileges. 14
Although there have been several good studies which
have investigated these characteristics of the working class ,
there have been few empirical studies of the white-collar
workers which attempt to find out what their ·cultural norms
are . . The questionnaire which I have prepared is designed to
do this, and to find some related economic and political
points.

In essence, what we need to know about white-collar

workers is how close they are to the working class and how
close to the middle class.

Probably, they cover a range of

positions, depending largely on their income and job.
Gans says that the lower middle class contains many whi tecollar workers, some blue-collar ones, and even some professionals. This subculture is somewhat better

educated~

than the

working class, and they believe in schooling, not so much as
an agency of discipline, but as a training institution which
allows their children to get go od jobs.

Their families are

more nuclear and less extended than those of the working class,
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and more "child centered.

II

They are less class-conscious,

and more prone to see politics as a moral rather than class
struggle--though they share the working class distrust of
politicians.

"If government is immoral, the best solution

is to keep its functions and power minimal; the ideal is a
businessman or a city manager who will do away with politics
and will also keep taxes IOV/f"15
Cutting across class lines are religious and ethnic
alignments.

Within such a restricted range of class-posi-

tions as exist among office workers

p

these socioreligious

factors take on added weight: in fact, they may be the most
impo rtant determinant of social and po.litical behavior, once
class is held constant.

The movement of old ethnic minori-

ties into white-collar occupations has provided a major
linkage between the manual and nonmanual and the workingand lower middle classes.

Especially among Catholics and

Jews, the old familial and community ties have persisted
across a narrow class gulf, and these ties have tended to
close the gulf.

Furthermore, the socioreligious character-

istics show no real signs of fading away, although like
everything else in a changing American society, they are
being transformed.

As Michael Parenti puts it, "before

rele gating them to the history of tomorrow, the unassimilated ethnics s hould be seen as very much alive and with us
today. ,,16
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Thus, we should be able to locate the white-collar
workers within the class structure if we know several things.
Specifically. these are: their attitude

toward work and mo-

bility; their attitude toward unions; their patterns of association and use of leisure time; and their hopes and aspirations for their own and their children's future.

These

are "sociologi cal" criteria as opposed to economic or political, but we consider these latter elsewhere.

Unfor-

tunately, none of the companies which cooperated by di stributing our survey would allow questions about unions to
appear.
topic.

Thus, we obtained no good information about thi s
The missing component is the historical one, and

unless we can know the social history of the white-collar .
workers, we \'v'ill have difficulty in evaluating the Significance of their present class situation.

If it is true

that their social conditions are new, then proletarianiz ation
has made significant recent inroads, and we should watch
for changes in other spheres (e.g. union activity).

If,

on the other hand, this is an old social trend, then it is
likely that the white-collar strata would require

addition~

al social promptings to convert to proletarian patterns of
acti vi ty.
ATTITUDES AND BEHAVI OR
We now pr esent the results of the survey we took of
clerical worke:r;s .

The 278 people surveyed work in insur-
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ance companies is four cities, Bbston, Hartford, Chicago,
and San Francisco'; and about 30 of them are union members
who work for the S tate of Massac husetts.

About thre e fifths

of them were fr om Boston and Hartford, and two fifths from
Chicago and San Francisco.

Half were men and half women;

and almost 60 percent were under thirty years of a ge .

Their

median salaries were about $150 a week, t hough one third of
them made over $2 00 a week.

Their average 'total family in-

come was higher: between $1 0,00e"' $1?,000 per year, although
the figure is probably a bit inflated since some people apparently indicated their parent£l family income.

More than

half the sample was married, and 65 percent of their spouses
also worked.

Three fourths of them had attended college, and

half of these finished four or more years.

Finally, 95 per-

cent of therm were white, Catholic or' Protestant ( more of the
former), and Bri ti sh, Irish, or Germanic in ori gin , with a
third from so uthern or eastern European

backgro~nds.

(See

the Appendix for the full results.)
We asked a series of questions about their social
political attitudes and behavior.

~nd

In this chapter, we will

discuss the sociological aspect, and in the nekt, the political.

Basically, what we want to knovv is whether their

norms are closer t o those of the working cl ass or the middle class,' how they feel about some political concerns, and
finallyj what influence if any their class background and
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and present

socioeconom~

level has on these norms.

More

particularly, we want to see what issues and concerns unite
them and

divide them from manu&l workers.

whi~h

I think

that it is proper to divide the group into socioeconomic
class levels, even though they all work in the same offices.
The higher group of clerical workers is much more highly
paid, better educated, has more responsible jobs, and comes
from a higher class background than the lower level c1erical workers.

11'he two groups are heavily segregated by sex a

between 70 and 80 percent of the lower level workers are
women~

20 out of 21 management or executives in the sample

are men, and 60 percent of those in "responsible" clerical
positions are men.

In overall socioeconomicstatus*, as we

can see in Table 3.2, men were much hi gher.

TABLE 3.2
SEX BY SOCIOECONOr,lIC STATUS

Sex
Male

SES

-------

High

Medium

30%

Female

6

Low

(N=100:{0 )

56%

14%

(122)

48

47

(128)

Because of this large influence of sex, we ought to reaJ.ize
as we examine the results that certain things are influenced
as much by. the sex of those polled as by their socioeconomic,
or any other, status.

We will try to point this out when it

seems relevant.
=if-See thew'Appendix for the cri teria used in conslXuctJ.Y1g scales.
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JVJobili.:tY
We have already observe d that a large proportion of the
-

clerical workers come from working class backgrounds.

How-

ever, we still have little information about their fee l ings
about mobility, a nd how they would prepare themselves or
their children (or, indeed, how they may have been prepared)
to move from one occupational stratum to another.

There has

been some research on the influence of class backgro tmd on
"skidders", those who come from middle-class families but
i

.

end up In manual jobs; and there is some literature on the
indisposition of · working-class people to strive for "middleclass" goals or to aspire to rise into nonmanual occ up ations
for any reason (e.g., presti ge) except higher pay.17

Here

we will ask whether these clerical workers believe that there
is much chance for mobili ty for themselves or their c11ildre n ,
what channels seem open to t hem, and how they think one should
prepare for a move .
. Channel~ of mopility .

Ely Chinoy characterized auto mo bile

workers as ,.nen who di d not re alistically expec t to be promoted to a high8r

ran}~

in their plant.

Rather I their goal

for getting ahe ad was to ge t out of the plant and s tart a
business of their own.

Altho ugh some had made this mo ve,

many others had not; and of t hose who had, most had f a iled
financially in th8ir endeavors . 1S

On the othe r hand, as we

have shown, clerical wor k offers greater opportunitie s for
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promotion within the ranks.

This is less true for women, but

they also have some chance for such advancement.
We should predict that there would be several cross-currents affecting the attitudes of clerical workers about
best way to get ahead.

the

On one side, they may reco gnize that

they statistically have a better cl1anceto advance within the
bureauc racy of their firm .

On another side, though, the

residual effect of old middle class values might influence
them to think that becoming an entrepreneur offers the best
possibilities.

Finally, the influence of class background

should have an ambiguous ef'fect

j

for, although Chinoy reports

that auto workers would like to g et ou.t of the plant, they
are certainly aware that the chances for success in small
busines s are slight.

Besides, Chinoy says, "This widespread

interes t in leaving the factory stemmed chiefly from strong
commitments to out-of-the-shop goals.

These men saw in bus-

iness or farming an escape from the disabilities of factory
work, not an oppor:tuni ty to become weal thy. "19

'rhus ., we

would not necessarily expect those from blue-collar homes
to think of going into business for themselves as a particul arly good way to ge t rich.
The

resv~ts

of the survey show an interesting pattern.

When asked whether they thought that "a person" in general
had a better chance to get ahead by going into business for
himself or by trying to i mprove his position within the fi rm,
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45 percent picked the former.

But when asked the same question

for themselves personally, the response dropped dramatically
to

2L~

percent.

11his seems to show that people arepaying a

certain amount of lip-service to the "American Dream" when
they are asked a general question, but that when they apply
the criteria to themselves, they tend to

b~

more reali stic in

their appraisal, and say that one does better by staying in the
firm.
A question was also asked about the extent to which a
"person with ability" could advance in the respondent's firm.
Most people believed that such a person could advance to a n
executive position or higher, but there was a sizable numb er
of respons es which indicated tha t the highest one could hope
for in the firm was office supervisor.

Some (especially

women) wrote a note in the margin of the questionnaire that
the chanc es were not the same for women as they were for men,
and this i s certainly true.
Part of the response to these questions can be elucidated by examining the social mobility which the respondent
himsel:f (or herself) experienced.

We divided int;ergenera-

tional mobility into three categories, upward, the same, and
downward, depending on the job of the respond e nt and that
of his father.

'rhe results are summarized in Table 3.3.

There is a striking difference between those who rose from
working-class backgrounds (experienced upward mobility) and
those who came f"rom upper middle-class families wi th parents
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who, were professionals or business managers (expe rienced
dovmward mo bili ty) ,

T'he skidders, had mllch greater expec-

tations for and beliefs in the possibility of mobility. In
effect, it seems that they still identify themselves with
their middle-class origins and the values associated with
them.

The upwardly moaile, on the other . hand .. are more

skepti6al about the nossibilities of advancement.

This

shows aJ.so in their beliefs about the chances for getting
into business for themselves (or anyone in general).

They,

too, carry with them the beliefs of their class background!
and these influence the s hape of the whole sample.

To fur-

ther indicate the importance of this group in our s ampl e,
we should note that the y comprise 60 percent of those questioned, while the downwardly mobile were only 24 pe rcent.
H01?~Or_.t!12

ns;xt generati on.

Another indication of how

someone feels about his Dosition in society is whether he
believes that his offspring have a go od chance of succeeding
economically.

It is also significant to see what he intends

to do a1:xut providing his child with training and values to
enable him to rise.
Of the whole sample, only four people said that they
hoped their children would become office or factory workers.

96 percent of those who had children wanted them to become
executives.

Even if we were to decide that one or another

occupation is inherently more desirable to a class subculture,
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TABI,E 3.3
BEl ,IEFS I N IviOBILI'FY BY I NTERGENERATI Ol';AL I"IOBILI I]1Y
Tnter gener a tional Nob ility
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ Downward

Pos ition attai nab le
in firm:
No t s upervis or
Supervisor
Executive
VP or Pre sident
(N=100 jb)

/D
3 0l
23
47
27
( 62)

The

S:.:a~m::..:e=--_..:::
U..r.::p:...:..i:.J:..::a::..:,.::..:·d::::..._ __

4 76
22
44
29
(41)

In g eneral, better to:
Go i nto business for self
Ri se in firm
( N=10096 )

53
47
(60)

53
(38 )

For yourself :
Go into business for self
Rise in firm
(I'blOO%)

27
73
(62)

25
75

L~7

(40)

8;'6

30
L~2

20

(155)
42
58
(150)
23
77

(155)

it would be impossible to determine what influenced the
people in this sample to pick one of the clerical or manual
jobs for thea.r chil dren . The numbers are simply too small.
Even trying to discover why the teacher catego ry was chosen
would be

risl~y

wi th only 12 people choosing it.

However, since almost everyone said that they would like
their children to become professionals or businessmen, we can
check to see how many think that their children have a good
chanoe for attaining these positions.

On the whole, three

fourths of the sample thought that their children would have
Ita good chance," and one quarter said "a fifty-fifty chance."
In fact, statistics show that about 45 percent of the children
of clerical workers do beco me professionals , business managers,
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non-retail salesmen, and proprietors. 20
of the people

s~mpled

Thus, the impressions

are fairly realistic, but also fairly

optimistic.
The influx of sons and daughters of manual workers into
the clerical ranks influenced the aggregate attitudes of the
group.

For while only 12 percent of those who came from

white-collar families said that their own children had a
lififty-fif ty chance" of getting the job they desired for
them, 32 percent of those from blue-6ollar families felt
equally uncertain about their children's chances of succe ss .
In addition, insofar as schooling really does prepare
one to get a high status job, these clerical workers have
the correct attitude toward education to help their children .
In the c as e of every question about education but one, parents indicated that they would be willing, and knew how, to
help further the ir children's education.

Only one person

out of more than ninety would not be willing tO,send his
child -to colle ge to get a job; three out of sixty do not
di scuss their child's education with t he ir spouse; all
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who answered asle their child about grades; and only one out
of sixty does not ask about the schoolwork;

In the case

of helpi1}E their children with schoolwork, however, only
two out of every three respondents replied affirmatively.
This is

pa~tially

understandable when we consider that par-

ents may have trouble with new teaching methogs.

They may
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also not be capable of helping with work, but this seems
somewhat less likely.
Finally, we asked what ;s ort of education seemed best,
even if they did not have children.

The question was de-

sigried to elici t responses along the

cla~lS

by Herbert Gans.

lines defined

Gans claims that working-class people de-

sire an education which is traditional, helps discipline
the child, and keeps him out of trouble.

rrhe lowe r-middle-

class, he says, wants one which will prepare the child for
a stable, decently-paY i.i1-g

whi te-collar job.

T'he upper-

middle class likes an education which develops creativity
and curiosi ty : they are more inclined to favor experimental

.

') 1

educatlo n.'~

Insofar as our results point to any such

trend, all the people questioned would be in the upper-middIe-class category.

More than three fourths of them chose

a "creati va" education.

'raking the class background of the

respondents into account explains a little (in favor of
Gans

l

thesi s ), but not much.

We must either conclude that

the question was badly phrased or that these clerical workers ha ve some values which Gans would term "upper-middleclass",

A third, and perhaps more plausible, explanation
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is simply that mos t -people at many levels are more aware
thart in the past times of the effects of -education.
all, the results of this survey show

sc~nt

In

influence of

working-class norms on attitudes of clerical workers toward
education.
The only bit of evidence we were able to find that class
bacl\:ground affects the feelings of the respondents toward
educ ation is this: Those who moved up from working-class
backgrounds were less likely to favor a community with good
I

schools over one with reasonably priced homes.

.

Both groups

picked the latter choice more often, but while 22 percent
of the upwardly mobile clerical workers said they favored
schools, the downward skidders made this choic e 28 percent
of the time.

This may reflect the more "adult-c entere dness"

of the work i~g class which Gans cites. 22
We find ;,101.'e support for our thesis that cl erical workers are being i nfluenced by working~class'values when we
ex amine those qualities which they feel are most desirable
in a child of about ten.

Overall, their responses reflect

a mi ddle-clf'u?s orientation, but the influence of upwardly
mobile children of manual workers is apparent when we break
down the fi gures.
Me lvin Kohn says that the lower classes value conformity more than do the upper.

This, he says, is reflected

in the values 9_du1ts hold for what is proper and go od in

a child e

Ma.nrwrtl § for. ins tanc e. wi th i ts emphaBiB on the
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TABLE 3.4
QUAI,ITIES IN A CHILD BY n'TTERGEF :2~~ATIONAL E OBILITY

Intergenerational I\:obili ty
Desirable in Child

Downward

The Same

That he:
Is happy
80%
Obeys his parents well
18
Has good manners
3
Has self-control
15
Is popular with other children
7
Is curious about thi ngs
62
Is ambitious
13
Is able io defend himself
2
(120)
(N=200%)

proper forms of behavior, is more

7696
10
12

62 96

20
12

25

27
7

5·

55
15
o

4·3

27
3
(292)

( 80)

hi~hly

Upward

valued at lower

class lavels; curiosity, which is connected with independent thinking, at higher class levels. 23

In Table 3.4 we

can see some influence of class background in the values
clerical worxers hold for children.

Overall, the choices

picked most often were "happy" (68%) and "curious" (50%).
Significantly, the greatest part of this tendency came from
those with a clearly middle-class backg round.

On the other

hand, manners are more highly valued by upwardly mobile
people.

S1. 1ch other conformist values as populari ty and

obedience show ambiguous trends.

The upwardly mobile are

more prone to pick them, but by small margin.
Two other qualities show clear trends.

These are self-

control and ambi'tiousl1€8S. Howeve r, the trends are in the
opposite way from what we would expect if we were to prediet a direct inheritance from class subcultur es.

These

are usually thought of as middle-class characteristics,
but here they are most closely tied to a working-class '
background.

The reason for this phenomenon is probably

not so· obscure as it might seem at first.

Those who hold

these values most strongly are those who had to make use
of them.

·"Get:ti.Dg ahe,arl

l

!;

or rising to a higher class

level requires that one be ambitious and va:Jlue se lf-dis cipline, whereas allowing oneself to skid shows a lack
of such values.
that one of

th~

This also fits with our earlier notion
primary reasons that people are able to

rise in the class structure is that they internalize the
values needed for a move before making t,he move.

It is

this internalization of norms which, in fact, largely
allows them to rise.

There is a theme which runs throughout the literature
on work: whether the work is intrinsically interesting or
instrum?ntal in nature.

The theme is central, for instance,

to Marx's concept of alienated versus unalienated labor.
Man is \'{hat he g oe s, says Marx.

If one derives pleasure from

the work itself, rather than from its compensation, then
his worl,;; is unalienating.

However, if one is a "wage-s1ave" ,

then he must put up with unpleasan t --or at worst, debilitating--job conditions in order to earn his livelihood.

is f he GeJ.IG his lubor, he Gello whflt he io I in

ordel~

That

to
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keep himself physically alive .
.We know, however, that most people will put up .with
qui te a. :lot in order to avoid disorder.

And if

then~

are

other satisfactions in one's life besides those which would
have to be drawn from work, he will frequentlY'concentrate
his interest in them.

This is making the best of a bad

thing . .
We know i ' toos however, that workers rebel because of
their working conditions.

The labor movement in every

country is justthat--wo rkers rebelling against intolerable
conditions.

However, those who own and operate workplaces

have general ly found it in their long-term interest to give
workers more money and shorter hours rather than more control ormor2 interest and variety in their jobs.

Labor

leaders have most often settled for pay and f ormalized benefits rather than holding out for control over the nature
of the job.
really
now

need~d

enterin~

This tactic has worked chiefly because workers
the increase in money benefits.

If we are

a period of time, as some writers claim, when

workers are no longer at such a low level of earnings that
they must concentrate solely on material concerns, then we
should expect to

~ee increased a g itation for job-control. 24

Kohn relates this need for material benefits to the observed at.ti i;l,:des of classes toward work. Wc)rker-'s' who are
not well-off financially need to be concerned about their
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economic position in the labor force.

Better paid workers

can afford to pay attention to the other qualities of the
job: whether it is interesting and fulfillin g .

"Essenti ally,

men of higher class position judge jobs more by intrinsic
qualities, men of lower class position more by extrinsic
characteristlcs, 1125

Indeed, there is reason to believe that

some relatively well-off workers who are in jobs with poor
working conditions choose to remain in those jobs for the
sake of the high wages.

This does not mean that all workers

,

do 130, but there is a tendency to take pay over interesting
work in order to make ends meet at ho~e.26This is the situati on which Jolm Goldthorpe and David Locl\:wood found In their
study of "affluent workers" in Luton, England.

riJany

o!~

the

workers had previously held jobs which they found more enjoyable, but for ths time, they preferred to make money,
What is indicated here is that many of our affluent
workers were attracted into th e ir present employment
primarily by t he extrinsic, economic retur ns th a t it
offered in Qompen~§.tion foJZ its inherent I disutili ty. I
In 6ther words, it is indicated that the current orientation of these men towards their work was a dec idedly iDQ~ruill~ n10.~ one.
Consi2tently with this interpretation, the reason that Que respondent s by f a r frequentl y g ave for
remaining in their present jobs--and most appeared
to be quite firmly attached--wa s in fact the high
level. of p ay that they could earn. 2 7
rrhis sort of intensive working si tuation is bound to create great tensions which may surface at some provocation.

The

new report to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
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~lo..rk

are

in

Americ~,

~roduced by

indicates some of the dissatisf'a c tions which
poor working conditions in almost every oc-

cupational level in the Uni ted States. 28- We will discuss
this further in the conclusion of this paper, but for now,
let us merely observe that some thing interesting happened
at the Luton plant which Goldthorpe and Lockwood described
shortly after they had sent their manuscript to the printer
for publication.

Some militants got hold of a resume of

the book, mimeo g raphed a few hundred copies and handed them
out at the plant.

A week or so later, a report came out

in the R.§.ily Mail of the profits being made by the plant,
showing how much each worker produced and where the profits
of his labor went (mainly to General l'iIotors in the Dni ted
States).

This information was also circulated at the plant.

The next day something happened which the Times reported' as
follows:
Wild riotin g has bro}:~en out at the Vauxhall car factories in Luton. Thousands of workers streamed out
of the shops and gathered at the factory yard. They
besie ged the management offices, calling for the managers to come out, singing the IRed Flag' and shouting ' striilg them 1.J.P,' Groups attempted to storm the
offi ces and battled the police which had been called
to prote c t them. The rioting lasted f or two days.29
The purpose of relating this episode at this point is to
suggest

th~t

no one (no matter what sociologists may say)

actually holds the instrumental nature of some work as a

positive

valu~.

RQther, it is something to be put up with.
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The report, Work in America, goes so far as to suggest that
the extrinsic and the intrinsic factors in work are not even
oppo si te ends of the same scale: they are, on entirely di f ferent
scales.

It is not sufficient to remove the sources of dissat-

isfac tion in work to make i t satisfying. "Extrinsic" fac tors
of pay and physical working conditions may be improved without I improving
the quality of the job.
-

"Sati sfaction depends

on the provision of intrinsic factors, such as achieveme nt ,
accomplishment, responsibility, and challenging work.

Satis-

faction, then, is a function of the content of the work; dissatisfaction, of the environment of the work."JO

[I'hus, al-

though working for instrumental (extrinsic) reasons may be
a working-class norm, we should be careful to notice the difference between "valuing" something because you like it or
think it i s pr01)e:c

p

and "val uing" it because you have to,

because it is Yo1.tr only recourse.

In fact, in times of stress,

the real value may emerge , and it may emerge violently.
With this qualification in mind, let us. see what the
ical

worl~ers

cler~

in our sample sai.d they thought about work. The

raw data tell us that the two most important things were "a
good sal e Py and a chaY),c e for advancement"

( ?O?~ )

and "in-cer -
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'I'A B1~E

3.5

QUALI'rIES IN A JOB BY II';-TERGEUERATIOFAL r·l0BILITY
Inter~en_eration81

Downwa rd

Desirable in a Job
Interest and variety
Pay and chanc e for promotion
Good people to work wit~
Ea sy super i ntendant
\J 200 Iv
C:{)
( .]-'j=

The

Sa~e

71 ;0'·;

8LJ-9b

69%

52

77 .
31
9

46

73
4

79
7

(277)

(75)

(116)

est and variety"(69%).

f'}o bili ty

This would seem to indicate quite

simply that both factors are important.

However, the conc ern

over pay has usually been characterized as a working-class
norm, and interes t and variety a middle-class norm.

In

Table 3.5 we can see that our sample reflects this bias . .
That is, clerical workers who were upwardly mobile from the
working - class families show more concern with pay than with
interest and variety.

Moreover, they are more interested

in thes e material things than are
class backgrounds.

from middle-

These downwardly mobile res p ondents were

also more desirous of
work.

th~ ~kidders

havin~

interest and variety in their

It is also noteworthy that, aside from class back-

ground, socioeconomi c level had an effect.

Only 56 percent

of the low SES re t

"l dents chose "interest and variety" and

rated "good

r s" and "easy superintendent" much more

CQ-W(l ;C,'
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highly than other respondents .

However. vve would be making

much ,of rather small trends if we did not reassert that both
qualities are very important to these office workers.

44 per-

cent of the respondents picked both.
We also asked how well the office workers liked their
jobs. This self-rating is, it seems to me. not very trustworthy, since one's natural te.ndency on being asked such a
question is to say. "Y'eah, sure, I like my job pretty well."
This suspicion seems borne out by the fact that the results
for i all workers--no matter what they said was important about
a job--were almost the same.

The only difference was that

those who said that interest and variety was most important
tended to claim being a little more satisfied with their jobs .
. FrieD.os

~

Relati ves, .?nd Enemies

A series of questions were developed for this survey to
test certain nei ghborhood value s and patterns of association
which sociological literature generally agress are
teristic of the working class or the middle class.

charac~

In addi-

tion, we wanted to know how much physical proximity clerical
workers have to hlue-collar workers--in their neighborhood
arid as friends--and what causes this proximity.
'llhe nei ghbo:.c rG?o d-!..

More than half of the clerical workers

who returned the questionnaire Ii ve in -ehe suburbs. . The
suburbs have been thought of as the enclave of middle-class
people, but this is not completely true.

Bennet Berger and

some other sociolo gi sts have shown that the suburbs are
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equally the home of the manual, blue-collar workers.Jl
is more, the suburbs are no more of a' "mel ting po t

II

What

for

classes than were American cities for the immigrants who
came to this country around the turn of the century.' '1'rue e
both ethnics and workers change when they move to a new
place, but the process is more of an adaptation of existing values and norms to new conditions than it is an overturning bf values.

Michael Parenti makes this distinction

in I an interesting way for ethnics when he speaks of the
di fference between assimilation and

accultur~tion.

"Ethnic

social sUb-systems may persist or evolve new structures
independent of the host of society and despite dramatic
cultural transitions in the direction of the mainstream
, J ,:.,
cuI ture."
For this reason, (i.e., that suburbs are not
r ,

melting pots for classes), we should not summarily conclude
that just because a respondent lives In a suburb, he will
have not c ontact with manual workers.

In fact, he may have

, more, for many :cespondents wrote in the margins of their
questionnai ;~'e that since they Ii ved in ci ty apartments,
they did not k:now their neighbors.

For neighbors to have

much influence, one would have to meet them.
'This group is a particularly mobile one.

Almost half

of them lived in another state in the last fifteen years
of so.

This Inobility

is further reflected ,by the fact

that only one quarter of them have relatives living in their
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neighborhood.

In all, the picture is one of a fairly atom-

ize d group of people, far from a model of extended families
and networks of relatives.

It is no longer possible, how-

ever, to put a group of people in a class category by this
criterion, since working class a nd middle class, alike,
are very mobile nowadays.

Except for a dwindling number

of ethnic working-class city dwellers , old neighborhoods
are breaking up; and these urbanites are currently in danger of los ing their neighbohoods,too.

All this is not to

suggest that there is no · such thing as community anymore,
or neighborhoods, or close friends and relatives, but it
does

me~n

that especially since World War II, Americans of

all classes and ethnicities have been moving around at a
greater rate than was true in the past.

Thus, if it is

no lo nger fea s i.ble to speal<;: of "street-corner societies",
the reason is that conditions have changed and the exresidents of city neighborhoods have had to re-adapt.
Still , if things have change d, i.n many ways they remain
the same,

rEhe

influences of socioeconomic status and inte r-

generational mobility which we would expect to find if we
looked for the ::.nfluenceof class norms, in fact, exist.
The i r effect is apparent in Table 3.6.

To the extent that

working-class pe ople desire community and middle-class people
desire pr ivacYt SES

~nd

social background have an effect.

'l'he same is tr.'u.e if we assume -eha t middle--class people are
more li ke ly to be cosmopolitan, and would prefer many different types of people living around them than the same type s .
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TABI,E 3 . 6
NEI GHBORHOOD VALUES BY BES
AND I NTERGENERATIONAL MOB I LITY
SE.S

I nte r g en. f'1ob.

Un

Low ---IJJ e ---d. Hi g h_..

Down

Sam e

Prefer:
Privacy
Community

6776
33

7856
22

8396
17

6996
31

85';/
15

75%
25

Dif f erent t ype s of
peop le
Same typ es

62
38

62
38

47
53

38
62

./'-'

7,,Q

~-4

62

56

72
28

76
24
(40)

78
22
(150 )

-

- -_.

Reasonabl y price d h ome
i n g ood neig hb orhood 76
. Good sc h ools
24
( 8 2)
( N:::: lOO96 )

76
24

74
26
(139) (48 )

(61)

..

,It)

Finally, as Herber t Gans says, the middle classes put more
stress on education, because t h eir f amilies are more "childc ent ered " than are working-class families. 33

If these norms

a c curately describe soci.al classes today, then our sample
properly reflects their influence.

However, the main thing

t o notice is that these clerical workers on the whole favor
pr ivac y to community, different types of people to same
~y pes,

and a reasonably priced home in a good neighborhood

to good schools.

For what it may mean, this would ma}(e them

"middle-class but adult-centered",

Among the criteria,

only one which seems to me to be very indicative of social
s t anding is the desire, or lack of it, for good schools.
The decline of urban "villages " --or at least the declining
influe nce f or those ·who have ;;left

them~~has {~ leci ,) t()Tr' elative

equali.zation of white- and blue-collar norms concerning

feel-

ings of heighborhood community-pri.vacy and the love or fear
of people who are different from oneself.
b~cause

sue of schools is important

However, the is-

it reflects status aspir-

ati ons for children, and because child- versus adult-c en"teredness is a useful distinction between social classes.

There-

fore, we also check ed the influence of this factor further,
by looking only at those who have children.

Significantly,

although, ove rall. people are a little more inclined to want
good schools, the difference between social strata widens,
with th6 hi gher SES respondents more in favor (39%) of schools
than the lower levels (35%).

This factor probably indicates

as much that clerical workers were closer to working-class
than to upper-middle-class norms regarding children and their
needs in. t.he first JiL@S:?Q. as it indicates the influence that
new recruits from the blue-coll ar working classes may have
had.
There were three things we wanted
to find out about how c}erical workers ' as s ociate with their
friends, nei ghbors, and relatives: to what extent they associate with a network of relatives over against friends; what
sort of people they would be
and, ,si mply

1

lea~ t

liJ(ely to want as fri ends;

how much they associate wi th friends and Ii ve

among neigh-;::o:cs of different occupational levels.
As we sEDpected r these clerical workers show no signs
of having an extended and clo se network of rela ti ves,

j'ilOS

t
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TABLE 3.7
INTERGENERATIONAL YOBILITY & SES
BY "LEAST \'lANT ASFHIEFDS lI
Least wont as ?r iends
Live too Don ' t un':roo
Fast
Common
derst8nd

cr'T 100 ;:J
l~ :;::

0

/ )

BE,S :

1,0 \,1/
I'·Tedium
High

IJ\TERG EJ<: •

(83)
(136)
(44)

24;6
28
25

53
'50

3576
19
25

(59 )
(36)
(152)

36
25
23

52
56

12
19
32

LJ-096

I"10B . :

D01!JnVJ8rd
'l'he same
Upward

a week, whereas only 2 of

45

7 high level saw them equally often.

Thus, although none of the groups in our sample spend more
time with their relatives than with their friends, the class
background of some seems to move closer to a working-class
position.
Another question asked to elicit

response~

along class

lines was "What sort of people would you be least likely to
want as :friends?"

The choices given were meant to appeal

to a hi gher class, sentiment, a neutral or middle class sentiment , and a lower class sentiment.

Thus, upper level

people were expected to say that they would not like tO

G

people who "are a bit common" as friends more often than
;ower l evel people.

The oppo site relationship was ex pecte d

for the response , "people who talk about things I don't understand.

II

'l' hf' ambiguous" peopl e who live in a way I find it

hard to keep up wi th

Ii

was designed to be a "safe" answer for

those .who felt in the middl e.

As we see from Table 3.7, the
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response to these questi ons refl ected a straight-line relation~hip

in the predicted way along class (present and back -

ground) lines.

Moreover, the large r part of t he sample was

somewhere in the middle, reflecting, it seems to me, the
ambiguous position in which clerical workers find themselves.
,Finally, we tested to see what direct ties clerical
workers have to traditionally working-class people.

That

is, we wanted to see how many friends and neighbors they
had who were in blue-collar occupations.

For contrast, we

al~o asked how many friends they had who were clerical wor-

k.ers, and how many who were profeSSionals or business executives.

('l'he ques tion was phrased "Of your five closest

fri ends--or neighb ors--how many are ... " and inc lude d a fourth
choice, "other. ")

Two factors are important here.

T'he

first is whether manual workers are physically available,
whether they are in the nei ghborhoods, for clerical workers
to make friends with. ' We know that manual workers as well
as nonmanual workers have been moving to the suburbs in
large numbers

~

bl:tt the exact extent to which they intermingle

remains problomatical .

Some

recent studies using in-depth

intervie wi ng techniques seem'to assume matter-of-factly

that

there ,iB a great deal of intermingling, among "working class
and "l o\ver middle class" people, who were for the mos t part
put into tile same category. 34

'llhis is a telling placement

of worke rs into class categories by sch6lars who ought to
be in a pos ition to do so intuitively.

But we are workin8

Ii
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with statistical evidence in this study, and we want to
know the exact extent to which "working-class" or "lower-·
mi ddle-class " manuals and nonmanuals live together, for
there is also evidence from suburbs that social classes
live separately and travel in different social circles,35
The second important factor is, given a certain level
of intermingling generally, to what extent cleric al workers
actually make friends wi th manual workers.

Once we know

these two things, we are in a better position to judge how
much influence working-class friends and neighbors have
on the values and behavior of office workers.
Our raw data show the following.

.1+8 percent of the

respondents had one or more working-class neighbors, and
37 percent had two or more.

As for fr'iends, the numb er

d-ropped by a considerable degree I· 37 percent of the sample
had one or more manual worker as a friend, and 15 percent
had two or more.

The corresponding figures for one or

more clerical professional neighbors were
respectively.

55 and 37 percent

For friends, the statistics showed 66 and 51

percent for clerical friends and professional friends, in
that order.

The average number of friends and nei ghbors

in each cate gory

is given in the Appendix .

On the whole,

then, it is clear that there i s a wide distribution in this
sample of people who have friends and neighbors in the different ~ategories.

Roughly speakin~, however, respondents

were most li kely to have clerical and

~ales

workers as
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friends and neighbors (not surprisingly), but somewhat more
likely to live in the same neighborhoods and be friends with
professional/manager-ials than with manual Vlorkers.Despite
the fact that there are relativel..:y:, fewer manual friends and
neighbo rs in

~he

sample. it still seems striking that there

areas many as there are.
si tuation: It is

on~y

We must remembe:" the historical

since World War II that wages and

salaries finally equalized to the present extent, and it
has only been since then that more than about a quarter
I·

of t he sons of blue-collar workers have taken jobs as whitecollar workers , and since the working class has moved into
the suburbs .

In other \vords, it is striking that wi thin

one generatj.on. almost half of the clerical workers have
at leas t one blue-collar neighbor, and almost two fifths
of them have at least one friend who is a manual worker.
Patterns of Bocial behavior are among the most resistant
to rapi d changes: they follow slowly behind ec onomic conditions, and frequently lag behind political alignments.
To truly evaLuate the . cu:crent s1 tuation, we need more than
impre8s ionh~tic

historical information, and this informa-

tion dq~s not seem to be available at present.

This is

certainly an area in which research is needed.
If we cannot analyze the historical situation, we are
able to check the inf11.1e nee of class baclcground,

Table J. 8

not only lends support to the hypothesis that those of a
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TABLE 3.8
AVEHAGE NU}LBEH OF FRIEND.S /i} ' ]) F?; IG d BORS ( Olyr

()F

5)

BY SEI.,ECf.CED :E'ACf}.l OES
Neighbors
Friends
--;;-:""l
v1-an---' C1er-:fr of. l"an- caer - '-'}:=-r-'o---""f •
ual
ical r\!~ r.
ual
iCBl I<gr. 0]2------------------~~--~~~,

ALL

1.3

1__

1.4

1.1

1.8
1.7

1.1

1.3

1.1

1.5

• 00

1.3

0.6

2.3

1.6

(268)

0.9

2.6

O

1.2
1.6

0.9
0.5
0.5

2.6

.
1.8

(127)

1.9

2.3

(4j~·

1.2
1.2

O. Li-

2.2

1.9

(62)

0.4

SES:

Low
I'Jjedium
High

I r TERGEN. MOBILITY:
D01tJnward
'rhe same
'Upward

0.9
1.3

(73)

0/

1.7
1.7

1.1

2.6

1

0.8

" "
c..c.

1.6

1.9

0.8 <

1.8

2.0

)

-'-' )

(39)

0.7

(10)

~

(152)

HU,SBAFD I S OCCDE.(Cplm') :

( \;Jomen only)
Operative
Craftsmen
Clericslj,8ales
Frofessionaljr :gr ..

CLASS

1.4

1.3
1.3

0.8

1.9

2.3

0.4

1.1
2.6

1.5

0.8

0.8
1.7

0.6
0.1

2.1
2.1

2.1
2.1

(16)
(10)

1.3

1.7

1.0

0.9

2.4

1.1

(70)

IDE~TIFICATION:

Working clBss
Ivliddle ClBSS

1.1

1.7

1.2

0.5

2.3

1.8

(11)

(1 85)

lower background or socioeconomic position are more likely to
have blue-collar friends, but that they are also closer to clerical workers ·than are those wi th a higher class background or
standing.

In other words, , the table Bhows a stronger tie be-

tween the lowor-mi ddl e class and the working class than between
the upper-middle a nd. lower-middle classes.

Not surprisingly,

the strongest ties t o the working class are exhibited by those
women who are marrie d to manual workers.

The other relation-

slhips are roughly equal, with the effect of present socioeconomic s ta tus .]. Ii t tle more important that class background.
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*
It hardly needs to be pointed out that the figures we
have used to show certain trends in the norms of cl erical workers represent general statements.

We have not forgotten that

behind the figures there are people, but the nature of this
study required that we look mainly a t trends --even if this
led to an inability to see the trees for the forest.
its problems, as r{obert Coles li}\:es to point out.

This has

"None of

us really wants to be defined by sweeping psychological and
sociological generalization: you think this, you think

that~

you live here, you live there, hence you .§,re one thing or some"·
thingelse."J6

We agree, but within all this diversity, some

patterns are visible if we but look at the collectivity.
lcheim sold rationale s till holds good .
I

Dur-

Itrrhe produc ti ve caus e

of the LsociaJ}phenomenon·naturally escapes the observe r of
indi viduals only; for it lies outside individuals.

rro· discover

it, one must raise his point of view above individual Lcasey
and perceive what gives them unity."J?
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CHAPTER IV--POLITICAL STANCE

The relationship between class and party has never
been perfectly clear in the United States.

It is proper

to say that the working classes usually align with the
Democratic Party, and the

~iddle

classes with the Republican,

but this is only a very general statement.

These align-

ments are institutionalized in the sense that social classes
tend to vote for their respective parties, despite the
fact that there is no overt class appeal made by either
party; but rather, each tries to appeal to

~tall

the people.

We can look for comparison to Great Britain, where the
Labour and Conservative parties do try to appeal explicitly to social classes.

While the

av~rage

level of

"class voting" (the difference in, say, Democratic
voting between manual and nonmanual occupational strata )
was 16 percentage p6ints in the U.S. from 1952 to 1960,
in England the level was 40 percentage points. 1
Even in periods which are gene rally thought of as
times when class conflict waS reflected in the polity,

the

dis~inctions

were not completely clear.

In 1936,

a time when classes were the basis of much of the social
activity in this country, the difference between the
manual and nonmanua l Democratic vote was around 15
percentage points.

In 19 1-1-8, when the country was much

more united in some senses J the difference rose to ab o-It

It
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I,

~O

• .
2
percentage pOlnts.

EVen in the Jacksonian era, the

class-party ties were not entirely clear.
of almost equal importance.

Religion was

As Lee Benson has shown, at

the same time that the Workingmen and the Lccofocos
(radical working-class groups) were supporting Jackson,
the New York Antimasons (who were essentially of the same
c lass) opposed the Democratic Albany Re gency for its support of the banks. 3
Still, when all is said and dorie, the Democrats are
the party of the working people since the 1930's, and
will get theit support unless they run a candidate who
somehow does not appeal to them.

The

sa~e r~lationship

holds trw for Republicans and businessmen.

It is our

thesis here that the lower- middle classes ( in which we
find clerical workers) are a "swing" group, who give
their vote sometimes to one party, sometimes to the other.
This is true large ly because of their marginal status
and their historical co nne ction with the solidly middle•

middle classes.

However, as their financial level

equalizes with that of the working classes, and cultural
norms merge, we should expe ct to see art increased alignment
with the Democratic Party and certain forms of Liberalism.
The primary objection to this hypothesis would be that the
upper

lev~ls

of the working class

~re

realigning with the

middle classes in support of the Republicans.

In this case,

the lower middle classes might also be swept into the ranks
of the GOP.

However, it seems

~o

me that the major evi-

dence of this trend remains unconvincing.

4

Although Richard

Nixon defeated George McGovern, the showing of Democrats
in Congress leads one to believe that it may have been
the candidate rather than the party or the pos it ion which
lost the election.

As Seymour Martin Lipset said,

All other things biing equal, the majority of
Americans would still prefer the "party of compassion"
to the party they associate with the business elite;
: nothing attests to this fact more strikingly than
President Nixon 's failure in th e election to carry
Republican Congressional or local candidates on
his coattails •.•• From this point of view the Nix on
electoral victory was an amazing phenomenon; it
occurred in spite of the fact that his campaign
style and personality clearly had a negat ive effect
on the public, and in spite of the fact that a majority
of Americans stil~ prefers the Democratic to the
Republican party.
Whether the American people tend to support "the
party of compassion," or whether there is "an emerging
Republican majority" will remain an open question for
some time to come.

It is also an open question whether

the so cial classes are realigning: in their party support.
This is not" the place for an extended discussion of these
points,

Rather, let us look at the more

speci~ic

question of how clerical worke rs are lining up p61itically,
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how this compares with what we gene rally know about American
politics, and what influence the children of the working
class have on the total orientation.
THE ISSUES'

The white-collar workers we surveyed are a moderately
liberal group with respect to issues.

They were as ked

a series of political questions, and these questions were
subsequently rated as liberal or conservative.
category was reserved for politically

A third

neutr~l · questions

( in the sense that the answers g ive no sure indication
of political liberality or conservatism: ending- government ' ;
corruption is an example) and questions which reflected a moderate or half-way stance.
In table 4.1 we have broken the 'issues down by
their ideolo gical content.

That is, the percentage of

responses to each question wh ich reflects an
position

i~placed

id~olo gica l

i n its respectiye category.

An

'overall scale of political ideology was created by averaging
all the liberal, moderate, and conservative answers. ,
In no case does t he conservative position shoW a clear
majority, and in only two cases--civil rights and the war-does it exceed the percenta ge of liveral answers.

The

overall i6eological rating i s a lso biased in a liberal
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TABLE lj-.l
ISSUE ORIEP'rATIONS
Ideolog ical Sta nc (
Neutral or
-----Liberal Moderate
Ccnservative

Issues*
Two most important issues
in the last election
(overall)
"End vlar now ll
lIStop N. Viet agression &
honorable peace ll

38%
37

lIGovt should provide jobs ll

72

5

23

(272)

IIGovt should provide welfare II

52

8

41

(273)

"Govt should cut taxes ll

49

9

42

(271)

Feelings about Civil Rights
J'ilovement

16

58

26

(272)

Political Ideology Scale
(based on the issues)

37

44·

19

(276)

(5 30)
( 97)
(105)

35%

*See Appendix for the exact formulation of the questions.

direction.

If there is any tendency bes i des liberalism

shown in this sample, it might be moderation.
Basically the results show the following .

The most

important issue in the last election was the war, and
~he

sentimerrt was slightly (eight answers) in favor of

securing an IIhonorable Peace."
issues were also important:

Traditional economic

lowering prices (3 6%),

cutting unemployment (22%), and closing tax loopholes (1 6% );
and so. were .. clean government :-;:'
corruption (25% ).

issues:

ending go vernment :

Eespondents seemed in favor of progressiv e
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government

p~ograms:

government jobs (72%), welfare (52%),

no tax cut if it means putting off "important things that
need to be done: (49%--only 42% 'wanted a tax cut); but
they also seeMed to feel that the government is getting
too powerful (61%) and is not,particularly trustworthy (48%).
However, this latter feeling toward

th~

government

is also correlated with the fact that Nixon is in the
White House.

We broke down those with opinions by whether

they voted for Nixon or McG overn, and found that while

61 percent of the Nixon voters thought that the

g overnment ~

was too powerful, 75 percent of the McGovern voters felt
this way .

And while 55 percent of the Nixon supporters

reported that they trusted the government "to do what is
right" most of the time, onlY'33 per c'e nt'" of -the; MC(iovern
backers felt this much confidence.

Considering the

feelings of the McGovern voters on the
(they were by

6ther J issu~s

far more liberal), these two criteria can

be seen as indicating not that these liberals do not want
government action, but that thp y do not like the way Nixon
is using the government.

If a liberal President were in

office, the response in favor of government action would
undoubtedly go up.

The difference is even more striking

when we consider that the cons ervative position has traditionally

been that the government should not .be too powerful.
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For Nixon voters to be 61 percent in favor of a powerful
government is further ind ication of a partisan split •
. In general, these issue orientations seem to indicate
a classical liberal or ienta ti on toward domestic, economic
matters, and a more moderate (a nd perhaps more confused)
stance regarding other issues.

Almost everyone thought

that the war was an important is sue, but the two attitudes
on how to end it were

.~1 0t

domestic economic policy.

closely related to any particular
Of the 17 people ' who thought

that welfare cheating should be stopped, 7 wanted to end
th~

war now, and 10 wanted to stop North Vietnamese

aggression and secure an honorable peace.
We can check the influence of the socia l base on these
issue orientations if we break down the
factors.

~esp6nses

by various

To be g in with, we knnw that within the sample, the

clerical workers vary widely in socioeconomic status.

If the

usual trends ,hold true, the lower status workers should
be more liberal.
holds true.

In Table 4.2 we see that this relationship

As predicted, the workers with a lower socio-

economic status are generally more liberal.

This shows up

in a straight-line relationship in the ideological scale,
and in the government provisions for j obs and welfare.
In the issue of cutting tax e s the rela tionship is less clear.
Probably the lower SES respondents ar0 feeling the curr ent
economic pinch more than the middle a ,"ld higher respondents.
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TABLE l.J-.2
ISSUES BY SOCIOECONmnC SirATUS
SES
LoV!
Ideological Scale:
Liberal
IVJoderote
Conservative
(N::::IOO%)

40%
48
12
(85)

End War now
Stop N.V iet aggression &
secure honorable peace
(N)

AGREE:
Govt should provide jobs
(N)

Govt should cut tax es
Civil Rights leaders have:
pushed too fast
about right speed
pushed .~oo slowly
(Nfl009b, beca1J se
"don't kno\v ll left out)

48

27

(48)

40

37

33
50

(59)

(95)

(38)

84

(79)

68
(130)

60
(47)

(75)

(128)

(71)

(128)

44

( "~"
l~ )

25%

39%

40
20
(142)

33
40

Govt should provide welfare 61
(N)

l'''ledi urn

32
32
7

(60)

52

39

23
44

19

(120)

36
(47)

45

(45)

23
48
21
(4l.J-)

As might have been expected, the war issues were more
confused, but the lower status group showed so mewhat less
of a conservative (if not necessarily more of a liberal)
bias.

It is the issue of civil rights which clearly cuts

in the other direction.

Here the lower group shows not

only a less moderate, but a less liberal and more conservative
reaction.

Trlere is also a certain confusion or ambivalence

indicated for this group, for 28 percent of them (not shown
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on Table 4.2) said that they did not.know what to think
about the civil rights movement.

It is not entirely clear

from this table whether Lipset f s theor'y of "working-class
authoritarianism" has any effect hero.

Basically, ,this

theory would say that lower levels are more intolerant
than higher levers because of their upbr i ngi n g,' and also
because they feel threatened by the encrOaCh!~lents on their positirin in society which the rising blacks are making.
This is true, says

Lips~t,

even though the work ing class

is more liberal o.nsociaL .and economic issues. 6
I

To test the theory, we have compared various responses
from the questionnaires to the scale of
issue of civil rights.
this test.

fe~ling s

about the

Table 4.3 gives the results of

As Lipset's theory would predict, those who

moved up from working-class

homes ~ seem

to have bro ught

with them a grea t er opposition to the black l'Jovement than
those from middle-class backgrounds.

The same trend holds

true for thos e who have had l e s s education.
compared the position of the
to their

f~elings

re~3:pondents

We have also

on civil rights

about whom t hey would or would not

like as friends and neighbors.

If this really does bear on

their feelings on civil rights, the relation shows positively
in the tabl e.

Those who vlould like a ne i ghborhood with

many different types of people are more in fay r of the
civil rights

moveme n ~

than are those who want mainly people
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TABLE 4.3
POSITION ON CIVIL RIGHTS BY SEIJECr:J.1ED FACTORS

Feel that civil rights leaders
have pushed:
'1100
1'00
Rigbt
Fast
Speed
Slowly
INTERGENERATIONAL HOBILITY;

Downward
r:ehe same
Up\rwrd

2096

17
39

5Ub
63

29%

48

20
1 Lt·

35
55

17
17

(SS)
(3S)

(119)

EDUCATIONAL A'rTAINI'mNT:

High school graduate
Some college
College graduate or more

48
28

(48)
( 82)
(92)

26

52

22

Many different types of people 21
The same types of people
47

54

25
9

(134)

44

29

(62)

\rJANT IN NEIGHBORHOOD:
LEAST 1.tJANT AS :B'RIENDS:

People who are a bit common
who live too fast
who tald about things I
don't understand

24

36

35

47

.52
44

11

52

38
10

21

(85)

(lOS)
(S2)

IDEOLOGICAL SCALE:

Liberal
Ivloderate
Conservative

10

35

CLASS IDENTIFICATION:

1:Jorking class
r'1iddle class

59

29

54

31

52

(61)

9

(68)
(32)

49

20

(S6)

32

18

(160)

In favor of
Opposed to

29

48
50

22

36

11+

(1 20)
(96)

Nixon
McGovern

Lt·4

44

11

59

30

FEELINGS ABOUT WELFARE:

1972 PRESIDENlrIAL VOTE:

like themselves.

11

The respondents were also asked what sort

of person they would least like to have as friends.

'Ire

judged (and found supported) that those who said "people who
are a bit common" had a higher class position, background,
or at least orientation than those who-said "people who live
in a way I'd find it had to keep up with" or "people who

(110)
(90)
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talk about things I don't understand;"

If this is true,

then. those with a lower class orientation were more like ly
to feel that the civil rights movement has gone too fast.
there is an alternative to the authoritarianism theory for
these last two factors.

It could be that those who felt

the movement has gone too fast value peace and stability
more than excitement and change.

This might more properly

reflect the ambivalence many feel towerd the black movement.
They would like for:blacks to have equal rights and treatment,
but they do not favor disruption as a tactic for achieving
these ends.
Rob er-t

This is an ambivalence which comes across in

O.BS ' h
c . arac t er
c']

k t c h as
s_e

01
n

"

.
7
ml ddl. e Amerlcan.
11

•

On the other hand, people from backgrounds in which they
learn to value diversity and change might be more inclined
to favor the fransf0rmations in society which the civil
ri ghts movement causes -- and this is partly true if they
come from a higher class background or standing, because
they may mo-I; have to face the turmoil themselves.
Two other factors contradict

LiD~~t's

might be applied to thi s group of clerical

theory as it
workers~

To begin

with, when we ccmpare the feelings of the respondents on
civil rights to their class identification, feelings about
welfare, general politic al orientation, and 1972 vote, we
find no support for a theory of working-class authoritarianism.
The

workin g- ~lass

identifiers prove to be a little less

authoritarian than do the middle-class id entifiers o
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The percentage difference is not highly significant, but
a difference does exist.

A more solid contrast occurs

when we compare other measures of liberalism to civil-rig htsliberalism.

We find a significant relationship.

Ttue, those

who favor welfare might be expected to favor civil ri.ghts
since blacks are the main recipients.

But these two

measurements of "conventional" liberalism correlate positively,
not negatively with civil

ri~hts

liberalism.

The working-class

authoritarianism model predicts opposition to civil ri ghts
among people who are

liber~l

on economic issues.

We a re not

disproving this theory with these figures, but vve also find
no support for it in them.
The second factor which contradic.t s the theory as
applied to this sample is simply that, except for the
ideologically conservative, a majority of all groups shown
do not feel that the civil rights movement has gone too fast.
Saying that it has gone at "about the right speed

ll

impli es ,

if anything, tacit approval, and this does not lend much
support for a theory of a'llthori tarianism.
case
then the

that these clerical
s~lient

work~rsare

If this is the

not authoritarians

question becomes, does the influx of people

from working- class backgrounds imply a shift to this l ess
tolerant outlook?

My guess would be that we will observ e

continuing ambivalence; but with such a volatile issue,
it is hard to predict such long-range patterns in this way.
Our hypoth es is is that the classes are converg ing, and that

extreme feelings bred of some form of absolute deprivation
ought tb dissappear as material conditions reach a decent
level.

The further question of whether anti-black or

anti-civil ri ghts sentiments are bred of economic deprivation
at all is still moot.

It is by no means clear whether

the conflict is one of races or · one of classes (even granting
the specific historical economic causes of the low-standing
position of blacks today).

Even the notion that toleration

is linked to economic se curity (and conservatism) by the
prior cause of education has yet to be fully tested.
'rhe more afflu-enthave all too often had the luxury of
toleration since they were not directly in contact- with
other races in their neighborhoods.

Furthermore s when they

have come in··.· contact, they have often acted more frantically
than lower classes (witness attempts to inte grate upper-iniddleclass suburbs or schools).
of toleration .

Nor is education a guarantee

Andrew Greeley, among others, questions

whether the two are

n~cessarily

.linked:

Robert Coles has documented in his Middle American
the strange, compl ex mixture of bi gotry and
enlightenment in midd le Ame rica. It would be
interest ing if some similarly sens itive author
documented the bi gotry in intellectual America.
We have permitted ourselves to be deceived by the
research showi ng that prejudice scores go down as
education goes up. We have rarely if ever asked
whether the be tter educated get hi gher scores
simply because they are likely to know in advance
the "right" anSlvers. 8
Other' factors influence the political orientation of
the cleribal workers surveyed

besid~s

social class or class
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background.

Sinc D this is a study of the influence of

social class, how o ver, we will not discuss these other
factors at leng thi but merely point out the extent of
their influence.
To begin wi tll t the sample Vias markedly biased in a
liberal direction hecause of the regional influences of the
Boston respondent s .

It is well-known that the only state

which McGovern cal'!'i ed in the ·1972 election is much to the
left of the rest of the country,

This was ~om~what offset

by a farily conse rvative group from Hartford (the insurance
capital of the Cou1 ltry).·

The somewhat smaller, Chicago

and San Francisco ::amples were ideologically somewhere
in the middle.

In all, the bias had some effect, but it

was not overwhelming .
Another fact ol' which we have not discussed is the
religious affilia tlon of the respondents.

In this

case~

too,

it is 'Nell recognL-,ed that the influence of . religion "on
politics is as gr o; vt, or nearly as great, as the influence
of social class.

l e e Benson makes this claim for Jacksonian
j

America, and Richa I'd Hamilton does so for contemporary
America. 9

Gerhard Lenski claims that "socio-religious

group membership i: , a variable comparable to class p both
wi th respect to i t :, potency and to the range, or extent J
of its influence," but also indicates that in some cases
"the refinement of

the cl~~s ' measurehas a somewhat

greater effec t tha !1 a refinement of· the rel ig ious group
measure, 1110

In

O Lll'

survey, we found that, as expected,
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Catholics were more liberal than Protestants.

We also

created a series of classifications for ethnicity.

All the

White,Anglo-Saxon and German (o r Scandinavian) Protestants
were put into one group and called WASPs.

Secondl~T,

Irish,

British, and German Catholics were groups toge ther and
called "elite Catholics.

1I

All other Catholics were called

lI ethnics," despite real differences which exist among them .
A handful of Jew, Blacks, and · Orientals in the sample were
excluded in this case.

Again, the non-Protestant groups

were more liberal.
Finally, the sample was divided by age and sex.

About

sixty percent of the whole sample waS under thirty, but
these were mostly women. . For the men p 55 percent were over
thirty.

But the relative influence of sex, too, had an effect.

Women were more liberal; but it is not clear whether this
is because they were younger, or becavse they were of a
low er socioeconomic status and class backgrounds.
We tested all these factors ( except city) against
socioeconomic status, as shown in Table 4.4.

The scale

pf political ideology has values from 1 to 3, liberal to
conservative, and we have averaged the scores for all
the people in each category.
is left of center.

As we see, the whole sample

The influence of SES is fairly great,

but it does not carryover to class identification.

Age

and relig ion have somewhat less influence. and ethnicity
somewhat more, with"elite Catholios" the most liberal group .,
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TABLE 4.4
BREAKDOVJNOF Th'E POLITICAL IDEOLCG Y SCALE
(1-3, liberal to conservative)
BY SELECTED FACTORS
Factor

Mean Po litical
Ideology Sc ore

HHOLE SAMPLE
SES:
Low
Medium
High
AGE:
Under 30
Over 30
RELIGION:
Protestant
Catholic
ETHNICITY:
WASP
Elite Catholic
It Ethnic"
CLASS IDENTIFICATION:
\ljorking class
JVlidd1e class
PARTY IDENTIFICATION:
Republican
Democrat

1.8

(275)

1.8
1.8
2.0

(57)
(90~
(31

1.8
1.9

(106)
(72)

1.9
1.8

(70)
(95)

2.0
1.7
1.8

(57)

(4·9)

(57)

1.7 (49)
1.9 '(139)
202
1.6

(69)
(102) ,

The factor which has the greatest effect, as we might have
expected, is partly identification.

There is a very strong

difference in ideology between the members of the two
major political parties, with the Democrats far more liberal.
Let us turn now to a brief examination of voting behavior,
and see if it relates to ideology, the issues, and
social ba6kground for these clerical workers.
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VOT'ING BEHAVIOR

The 1972 election reveals no
results in
. surprising
this survey.
chusetts.

Nixon won, and he won everywhere but riiassa- \'

The war was the single most important issue in

the election, but nearly everyone else said that one or
another economic issue concerned them.

Taken together,

the economic issues were more important than the isngle
issue of the war •
. Consistent with our view, of ' clerical workers as
"swing voters·, respondents reported having voted for the
winning candidate in every election since 1956 by a margin
greater than that by which the candidate won- -tl13. t is, excent for the last election, and this is due to the Massachusetts vote.

The reason for the "swinging" of clerical

workers is probably their lack of affiliation with intermediate social bodies which would hold them to one or
another position.

Richard Hamilton reports that manual

workers are often firm in their support of the Democratic
party despite electoral movements away from it because of
the mediating influence of church and union membership.
"It

mu~t

be noted, however," he says, "that this impact

amounts to an ability to ' 'hold' 'most of its members, to
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resist a contrary drift.

The tpower' of the unions

appears to De more defensive than offensive; they are better able to hold 'achieved positions' than to initiate developments." ll
This swing tendency brings up an interesting problem.

If these clerical workers are as liberal as they

appear to bet how does their lib erality relate to electoral
r e~ults,

and how can liberal leaders take advantage of a

potential source of strength?
leaders hope to

II

Furthermore, can liberal

cenlent" their votes if the \'vorkers are

organized into some form of i ntermediate organizations?
Let us first examine what factors bore on the observed
voting behayior.

The results are presented i::1 Table , 4.5.

Basacally, the table gives no support to the notion that
if poli ticL-lns want to gain support from liberals they
should move right.

And

the~e

is scant support for the

notion that to obtain support from moderates, politicians
should move riGht.

(Remember that the

i1

moderate" position

on the political ideological scale is not a " position" as
such; it is an average.)
and the conservatives

The liberals voted for McGovern,

vote~

for Nixon, as expected.

Eow-

ever, the moderate positions in the table yield no clear
indication that either candidate was espec i ally appealing.
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TABLE 4.5
VOTING BEHAVIOR BY I SSUE ORIENTATIONS
Voted for
Issue Orientation

Nixon

TOTAL

55%

45%

(23.0)

78

24

76
22

(83)
(92)

50
40
49
60

50
60
51
40

(160)
(119)
(140)
(93)

83
48
31

17
52
69

(59)
(102)
(39)

34
65
85

66
35
15

(74)

End V.Jar now
Stop N. Viet aggression &
secure honorable peace
AGREE:
Govt should provide jobs
Govt sh ould provide welfare
Govt is too povlerf'ul
Govt should cut taxes
Civil righ ts has gone:
Too fast
Right speed
Too slowly
Poli tic.81 Ideology ·scale
Liberal
ivloderate
Conservative

JVJcGovern

(N=lOO%)

(62)
(33)

We ta}>:e "moderate p0si tions" to be agreement that the government should provide jobs for those who need them (because it
is a fait f!:.ccoru:pli), and that the civil rights movement has
gone at the right speed.

In neither of these two cases

was the pull of either candidate great.

Remembering that

the major issues of the election were the war, McGovern's
competence 2.nc1. c'J.l tural radicalism, and econoP.lic issues
in genera l, it would seem that McGovern did fairly well
among this gro up .

Howev er, when 'Ne exclude the r,'Jassachu-

setts voters fro m corisideration, the results are only t wo
perce ntage
~.

p~ints

off the national average.
•

1.. .,..

Because of .
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the now conservatizing influence of Hart£ord, we can
probably still say that the group was a little bit more
pro-MeGovern than the nation as a whole.

All t?ld, our

conclusion is that McGovern \vas not able to take advantage
of the moderately liberal sentiments whibh these clerica l
workers generally exhibit. ,
In the analysis' of voting, we find that a combination
of

~ge

and intergenerational mobility seems to have the

greatest amount of influence.

Vlhen

we

consider only t he

ele c tions before the recent one,we find a situation which
we might have expected.

Those from a working-class back-

ground were considerably · more Democratic than those fro m
middle-class families .

In the 1972 election, the tren~

was reversed. and the upwardly mobile were less Democrati c.
The influence of age r6unds out the picture.

To be gin with,

the older respondents were more polarized with respect to
party identi :fica tion, with the lov-vet'

~lE? vels

more strongly

Democratic ant the higher more Republican, than was tru e
for those under 30.

In the 1972 election, the younger

clerical workers supported McGovern . more
were of a

hi ~ h e r

s ocioeconomic status.

stron~ ly

if they

The reverse was

true amo-ng , t rIe old e r worl<.: ers: on ly the lower SES respo r.dents support ed McGovern.

However, McGovern won more
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votes in all socioeconomic I llvels among-the young.

All

this information fits the st:'m dard explanatio n that traditional Democrats were turned off by the ciount ercultural
tendencies of the McGovern c:!.mpaign, but that t he young-and especially th e affluent Yo ung- -Iovedit.

If a high

rate of inflow continues from the manual levels into
clerical worl{, vve have no ev Ldence which would shovi that
this element would support the "new politics" f orm of
liberalism.

These youger cl l1 rical sohs " and ".daughters of

the working class are not

pr(~ sently

"cuI tu.ral radicals"

in any sense of the term, but they generally continue to
support the same liberal ec onomic-bases issues which have
had traditional

wo rking -cl a 8 ~:;

support.

However , having

come to political maturity at a time of cultural progressivism, there i s some chanc e that they will retain some
of these sorts of outlooks i n their later yea:cs.

This is

simply the process of format l. on of a political " generati on".
The New Deai gene ration was l iberal; the Eise nhower one
was

moreconE~eryat ive i

and i !- now seems likely that the

present one will also be liberal, although fo ur more years
of Richard Nixon may underc ut this trend.
tion

~hat

A final indica-

ther e is co nt inuin...: resistance to t he "Republi-

canizat ion" of Amer ica is

tlh~

support for liberal candidates
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in the 1976 Presidential election.

36 peI'cent of the under

thirty and 30 percent of the over thirty respondents said
they would like to see Ted Kenne dy win in ·.1976.

.And · taking

the three liberal candidates on the list.to gether (Eennedy ,
Muskie, and r.:cGovern) raises the figures to 57 and 43 percent respectively.

Overall, the

conservati~e

Republi6ans

(Agnew t Connolly, an~ Rea gan) only got 18 percent.

Thus,

I

we believe that the apparently conservative election of

1972 was caused--at least among the

cl~rical wbrkers being

studied here--by the specific question of the candidac y of
George McGovern.

Besides the reaction against him, there

seems to be no good evidence of a shift to the right; indeed, there

:;.5

appar ently a continuing liberal sentimen.t.

Politicalana:ysts often express the opinion that these
lower-Middle-class "swing" voters are the key to elections
in America--that they are the "real majority" or the
"silent ma,jo:;::'i ty".
keep these

vo~er~

If liberal leaders can find a way to
in their camp, we believe that the -

"new majorityll will be a liberal Democratic one.
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CHAPTER V
THE LARGER PERS PEeT rVE . -

In this paper we have shown in various

ways that the

class position of clerical workers is approaching that of
manual workers.
classes

tI

At the turn of the

the "old middle

centu~ry,

gave way t o the " new middle ,c lasses ~

It

Like any

other massive social movement, this one did not occ ur over
a period of a few years: it was a long evolution . But the
t;u'r n of the century was a turning point, and '.vri ters on

the

subject recognize it as such.
The: new middle classes, unorganized and propertyless,
began to fi l l the growing number of positions in cor po rate
and government bureaucracies.

As they did

their work and

liv ed their lives as individuals, those around them organized.
Corporations grew into conglomerates, and the trade

u~ions

slowly struggle for better conditions and d i gnity.
They remain largely unorganized to the present, and if
c lerica l workers felt "caug ht in the middle," it is not hard
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to

~nderstand

why.

Their position has been somewhere

between Capital and Labor ever since their emergence as
a class.

Since the second World War, however, conditiorts

have once again changed--not so greatly as at the turn of
the century, but a major change

nonethel~ss.

The income

l evels . of manual and low er nonmanual workers became nearly
equal foi the first,time t and so did their educational
attainments.
tween the two

With these conditions leveled, mobility be groups was greatly facilitated, and the

children of the manual workers of the Depression be gan moving
into the off ices.

The effects of this new generat ion of

clerical workers is being felt now for the first time, as
class values and behavioral patterns shift.
prediction of proletarianization has not

If the old

yet "been fulfilled,

it has been carried another step closer.
This raises the question of the role of clerical workers

In modern society, and what ,it is likely to become.
the question is, which (if

eith~r) ':

Basically,

of the two major classes in

capitalist society will the clerical employees line up with in
the political struggle? This leads directly to another set of
questions conc erning the exact class standing of lower level
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white-collar workers.

Do they form a separate

class~

are

they part of another class', or what?
There have been four basic conceptions of the class
standing of clerical workers. i

None of ihem are really new,

as we indicated in the first chapter, but they have taken on
new forms and relevance as time goes on.
i) ~he first view says that the new middle classes (of

which clerical workers form an important part) will continue
to ' grow in numbers and importance, forming an independent
unit in society. "Displacing other classes in performance of
the pivotal functions required to run modern society, it is
slated to be the next ruling classo,,2
2 ) The

~ew

middle classes will continue to grow in

numbers and power, although they will not become a force
that will rise to independent power.

Rather, they will form

a sort of "bi..lffer" group, ) a mediator between capital and labor

in industrial disputes and help in furthering the principles
of industrial democracy.

Seymour Martin Lipset, viewing them

as also desirous of a moderate and democrati6 polity, puts it
this way: tlA broad middle class has a mitigating position
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because it can give political rewards to

modl~rate

parties

and penalize extreme parties on both sides--right and le ft, " ]
J) Some theorists identified the white'collar .employees

with the bourg eoisie outright. Since they are clos er to the
~ocial

employing classes both in terms of

background and

socio-economic status than to manual workers, it is with
former that their natura l allegiance lies.

th ~

In any political

strpggles, we should expect to find the cler ical workers ir'
the conservative, reactionary, or

eve~

fasci st camp.

4) The nevv middle class will follow the classic I.1arxian
~chem~t

in time it will merge in

the proletariat.

V¥i th the

~ll

importa rlt respects with

increasing press dres of capita .Lism,

which tend to polarize society into bosses a nd workers, a : l
but a small minority of white-collar workers will side
the latter.

wi ~ h

The only reason that this moveml, nt does not go

more quickly is the persistence of a "false" status con-

sc iousness. As JJJ.kacs said,

'~Sta tus-conscious :'1 8ss--a

rec;:. l

historical factor--masks class consciousness! in fact i

I.

prevents it from emerging at all. ,,4
There are several factors which must be take n into
account in cO;'ls.i ,·le r ing the likelihood of any of the por;::3ible
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situation~.5
to the

Basically, these factors concern the barriers

identific~tion

of the salaried employees with the

working class, and those factors which facilitate this
identification.

The barriers to identification include: the

specific functional and historical economic origins of the
white-collar workers, and

thei~

reluctance to give up the

attitudes and behavioral norms based on these origins; the
gradations within the ranks: of white-collar workers which
allow for small promotions, making it more possible for lower
level white-collar employees to consider themselves lion the
ladder"--if on the bottom rung--and to identify their interests
with those of the managers; and the residual difference between
manual and nonmanual work in terms of 'income and status.
Factors which facilitate the identification of interests
of clerical workers with manual woikers are: their relation
to the forces of production--that is, their propertylessness
and all its implications; "proletarianization," including
narrowing wage'salaty differentials, rates of unemployment,
and availability of fringe benefits' and the polarization of
politi~al

choice between capital and labor.

This polarization

is most i -'1portant in periods of apparent " capitalist breakdown"
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like the depressi6n, when the conflict is sharpened.
Our investigation found that certain of these factors
have already been "fulfilled," but that others have not. We
saw ._in the second chapter that clerical workers are not in
a superior economic position to all manual workers.

I most

ways, they fall somewhere in between-craftsmen and foremen
(who are above them) and operatives (who are below), though
there is also a fairly large amount of overlap.

Second,

clerical workers are ln exactly the same relation to the
~orces

of production as are manual workers.

pro~erty-owning

group.

Thir~ - ,

Neithei is a

the historical advantages of

clerical workers have been severely undermined,

They are no

longer distinguished by superior educational attainments,
and their social origins are not nearly as different from
those of manual workers as they once were.

As Hamilton

indicated in his discussion of the "most important break" in
society (the one between the upper-middle and the lower-middle
classes), they are probably closer to the working classes now
then to the employer classes.
On the other side of the picture, several factors remain
in effect which reinforce the

Sf- ' F. -'

'ltion of nonmanual from

ll.j,O

manual workers.

Th~Jr work is still bette'r and, as we saw,

possibly less alienating.

They also have considerably

better chances for promotion than do

m~nual

workers.

Finally,

since the political situation is not· now hi ghly polarized
along class lines, as the Marxists predict it someday will be,
the clerical workers have not had to respond to the old union
taunt, "Which side are you on?"
The sing le factor which has recently loomed largest in
this context is the social background of clerical workers. As
we showed, there is a great deal of intergenerat ional mobility
from blue-collar to white-collar occupations, and the rate. has
increased since the Waro

The result of this inflow of children

of the working class is that clerical work has been brought
much closer to blue-collar work in a very tangible way for
white-collar workers.

For this added component has provide-d

new social, cultural, and normative links to the working-class
I

subculture which job-related factors could not provide.

At

most, these "ext.e rnal" economic factors created a parallel
situation; but as we noted earlier, parallel norms and conditions do not necessarily lead to cooperative action.

If
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blue- and white-collar workers are to form more the' ll a formal
political or economic alliance, common roots and va:_ues will
help immeasurably.
Once again, however, we are reminded that this argument
can cut the other way.

Why should vIe assume that b' the

lower ·.levers of the white-collar work force and the upper
levels of the blue-collar work force . are converginEJ that the
combination will necessarily become a proletarian gl'OUp? Why
should we not predict that flbourgeoisification

fl

is occurring?

In fact, in spite of sthei work which would seem tc disprove
this theory, Michal Crozier claims that because of 1he conv ergence, both groups are becoming middle-class.
It is thus conceivable that, from the point of view
of the market, the white-collar employee could becom~
~ore assi Mi lated with other workers, so far as ~alary
and the processes of bar;'2:a ining are concerned, but that
at the same time could retain a degree of socL.I privilege, as a result of his readier contacts with leade rs
and because of his cult l.1.ral advantages, as lon(:: as the
general system of do mination might make diffic ~ lt
hierarchical relations and communication betwe~n social
cate gorie s . I:f' we accept this analysis, which the facts
seem to verify:in the short and in the interms j iate run,
we must, on the other hand, for~see that participatory
behavior in the social process--which we have ~ , ought to
characterize by saying that the employee is at the bottom
of the ladder but already on the ladder--will ~end more
a~d more to erode the we ll-known trad itiona l c~asses.
Far from disapperaing, the ambiguity in the si ~ uation of
white-collar employees will very like ly become even more
extensive. The very real rapproachement which we have
noted between ·white-collar and blue-collar employees
signifies embourgeoisement of the blue~collar emp loy ee
6
rather that proletarization of the white-collar employee.~
The key to Crozier's argument is the veryintergenerat ional
mobili ty which we have observed.

He notes that in ['Iodern society
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there is a great

d~al

of mobility--b6th up and down (although

the ,former p_ 'edominates).

However, the lower-level white-

collar occupations are not seen as the Qnd point of mobility,
as indeed tt1ey are not, but as a sort df "channel'" and "filter"
through which mobility occurs over the course of several
generations.

He asserts that white-collar employees have a

better chance for promotion to hi gher posts in society than
do blue-collar workers, and we have found this to be true.?
The reason for this : advantage is that the clerical worke rs
are better able to assimilate the cultural and behavioral
norms of the employing class, since they are closer to
management. And the white-collar worker is naturally attracted
to these norms because he realizes that management has "a
tendency to choose for eventual promotions those persons
,
8
whose behavior comes closest to their own standards."
Crozier finds the influence of ruling class , culture and
values pervasive.

His concept of the "anticipatory socializa-

tion" of white-collar worl\ers,' ) by which they take on the
' appropriate values to rise, is based on the assumption that
all members of Dociety want to become managers

0

"The influence

of the ruling classes is exercised not only in motivating
upward aspi~C'ation, but also in producing resistance to descent 0,,9
Those who move downward through the white-collar ranks thus
retain middle-class

V~lu es ,

and those who move up from working -

class origins acquire midd le-class values becuase of their new
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reference group .
There are several problems with Crozier's theory. In
fact, ' as several writers have recently shown, working-class
peo~le

~ot

do

want to become 15 ~~e the middle classes.

They

want affluence, as everyone does, but they do not want to
• cu_J t ure ln
. or d e1' t '0
give up thelr

_n f ac t

,-'lG~
-'- lOT
ge ~

f

th',
_ell'

tanacity in hold i ng on to their own cultural riorms has been
a major factor (though certainly not as important as economic
ones) in preventing ' members of the working class from obtaining
11
high pres-nge vJOr.t{:,
Second, while Croz ier's model may work fairly we ll f or the
,

•

1

transition of upwardly mobile clerical workers to the higher
levels, it has doubtful applicability for the mov e from manual
to nonmanual work.

fI'here is scant evidence t hat employers look

for people with the "right values" to fill in insurance premiumso

Except for management or supervisory positions, we

would have little reason to expect employers to have a great
deal of interest in the c ultural norms of their employees,
,except that they have a " good attit ude " and are willing to work.
Thus,

those " \~ho

were brou,ght up in the working-c lass subculture

are likely to r9tain much of their general outlook, and those
in lower-level white-collar positions are likely to have

si~ilar

outlooks, " Our survey showed the influence of class background
and current status rather unmistakably.

In essence, the way

for this inflt::ence was paved in the years after the

sec~nd

World War, with the leveling of requirements (mainly education)
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and rewards (mainly pay and fringe benefits) which had
previously separated the two gr oups.

Now that the economic

gap is brid ged, the freer flow of workers across the manualnonmanual divide has brought the two groups t ogether culturally
to a greater extent.
Thus, while i t has been shown by othe rs that bourgeoisification is not occurring, we also fi nd little reason to believe
that the sons and daughters of manual workers must become " middleclass" in order to obtain a white-collar job.

In fact, we have

found evidence that they are bringing their class-values with
them.
A much more serious objection to our thesis is implicit
In Lipset's characterization of "marginal status.,,12

Lipset

says that status feelings can be reasonably accurately measured
by examining the patterns of association of a gr oup, and that
"association is a function of two factors, motivation and
.

1i

opportunlty.l1./

These two factors a re equivalent to our own

notion of the availability of people in the
and the desire to make friends with them.

ne i ghbor~ood

The clerical workers

we studied generally had more blue-collar neighbors than friends,
and mor8 prof8ssional and executive friends than neighbors o

As

a marginal group , we assume that clerical workers have a choic e
of their associates; and we fou.nd that they

tend to cho ose to

make friends with those above them more often than with
below t hem.

those

Of co urse, clerical worke rs of low status and
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with working-class backgrounds were more likely than those
of higher status and backgrounds to live among manual workers
and mal\:e friends with them; but eventhey' "vere more likely to
seek out friends above them rather than below them.

Also, of

course, the greatest number of friendships overall were with
fellow clerical workers.
We unfortunately lack the historical perspective necessary
to fully understand the situation.

We would postulate that

clerical workers now associate much more with manual workers
then they did ln the past, expecially before the war.

It also

seems notable that half of the respondents lived in neighborhoods with at least one manual neighbor.

Considering the

segregation of even suburban neighborhoods by social class, this
level of intermingling seems to imply that the potential for
continlJ.ing social interaction remains fairly high.

The J..Jynds

gave some impressionistic information in 1929 and 1937 that the
two classes were still living l?rgel;y: ' separately, 14 but without
more systematic findings? it is hard to know for certain.

It

would be especially useful to have figures for jill t before and
just after the War.
If we are unable to provide evidence for the past, we may
be able to make some predictions for the future.

It was our

hypothesis, take n fror;, Blau and Duncan, _that one g r01.1p after
another entered the American industria l labor marke t at the
bottom and "llll.s hed

II

the groups already the:r.~ l.rp- "15

~Chis was

)

)

)

)

)

)

TABLE 5.1 (cont.)
SELECTED FACTORS BY
SES BY I NrrERGENERA~nONA L MOBILITY
SES
LOW

(N=100%)

DOWN

SAiViE

(12)

(8)

Identify as
Working Class

18%

( L~ )

Support
Deomocratic Party

75

POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
Liberal
Moderate
Conservative

30
70
0

MEDIUM

HIGH

UP

DOWN

SAME

UP

(58 )

(L1-4 )

(1'1)

(74)

DOWN

SAivIE

UP

(5 )

(13)

(17)

(1)

8%

24%

54%

15%

14%

(5 )

79

55

59

65

(0)

18

24 '

(5 )

39
46
16

42
36
21

40
47
IJ

J3
44
23

(0)
(3 )
-( 2)

25
50
25

.0 .
50
'50

(3)
(0)

25%

.....

+="
(X)

,
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The socioeconomic scale was c:::'eated by co mb ining the · job level,
salary, and ed uca tioD of the

~esponden,t

• (This iss.omewha t

different from t h e SES we hav e been using before; previously,
SES also includ ed father's occupation.)

Our basic finding is

that the most imp ortant factor, overall, is socioeconomic
status.

Class ba ckground is less important.

This finding

agre s s with that of I11elvin Kohn, who says, "present class posi -t io n
is substantially more important for values and orientation that
..
,,16
are class Ol"'lglns . .
Hovlever, there are several key ways in which clas s background has an important effec t .

We can see this influence most

clearly in the qualities desir ed in a child.

This is under-

standable, since one tends to r ear a child the way one was
reared oneself.

A similar tre nd can be seen in the question,

"What sort of pa rs oy, would you lea st Vlant as a friend?"

Here.

the skidders,. who were brought U.p in a higher-class family
then the class t he y prese:'1tly occupy, were more prone to say
that they Vlo"J.ld no t li}ce as a friend someone who was "a bit
common. "
a certain

This a ls o is not hard to understand" it indicates

,

measure of ins8curi t y.17

The effects of present status are clearest in the politica l
alig;hment

and. clas s self-image •

Quite simply, the lower SES

respondents were mo re liberal and identified t hemselves more
strongly with the working clas s then the higher level pe opleo
This held true a lso for a de s ire for cl08e-kni t friendly neighbors ,
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(rather than privacy in the neighborhood), often thought to
be related to a working-class lifestyle.
" The patterns of friendship are least clear.
SES and class background seem to have some effect,

B'o th current
There is

an overall pattern that lmver SES respondents have workingclass friend s and higher SES respondents have professional
and business executive friends. Social class background alsohas an effect in the way people choose friends,since many
of them may be childhood friends; and this would be highly
influenced
bv class background.
I
v

~

In SlJ.m, ou.r ";test of class backgrpund and ClJ.rrent socioeconomic status shows that current SES is most important in
:'. determi ning socia] " orientation, but that for several cultural
factors, background has greater effect.

Socioeconomic status

continues to be influential in some of these c ultura l factDrs,
however, s'U.ch as parental permissiveness (" child obeys his
parents"), desire that the child have "cv.riosi tYJ" and the
tendency not to want as friends people whom "you can't
understand.
explains

H

Kahn's theory of lowel" class "conformity" partially

th~ se

factors.

Lower-level people would not want as

friends people they cannot understand becau.se they are too
different and they desire obedience, but not

curiosity~

in a

child becaus e it does not threaten to overturn established
norms: curiosity does.
Most importantly , we found t hat a lower socioeconomic
status leads to a

gr eat~r

identification with the working class
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and to a greater overall political liberalism and support of
the Democratic pa rty.

This means that even if clerical work
1

stop~

recruiting new members from children of manual workers,

-.---------_._ --_.

our evidence indicates ·.that: the current standing of clerical
workers is sufficient to keep them II-allied with the proletar iat"
politically. Economic (and educational, which is generally
coupled with economic) factors are the ·major determinant of
proletarianization.

This information does not contradict our

earlier asse!tions that the most important new influence on
lower white-collar occupational levels is the influx of working class people.

The two factors are coupled in this way: The

clerical workers' position in the

economy~ - including

both their

level of income and benefits, and their propertylessness
and lack of control over their work--is most influential
in determining their political stance; but their class background is most influential in bringing working-class values
and norms to v'1hi te-collar

workers, ~This

latter :faotol'!'

is predicted on the former because of the facilitated movement betvveen the manual and nonmanual levels; and it also
tends to further widen the gap between lower-middle- and
upper-middle-class positions.
In fact, it is conceivable that we are moving to
a "three-class" society, with an upper- middle " 8lass t a
lower-middle class or stable - wor1<:ing class, and a 19vver
class.

These 'three levels parallel David Gordon'S chara cter-
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ization of the class structure as being composed of
( 1 ) the "Creative Primary" level of highly-paid, creative,
and specialized skilled, technical, 'and intellectual workers;
(2) the

"P~imary Worl~ing

Class" of persons who hold the

more stable manual and lower level white-collar positions;
and (3) the "Secondary Working Class," composed of uneduca ted , unskilled, and often,minorit-y-" groups. 18
The political implica itions of this all:ignmEmt -are -,
great, but exactly what will come of the m are not now
clear.

There is no doubt :that we are now witnessing a

major competition bet-we.en the Republicans and Democrats
for this middle group.

Unless the Democrats can mob ili ze

their organization to take advantage of the liberal
sentiments which are apparent in the lower-level whitecollar and stable blue-collar classes, there is a chance
that the "emerging Republican majority: may come into
reality.

As much as the upper-middle-class leaders of

the "nevI politics" caucus of the Democratic party may
favor both socioeconomic and cultural liberalism they
should realize that cu'ltural liberalism is not a viable
political tactic today.

This cultural liberalism is

too much of an attack on the lifestyles of a majority of
the electorate; and rather than tolerate this attack,
these c lasses may move -into the camp of the conserva-tti v e
(economically, socially, and culturally) Republicans.
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If there is to a continuing

coalitionof ~

liberals, it

must stress mainly social and political issues, and
leave "acid, amnesty, and abortion"to the liberal
bureaucrats and courts, who do not have to face a culturally
working-class electorate.

The main"point, however, is

not that cultural liberals ought to try to skirt the
electoral process to obtain their culttiral goals (far from ..
it--this is crass

elitism)~

but that they should have some

toleration for the values and behavioral norms--in short,
for the culture--of the combined working- and lower-middle
classes.
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APPENDIX ·

The following questionnaire was distributed among
employees at four offices: one each in Boston, Hartford,
Chicago, and San Francisco.

I followed the procedure

which Herbert Gans used in The

Levittowners~

had the management distribute

the forms, and the respondents

return them by mail.

This way, I did not

knOvJ

That is, I

who they

were, and the management did not know how they answered.

CONSTRUCTION OF SCALES
Socioeconomtc Status (SES2--made by combining present job
level, weekly salary, level of educational attainment, and
father's ,job.
Intergenerational Mobility--made by combining present job
level with father's job:

whether up, down, or the same.

Political IJeology Scale--made by (1) rating questions
numbered 65, 66, 67, 69, and 71 (see sample questionnaire,
following) : from 1 to 3, liberal to conservative; and (2)
averaging the ansvJers.

%

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR OFFICE EIV}PLOYEES

( N}

missing answers
1. - vJhat t s your job?
1) very low clerical
2) low clertcal
3) responstble clerical
4) middle management or higher
2.

Wh at was your last job, or is this your first?
1) professional or techntcal
2) mana gers , officials, proprietors, except farm
3) sales workers
4) clerical wor k ers
5) craftsmen, foremen, a nd kindred workers
6) operatives
7) nonfarm laborers
b ) service, private household, and kindred workers
9) farm workers
0) first job, or other
you think that you present job is better
than the last?
1) yes
2) no

7.896 ( 20)
28.6 ( 77)

56.1

'7 . 0n

(151)

( 21)

(

7)

9 .996 ( 17)
2.9 ( 5)

8.2
62.6

5.8
5.3

0.6

4.7

0.0

( 14)
(107)
( 10)

(

(
(
(

9)

1)
8)
0)

(171)

Do

4.

5.

What was your father's job when you were growing
up? (or whoever supported your family)
1) professional or technical
2) managers, officials, proprietors, except farm
3) sales workers
4) clerical workers
5) craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers
6 ) operatives
7) nonfarm laborers
8) service, private household, and kindred workers
9) farm workers

86. 8 ~; (1 8 4)

13.2

(28 )
( 64)

8 • Sci;0 ( 22)

19.8

5. 8
5.8

22.5
20.2
-4.3
10.1

3.1

If you are married- -what W8~ you spouse's father's
job when he or s he was growing up?
1) professional or technical
11.3%
2) managers, officials, proprietors
20.5
3) sales workers
6.6
4) clerical workers
7.9
5) craft sm en, foremen, and kindred workers
17.9
6) opera tives
17. 9
7) nonfa rm laborers
4.0
8) service, prtvate household, and kindred workers 11.3
9 ) farm workers
2.6

( 51)
( 15)

( 15)

( 58)
( 52)

( 11)

( 26)( 8)
( 18 )

( 17)

( 31)

( 10)
( 12)

( 27)
( 27)
( 6)

( 17)
(

4-)

(125)

What is your weekly salaryT
1) under ~t 50

2)
3)

0.0;6 (

-7.7
30.6
28.8
15.1
7.7
7.0
3.0

~~ 50- ~$ 99
~nOO- 2n49
~-n50- $ 1 99
3~ 200- $249

4)
5)
6) $250-$299
7) $300-$399
8) over

7.

$ L~OO

What was your total family income (before taxes)
last year?
1) below $3000
2) ~t 3000- 'fr 4999

3) $ 5000- ~p 7999
4) t;8000-1~9999
5) $10,000-$11,999
6) $12,000-$14,999
7).$15,000- $20,000
8) over $\20,000

0)

(
(
(
(
(
(

21)
83 )
78 )
41)
21)
19)

(

8)

(

5)

0.496 (

1)

0.8
12.5
14.0

12.8
19.6
23.0
17.0

( 2)
(33)
(37)
(34)
(52)
(61)
(L~5)

( 11)

8. What would you say are the most i mporta nt things

9.

about a job? (pick 2)
1) interest & variety
2) good salary & a cbance for advancement
3) good people to work wi th
4) a supervisor who is easy to work for
5) pleasant working conditions

18.0

As far as these 2 things are concerned,. would
you say your job is
1) very good
2) pretty good
3) not too g ood
4) very· bad

33.016
52.4
11.7
2.9

( 90)

5.9%
26.8
9.2
34.6

( 16)
( 73)
( 25)
( 94)

11 .4
12.1

( 33)

68.85'6 (1 87)

69.6

38.8

5.7

10. If an employee with ability real ly put his or her
mind to it, how far up in your firm do you think
he or she could get?
1) couldn't become an office supervisor

2) office supervisor
3) junior executive
4) executive
5) a vice pres i dent
6) president

(lD9)

(1 01)
( 15)
( 48)
( 14)

(14-3)

( 32)
(
(

( 31)

(
11. Can you rec a ll anyone who bas gotten to this
1) yes
2) no
~

le~el?

8)
3)

4)

67. 8% (1 83 )
31.9 ( 86)
(

7)

12. 'Would you like to hold a management or supervisory
position?
1) yes, supervisory only
2) yes, management pnly
3) yes, either one
4) no, neither one

15.5;;6
17.7
50.2
16.6

( 42)
( 4S)

(136)
( 45)
( 5)

13. Do you think a person has a better chance to get
ahead by

1) going into business for himserf .

2) trying to improve his positidn in the firm

14. For yourself personally?
1) going into business for myself
2) trying to improve my position in my firm

15. How old are you?
1) under 20
2), 20's

3) 30's

4) 40's
5) 50 IS'
6) over

~

60

16. Your sex?
1) male

2) female

17. Are you married?
1) yes

2) no

45.1 % (119)
54.5 (144)
( 12)
24.376 ( 66)
75.7 (206)
(

5.1;;'6
52.7
19.0
14.3
6.6
1.S

4)

( 14)
(JA4)

( 52)
( 39)
( lS)

(
(

5)

4)

49 . 696 (136)
49.6 (136)
(

4)

56.796 (156)
43.3 (119)

18. If so, who would you say is the head of the
household?

1) I aill
2) my spouse is
3) we both are equally

19. If·your spouse works, is his/her income

39.596 ( 62)
11.5 ( lS)
49.0 ( 77)
(119)

1) more than yours

26.1 95 ( 41)

3) less than yours
4) does not work

29.9
35.0

2) _about the same as yours

20. If your spouse works, what is his or her job?

1) professional or technical
2) managers, officials, proprietors, except farm
3) sales' workers
4) clerical 00rkers
5) craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers
6) operativ'es

7) nonfarm laborers

8) service , private h ousebold, and kindred workers
9) fa r m workers

8.9 ( 14)
( 47)
( 55)
(119)

21.496 ( 21)

5.1
5. 1
43.9
11.2
6.1

( 5)
( 5)
( 43)
( 11)
(

6)

1.0

(

1.)

6. 1

(
(

6)
0)

0.0

(178 )

21. Do you won your own house, or do you rent an apartment?
1) own house
41.3% (104)
2) rent apartment
58.3 (147)
(

22. Of your five closest neighbors, hOt! many are

2~-)

3) professionals or business executives

25.6% --1.3
36.8 --1.8
26.3 --1.3
8.8 --.5
( 36)

And of these five, how many are
white F'rotestant
Catholic
Je\.vish
Black

37.796
45.7
6.8
6.3

1) factory or manual workers
2) office or sales employees
l~)

others

1)
2)
3)
4)

24. Of your f ive closest friends, how many are
1) factory or manual workers
2) office or sales employees

3) professionals or business executives
4) others
25. And of

th~se

12.596
45.7
32.3
8.5

--1.9
--2.3
-- .4
-- .3

( 63)

-- .6

--2.3
--1.6
-- .4
( 8)

five, how many are

1) white Protestant

2) Catholic

3) Jewish
4 ) Blac k

44.0}6 --2.2

46.9
5.1
3.3

--2.4
-- .3
-- .2
( 19)

l"'hich is more important to you in choosing a
place to live?
26. 1) pretty, wide open area, with neighbors who
respect each other's privacy
2 ) close-knit, friendly neighbors

27. 1) many different types of people

2) people who are all pretty much like yourself

28. 1) a good, reasonably priced, home in a good
neighborhood

2) a community with good schools

75.856 (204)
24.2 ( 65)
( 7)
59.396 (156)
40.7 (10,?)
( 13)
76.0% (199)
24.0

(63)

( 14)

29. Vihich of these best describes your present
neighborhood?

1) downtown
2) city

3) suburban

3.7% ( 10)
41.0 (112)
55.3 (151)
( 3)

30. Do you (or your spouse) have relatives who live
~

in your neighborhood?

1) yes

2) no

26.196 ( 70)
73.5' (1 97)
(

8)

~

31. In your leisure time, vvhom wou ld you say you spend
the most·time with (b esides your family)?

1) relatives
2) neighbors
3) other friends

17.056 ( 46 )
7.0 ( 19)
76.0 (206)
(
5)

32. And your s pouse ?
1) relatives
2) neighbors
3) other friends

25.396
13.0
61.7

(
(
(

33. The two of yOG togeth er?
1) relatives
2) neighbors
3) other friends

31-. 2c/ 6
7.6
61.1

(
(
(

39)
20)
95)
(122)
-

49)
12)
96)
(119)

34. How often do you have· t h ese friends or relatives
over to your house?

36.1% ( 96)
41.0 (109)
22.9 ( 61)
( 10)

1) OIlce a week or more
2) once a month or more
3) less than once a month
35. v1hat kind · of people wO'Jld you be least likel y to
1

want as friends?

~

1) people 'dho are a b it common
2) people 1:Jh 0 live in a way I'd find it hard to
keep u p

\"Ji th

3) people who talk about th ings I don't under stand

26.276
_48 .. 3
~5.5

36. What sort of activities do you most prefer for
your leisure time? (pick 2)
1) visiting with friends or re l atives
2) going out with friends or relatives
3) playing or watching s ports
4) watchi ng rpv
5)) g oing to movies, p la ys, etc.
6 reading books or magazines
7) staying home with your family

37. What ne wspaper do you read

~ost?

1) local
2) national
3) special interest
0) none

38. Wha t magazines would you be most likely to
enjoy reading?
1) Ti me or ~ew8week
2) Sports Illustrated
3) Cosmopolitan or Vog ue
4) Playboy
5) Women 's Day or Family Circle
6 ) True or True Romance
7) Atlantic Monthly or Harper 's
8) Reader's Ligest
9) I don't read magazines

(

69 )

(127)·
67)
13)

(
(

28.49; ( 74)
37.9 ( 98)
34.0 ( 87)
14.7 C 37)
24.2 "- 59)
30.3 ( 73)
30.5 C 72)
( 52)
/

87.376 (241)
5.4 ( 15)
1.4 ( 4)
5. Lt· C 15)
( 0)
64.096 (167)
14. 9 ( 38)
22.6 ( 58)
27.1 ( 69)
18~9

2.3
8.6
38.2
4·.7

( Lt·S )
(
6)
( 22)

~ i~~
(

3e)

~

46. Do
1)
2)
3)

you ask your child about his or her grades?
yes
no
child not old enough for school

47. About his or her work?
1) yes
2) no
3) child not old enougb for scbool
48. Do you helD vour child with school Hork?
1) yes
2) no
~I

.

3) child not old enough for school

"" 5 • 2 (j/;,0 ( 58 )

Q

34.8

0.0

(
(

0)

65.996
. 1.1
33.0

(
(
(

60)
1)
33)

42.776
21.3
34.8

( 38)
( 19)
( 31)

49. Even if you do not have children.

Here is a list
'
' +v think ar desireble in a child.
of thing s Y Oll rrllgn
Which of the m vJould yOLl say are most important in
a boy of ab ou t 10?
1) that he is happy
2) that he obeys LllS parents well
3) that he h a s good manners
4) tbat he has self-control
5) that he is p opul a r WlGl1 ot her children
6) that be is curi ous about t h ings
7) that he is ambitious
8) that he is able to defend himself
},'

'

~

.l-'

50. What do you thi.Dk is most i mportant in your child's
schooling? (even if you have no children, which
seems most i mncrtant?)
1) an education "Jbich treats e a ch child as an
individual and encour8geshim to be creative
and advance at his own rate
2) an approac h whic h develop s the necessary skills
and values to g et a g ood j ob
3) an approach which is not too permissive, and
helps deveJ .op discipline

52. What race are you?
1) VJhite
2) Black
3) Oriental
L!-) other

(IdS)

(187)

68.396 (179)
17.5 ( 46 )
-10.3 ( 27)
23.2 ( 61)
6.5 ( 17)
50.5 (132)
21.6 ( 57)
2.7 ( 7)
( 26 )

76.7% (204)
13.5

(36)

9.8

(26)
( 10)

51. What religion are you?
. 1) Protestant
2) Catholic
3) Jewish
4) other

31)
(187)

38.7% (105)

55.7
3.3
2.2

(151)
( 9)
( 6)
( 5)

94.5% (258)
2.9
.1.5

1,1

~ ~l3)

(

39.

Do you belong to any of the following organizations?

1) ye s
2) no
Check those you belong to
1) a church g rou p
2) a veterans gro up, fraternity or lodge
3 ) a community or civic service org anization
4) a cultu ral orga nization
5) a political organization
6) a professional organization
7) other

54.696 (149)
45.1 (1 23)
22.5

( 62)

11.6

( 32)

6.2
7.6

( 17)

14.5
19.9

11. 6

( 40)
( 21)

( 55)
( 32)
(

40. How much schooling did you have?
1) did not finish Bth grade
2) finished Bth
3) some high school
4) finished high school
5) some college
6 ) finished 4 y&ars of college
7) more

0.096 ( 0)
0.0 ( 0)
3.0 ( 8)
23.2 ( 63)

35.1

2B.O

10.7

41. How many children do you have?

( 95)
C 76)
( 29)

(

5)

64.156 (173)

1) none
2) one
3) two
4) three
5) four or more

Answer numbers

4)

12.6

10.0

8.9

4.4
42-L~8

( 34)
( 27)
( 24)

( 12)
(

6)

1.2% (

1)

only if you have children

42. Wha t sort of job do you hope your son or daughter
will someday hold?
1) office employee
2) professional (doctor~ lawyer, engineer, etc.),
3) factnry or manua l worker
4) foreman of facto ry or manua l workers
5) office supervisor
6) school teacher '
7)'business executive
8) technician

59.0

0.0
2.4
1.2
14.5
IB.l

3.6

43. Wou ld you be prepared to send him or her to
college if necessary to get this job?
1) yes
2) no

1.1

~j

0)
2)
1)

( 12)

( 15)
( 3)

(193)
(

1)

(1 84 )

72.896 ( 67)

25.0

2.2

45. Do you and your spouse discuss your child's education?
1) yes
no
no spouse, or child not old enou g h for school

(
(
(

9B.996 ( 91)

1+4. \,vha t
~

do you think t b e chances are that he or she
can get this. job ?
1) a good chance
2) a fifty-fifty c ha nce
3) not much cb a nce

( 49)

( 23)

(

2)

(1 84 )

66. 796 ( 58)

3. Lt

29. 9

(

3)

( 26)

(l g qj

53. -Which nationa1i ty group do you feel closest to?
(Where did most of your family corne from)

1) English or Scottish

2) Irish
3) Greek '
4) Italian
5) Spanish, Fortugese, or Latin American
6) Jewish
7) Polish or other Ea stern European
8) French Canadian
9) Black or Afro-American
10) Oriental
11) Armenian
12~ German or Scandinavian
13) other

23.3% ( 62)
20.7 ( 55)

0.4

10.2
7.1

1.9

1.9

56.

Were you born in a foreign country?
1) yes
2) no

58.

59.

Were your grandparents?
1) one was
2) two were
3) three were
4) all four
5) -no

4)
2)

( 54)
( 5)

74.256 (115)
( 39)

25.2

(122)

44.8% ( 69)

55.2

( 85)

(122)
8.1% ( 22)

91.5

57. Were your parents?
1) one was
2) both were
.3) no

(
(

( 10)

55. The same nationality group?
1) yes
2) no

( 9)
( 9)
( 19 ~
( 14,
( 5)

. 5.3

1.4
0.8
20.3

1)

( 27)

3.4
3.4

54. Is your spouse the same religion as you?
1) yes
2) - no

(

(247)
( 7)

10.7% ( 29)
21.4 ( 58)
67.9 (184)
(

5)

10.096 ( 27)

29.2

6.6

27.7
26.6

( 79)

( 18)

( 75)
( 72)

(

5)

(

5)

There's Quite 8 bit talk these days about different
social ciasses. Mo st people say they belong either
to the middle class or to the working class. Do
you ever think of yourself as being in some social
class of this type?
1) yes
53.796 (146)
2) no
46.0 (125)

60 . Even if you do not general l y t hink ofyourielf as
being in some social cl ass ; if you had to pick one
that best described youse1f, which w6uld it be?
J.) lQwer ClBBS
2) working cl ass
3) mj.dd1e cl ass
4) upper class

1.1/6 ( 3)
27.2 ( 74)
68. L~

3.3

(1 86)

(

(

9)

4)

~

61. Which political party do you most often support?
.1) Repub lican
2) Democrat
3) other
62. VJhich political party did your father genera lly
support?

1) Repub lican
2) Democrat
3) other

4) Did not g enerally support any particular party
63. Do you think it makes much difference which party
wins elections'?

55.1

On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 most liberal and 5
most conservative, how would you rank yourself
politically?
1) 1 (most liberal)
2) 2

3) 3

4) 4

5) 5

30.196 ( 81)
48.7 (131)
2.2 ( 6)
19.0 ( 51)
(
7)
li-4.996 (122)

1) yes
2) no
6li-.

34.79& ( 93)
52.2 (140)
13.1 ( 35)
( 8)

(most conservative)

9.1?6
25.1
·44.9
16.3
4.6

65. In the l ast Presidential election, what issues
seemed most imDortant to you? (pick 2)
1) closing tax~loopholes
2) lowering prices
3) cutting unemployment
4) ending g overnment corru p tion
5) stopping welfare cheating
6) ending the Ivar in Vietnam nOvl
7) stopping N. Vietnamese a g ression and securing
an honorable peace
8) improving rel~tiohs with Russia & (communist)
China
9) making sure that everyone who deserves
welfare g ets it ,

(150)
4)

(

( 24)
( 66)
(118)
( 43)

( 12)
( 13)

15.5% ( 41)
35.7 ( 95)
22.2 ( 59)
25.3 ( 67)
13.5 ( 36)
36.6 ( 97)
39.7 (105)
9. 1

(

24)

2.3

(

6)

( 22)

66. liThe government in Washington should see to it that
everyone who \'lants to work can find a job.
do you feel about this statement?
1) agree strongly
2) agree, but not very strongly
3) disa g ree, but not very strongly
4) disa g ree strong ly
5 ) don 't know
~

67.

II

How

"'The government in Washing to n should see to it that
everyone has enou g h money to cover his basic needs. II

1) Bgree atrongly

2) agree, but not very stong ly
3) disa g ree, but not very strong ly
4-) disa a; ree strong ly
5) don't know

45. 4~:6 (12 3)
26.2 ( 71)
13.3 ( 36)
9.6 ( 26)
5.2 ( 14)
30.6%
21.0
20.3
20 : 3
7 7

(

6)

(
(
(
(

83)
57)
55)
55)

~ 2~~

68. !1The government in Washington is getting too
powerful for the good of the country and the
individual. f1
1) agree strongly
2) agree, but not very strongly
3) disagree, but not very strongly
4) disagree strong ly
5) don't know

30.796 ( 83)
30.7 ( 83)

19.3
9.3

( 52)

( 25)
( 27)

10.0

(

6)

69. !1The government ou ght to cut taxes even if it
means put'ting off some important things that
need to be done. 1I
1) agree strong ly
2) agree, but not very strongly
3) disa g ree, but not very strongly
4) disa g ree strong ly
5) don't know

18.696 ( 50)

23.0

( 62)

18.6

( 50)
( 25)
( 7)

( '82)

30.5

9.3

70. How much of the time do you t h ink you can trust

the government in Washing ton to do what is right?

1) just about always

2) most of t h e ti me
3) only some of the time
4) don't know

3.396 (

9)
(102)
(129 )
( 30)

·37.8
47.8
11.1

(

6)

71. TIo you think that in the past 10 years civil ri ghts
lead~rs

have pushed too fast to advance the cause
of Negro Americans, or that they have pushed too
slowly, or that t h ey have gone at about t h e ri ght speed?
1) pushed too fast '
'
25.9%
2) pushed too slowly
15.9
3) about the right speed
41.1
4) don't know
17.0

( 70)
( 43)

(Ill)
( 46 )
( 6)

How did you vote in the ,past Presidential elections?

72. 1972 '

1) Nixon

2) !V
IcGovern

3) other

4) didn't vote
5) too young

73. 1968
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Nixon
Humphrey
Wallace
didn't vote
too y oung

74. 1964

1) Goldwater
2) Johnson
3) other
4) didn't vote
5) too young

4-8.896 (127)

39. 6

0.0
11.5

(10 3)
(

0)

( 30)
(

3)

( 13)
45.596 ( 81)
38.8 ( 69)
3.4

12.4

(

6)

(22)
( 85)

, ( 13)
21 • 701;0 ( 2 6 )
62.5 ( 75)
0, 8 ( 1)
15.0 ( 18 )
(lL~3 )

( 13 )

~

75. -1960
1) Nixon
2) Kennedy
3) other
4) didn't vote
5) too young

76. 1956
1) Eisenhower
2) Stevenson
3) other
4) didn't vote
5) too young

26.0% ( 25 )
66.7 ( 64)
0.0 ( 0)
7.3 ( 7)
(167)
( 13)
54.4% ( 43 )
30.4 ( 24)
0.0 ( 0)
15.2 ( 12)
(183)

( lL+) .

77. During the p eriod 1956-1972, did you ever live in
a state other than the one in which you now live?
1) yes
2) no

45.496 (1 22 )
54.3 (146 )
(

78. Who would you like to see elected President in 1976?
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

Vice President Spiro T. AgnevJ (R)
Secretary of the Treasury John Connolly CD)
Sen. Henry M. Jackson CD)
Sen. Edward Kennedy (D)
Sen. Georg e McGovern (D)
Sen. Edmund Muskie (D)
Sen. Charles Fercy (R)
Gov. Ronald Rea gan (R, Cal.)
Gov. Georg e Wallace ( D, Ala.)

11.2}6
10.7
L!·.7
33.6
8.9
9. 8
10. 3
6 .1
4.7

8)

( 24 )
( 23 )
C 10)
( 72)
( 19 )
( 21)
( 22 )
( 13)
( 10 )
( 62)
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